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Foreword 

The Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs has 
established interdisciplinary research on policy prob
lems as the core of its educational program. A major 
part of this program is the nine-month Policy Research 
Project, in the course of which one or more faculty 
members direct the research of ten to twenty graduate 
students of diverse backgrounds on a policy issue of 
concern to an agency of government. This "client 
orientation" brings the students face to face with ad
ministrators, legislators, and other officials active in 
the policy process, and demonstrates that research in 
a policy environment demands special talents. It also 
illuminates the occasional difficulties of relating re
search findings to the world of political realities. 

This report on renewable energy options is the pro
duct of a Policy Research Project conducted at the · 
School in 1979-80 under contract with the City of 
Austin Renewable Energy Resources Commission. The 
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study focused on the potential for the use of renew
able energy resources in Austin, analyzing the avail
ability of solar, wind, and biomass energy forms in 
this area and suggesting ways the city government 
can create incentives for their use. Additional funds 
for publication of the final report were provided by 

· the Lyndon Baines Johnson Foundation. 
It is the intention of the LBJ School both to develop 

men and women with the capacity to perform effec
tively in public service and to produce research that 
will enlighten and inform those already engaged in 
the policy process. The project that resulted in this 
report has helped to accomplish the former; it is our 
hope and expectation that the report itself will con
tribute to the latter. 

Elspeth Rostow 
Dean 





Pref ace 

This timely volume of renewable energy data and 
policy options for the City of Austin is the culmina
tion of a unique and successful "working partnership" 
between a Policy Research Project at the LBJ School of 
Public Affairs and the City's Renewable Energy Re
sources Commission. 

The RERC is the City's youngest citizen advisory 
board. It was established by an ordinance of the City 
Council in March 1979 in direct response to an initia
tive by local civic and environmental organizations 
which felt the City should mount an aggressive pro
gram of renewable energy resource development in 
the Austin-Travis County area. 

The principal task imposed by the City Council on 
the RERC was to produce a "Renewable Energy Devel
opment IRED) Plan" by January 1981-a citywide · 
"master plan" for expediting the maximum feasible 
application of solar, wind, and biomass technologies 
in both the public and the private sectors. This would 
have been an enormous undertaking even for a City 
department with a full-time professional staff. For the 
volunteer members of the RERC, who at the outset 
had one-third use of a single City employee, the task 
was so sweeping as to seem almost impossible within 
the designated time frame. · 

It was thus fortuitous that the nine able graduate 
students in Professor Marian Blissett's Policy Research 
Project at the LBJ School were willing to "adopt" the 
Renewable Energy Resources Commission {RERC) as 
the focus of their seminar studies beginning in Sep
tember 1979. The results of their work, contained in 
this volume, :-viii help make it possible for the RERC 
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and the City's new Office of Energy Conservation and 
Renewable Resources to complete the RED Plan on 
schedule. 

Indeed, in a scant nine months of concentrated 
research, policy discussion, writing, and revision, Pro
fessor Blissett's students have assembled an encyclo-

. pedia of energy information and policy alternatives 
that could easily have cost the City $100,000 or more 
in "consultants'" fees or salaries for City-hired energy 
professionals. These students have verified the ex
istence of a highly potent reservoir of "indigenous" 
professional and technical expertise within the borders 
of the Austin community-dispersed through its col
leges, universities, government agencies, and private 
commercial and professional concerns. It is much to 
be hoped that the City will learn to use these "indi
genous" resources more extensively in the future, 
thus reducing its costly and often unnecessary depen
dence on out-of-town "consultants." 

At any rate, on behalf of the RERC, I wish to thank 
and congratulate Professor Blissett and his students 
for their exemplary work in pursuit of a badly needed 
"Solar Transition" for Austin, for Texas, for America 
and the world. 

Ray Reece 
Chairman 
City of Austin Renewable 

Energy Resources 
Commission 

I 1979-Summer 1980) 
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Introduction 

Since 1973, the United States has struggled to de
velop an energy policy that would encourage conser
vation and reduce dependence on foreign sources of 
supply. Most of the solutions proposed thus far have 
emphasized the further development of conventional 
fuels (coal, oil, and natural gas) and continued reli
ance on centralized sources of power generation. We 
feel there is room for decentralized options-options 
that stress the importance of energy diversity and 
community self-reliance. From our point of view, each 
city, each neighborhood, each apartment complex or 
high-rise provides a different setting in which to ex
amine energy supply and demand patterns. Each offers 
opportunities for reduced consumption, improved 
operating efficiencies, and greater reliance on local 
resources. We have chosen the City of Austin to ex- · 
plore ways in which "renewables" - energy forms that 
derive from the sun, wind, and biomass-can be used 
either as a supplement to or as a substitute for con· 
ventional energy sources. 

The Community Approach 

Every sector of Austin's economy is dependent on 
some form of energy. Residential dwellings, industry, 
commerce, and transportation require one or more 
types of energy to function on a daily basis. Yet energy 
forms vary in their thermo-dynamic properties, or 
their ability to do useful work. Low-quality energy, 
such as low-temperature heat, has a limited range of 
application. High-quality energy, such as electricity, 
has great versatility and is capable of extremely high 
levels of performance. It would seem logical, then, to 
match energy needs with energy forms, since energy 
is wasted when low energy needs are met with high
quality energy. 

Unfortunately, Austin, like most cities, has not 
faced the prospect of matching energy needs and forms. 
In Austin, as elsewhere, there are three basic forms in 
which energy is used to do work: heat, liquids (e.g., 
gasoline), and electricity. Of the three, heat is used 
extensively in all sectors- residential, commercial, 
and industrial. The quality of heat, however, or degree 
temperature, used in each sector varies according to 
each sector's needs. Residential and commercial sectors, 
for example, need relatively low levels of heat for 
warming space and producing hot water. The sun can 

supply such heat. A properly designed home can heat 
and cool itself nearly year-round in Austin. A sola.r 
water heater or preheater can augment or replace 
traditional fuels. By doing so, the home· or business
owner frees natural gas and electricity for other uses. 

Fuels used to generate high-quality industrial pro· 
· cess heat will be difficult to substitute; so, too, will be 
electricity needed for air conditioning and lighting. In 
residential and commercial sectors, insulation, proper 
building design and orientation, even proper landscap
ing can reduce cooling demands. In all sectors, main
tenance of machinery and replacement of inefficient 
units will ultimately reduce energy costs. 

While there is a great deal of excitement about the 
potential for local development of renewables, the 
extent to which Austin can embrace them depends on 
its energy supply and demand conditions. We there
fore begin with an analysis of the kind and quality of 
Austin's energy sources and its pattern of energy con· 
sumption (Chapter I ). We follow this with an analysis 
of conservation and solar energy in residential and 
commercial structures (Chapter 2), justifications for 
instituting a solar energy code (Chapter 3), and the 
prospect of small business opportunities in solar en
ergy (Chapter 4). Next, we examine the possibility of 
converting municipal solid wastes to energy !Chapter 
S) and the role of the City's electric department in pro· 
moting the use of renewable resources (Chapter 6). 
Finally, we provide the outline of an information/ 
skills transfer program that can be used to increase 
public awareness, receptivity, and confidence in re
newable energy alternatives (Chapter 7). 

xv 

As a group project, our research represents the col
lective efforts of a number of people. It embraces 
different perspectives and suggests a variety of policy 
options. Our purpose has not been to contribute to 
state-of-the-art debates. We have intentionally ex
cluded a range of technical issues because they seemed 
too narrow to us and not candidates for immediate 
decision. We hope that what has been sacrificed is 
counterbalanced by our analysis of the widespread 
availability of renewable energy resources and the 
different roles that municipalities can play in creat· 
ing incentives for their use. 

Marian Blissett 
Project Director 





Recommendations 

Based on a year-long study of the potential for the 
use of renewable energy resources in Austin, a number 
of specific recommendations can be made for City 
policy and action. These recommendations are out
lined below. 

City Policy 

Role of the Electric Utility 

The City of Austin's municipally owned electric 
utility is one of the primary local institutions which 
can promote and utilize renewable energy resources. 
Toward this end, the Austin Electric Department 
should engage in renewable energy development ac
tivities whenever possible and feasible. These activi- · 
ties should be aimed at low-cost energy self-sufficiency 
in Austin. They should include the following: 

l. The development of electric rate structures that 
encourage the conservation of energy and the 
use of renewable energy resources. Such rate 
structures may include time-of-day rates, sea
sonal rates, interruptable rates, progressive block 
rates, and other price configurations which pro
mote renewables in a manner that will have a 
positive effect on utility load profiles and costs. 

2. The collection of data relating to renewable 
energy utilization and the provision of informa
tion to the public about energy conservation and 
the use of renewable energy resources. These 
efforts may include energy audit services, the 
collection and dissemination of performance 
data on renewable energy systems, and general 
customer information activities. They should 
be coordinated with the public education efforts 
of the City of Austin Office of Energy Conserva
tion and Renewable Resources IOECRR). Pro
vision of renewable energy information by the 
utility can successfully capitalize on the reputa
tion of reliability and expertise in energy matters 
and on its regular customer contacts. 

3. The offering of load management techniques to 
utility customers. These may include computer
ized thermostats and other energy control de
vices, and off-peak auxiliary power timers for 
solar and renewable energy systems requiring 
utility back-up. 
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4. The study of, and the provision for, neighborhood
scale renewable energy systems. These systems 
range from district heating systems to the gener
ation of electricity from wind, biomass, or solar 
power. On a neighborhood scale, they could be 
appropriately sized and could be constructed 
with locally available materials and labor, thus 
presenting great possibilities for community 
economic development. 

5. The repowering of existing electric generating 
plants with renewable energy resources. Solar 
thermal, biomass, and solar electric technologies 
presen.t attractive options for repowering exist
ing generating plants and should be investigated 
as fuel transitions take place. 

6. The assurance of utility financing of customers' 
solar/renewable energy systems purchases. The 
experiences of other utilities indicate that the 
capital costs of financing individual solar and 
renewable energy systems are often lower than 
the marginal costs of purchasing new centrally 
generated electric power plant capacity. The defer
ment of future electric needs through utility fi
nance customer purchases of renewable energy 
systems should be closely investigated by the 
City of Austin Electric Department. Once legal 
barriers are overcome, financing of customer re
newable purchases should be made where econ
omically feasible through the Electric Depart
ment, through a joint utility/lender finance pro
gram, or through a utility subsidy. 

7. The support of the statement and achievement 
of a long-term city-wide goal to reduce energy 
consumption by a significant specified amount 
in anticipation of NOT having to build addi
tional conventional power plants. 

Waste Recycling 

1. The City of Austin should move immediately to 
develop and encourage an aggressive source sepa
ration recycling effort to recover glass, nonfer
rous metals, paper, organic waste, and other 
materials. 

2. The City should give serious consideration and 
study to the generation of energy from munici
pal solid waste. Implementable projects to be 
considered include: 
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-the construction of a 600-1,000 ton per day 
waste incineration plant to produce electricity 
for Austin's electric utility; 
- the construction of a 600-1,000 ton refuse
conversion plant to provide fuel for use in the 
Fayette Power Plant, or at coal-fired facilities in 
Rockdale and San Antonio, Texas; or 
- the construction of one or more small modular 
incineration facilities (20-200 tons per day) de
signed to meet specific end uses of a municipal 
facility or development project within the City 
(including centralized ferrous metals recovery). 

Building Codes 

The City should adopt a Solar Energy Code. In devel
oping the code, major objectives should include: 

-utilizing the Model Document for Code Officials 
on Solar Heating and Cooling of Buildings as the foun· 
dation upon which to develop a code consistent with 
the unique conditions and needs of the City of Austin; 

- developing provisions relating to the use of adobe 
and other earth materials as building materials, and 
including such provisions in any proposed solar energy 
code or as amendments to the Uniform Building Code; 

- requiring the Building Inspections Department 
to adopt and implement procedures for the licensing 
and bonding of solar equipment installers, which 
would eliminate the burdensome procedures requir· 
ing multiple licenses for installation work on solar 
energy systems. 

Public Education 

A well-developed and coordinated public education 
program is crucial to the success of a city-wide pro
gram encouraging renewable energy use. The key fea
tures of such a program include the following: 

1. The development of a working renewable energy 
network that will coor&nate existing commun
ity organizations and activities. 
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2. The assembling of a technically trained and qual
ified staff which can scan Austin's renewable 
energy horizons for potential activity involve
ment. 

3. The distribution of both general and specific in
formation to all sectors of the public. 

4. The identification of specific target groups, the 
assessment of their needs, and the design of the 
appropriate methods of answering their ques
tions. 

5. The developing of a skills transfer program com
prised of workshops and other active approaches 
to education, aimed at the specific target groups. 

6. The publicizing of renewable energy related 
events, e.g., fairs, festivals, conferences. conven
tions, workshops, tours, etc. 

7. The cultivation of a positive attitude to the use 
of renewable resources. 

Local Enterprise 

City support is vital for the development and com· 
mercialization of renewable energy resource technol
ogies in Austin . The growth of renewable energy re
lated businesses and the local solar industry should 
be immediately encouraged by the following: 

1. Establishment of a City of Austin policy manda
ing the use of renewable energy systems in City
owned buildings and facilities. 

2. Establishment of an Information Center within 
the City's Office of Energy Conservation and 
Renewable Resources for informing small busi
nesses and/or in&viduals about federal and state 
incentive programs for renewable resources. 

3. Energy performance provisions and loan prefer
ences for homes using solar and renewable energy 
systems being included in any future Home 
Mortgage Bond Program undertaken by the City 
of Austin. 



1. Energy Sources and Consumption: 
Austin, Texas 

Introduction 

It has been easier to arrive at reasonably hard figures 
~escrib~ng the different sources of energy employed 
m Austm than to determine the specific uses of those 
energies, broken down according to discrete tempera· 
ture ranges. Such an attempt was made by the pilot 
study Energy Self-Sufficiency in Northampton, Mas
sachusetts, prepared by Hampshire College for the 
U.S. Department of Energy and published in October 
1979.1 The methods used by that group- extensive 
survey sampling, numerous interviews, and educated 
guesses based on thorough familiarity with an estab
l~shed, stable-growth city of 30,000-required more 
time and greater numbers of researchers than were 
a~ailable to examine these patterns in the city of Aus- . 
tm, a _dozen times the. size of Northhampton, with 
changing growth rates, demographic patterns and 
economic bases. ' 

Hard figures were available for natural gas con· 
sumption and delivery from the Southern Union Gas 
Company, Inc. The Austin Electric Department a 
municipally owned electric utility, supplied ann~al 
and monthly data describing its fuel consumption 
and total electrical generation. 

There were no such centralized sources of informa
tion concerning gasoline and diesel fuel consumption. 
Total amounts were inferred from estimates of the 
total number of vehicles operated in the city of Austin 
!again, no central source was able to provide this 
information), and generalized averages used by the 
state and federal governments for approximate annual 
driving mileages and mileage per gallon. 

Energy Profile of the City of Austin 

Austin is heavily dependent on natural gas. In 1979, 
the Valero Gathering Corporation sold 25,875,823 
thousand cubic feet IMCF) to the City Electric Depart
ment for purposes of generating electricity at its three 
gas· and oil-fired plants. As shown on Table 1.1, the 
oldest plant, Seaholm, has five small units commis
sioned from 1951 to 1958, with a total installed capac
ity of 120 megawatts IMW). Amortization, or pay
back time, on generating units is a standard thirty 
years; the oldest unit is scheduled to go off-line in 
198 l. Holly has four larger units, commissioned be
tween 1960 and 1974, with a total installed capacity 
of 555 MW. Decker Lake has two large units, commis· 

sioned in 1970 and 1977, rated at a total of 725 MW. 
In 1979, the 25,875,823 MCF of natural gas, together 

with 1,053,805 gallons of #2 and #5 fuel oil and diesel 
fuel1 were used to generate 2,450,000 megawatt hours 
IMWH) of electrical power to meet the constantly 
growing demand in the Austin area.3 Bergstrom Air 

· ~o~ce Base buys all of its electricity from the City, and 
is its largest single customer; during fiscal year 1979, 
the City supplied 47,578,548 kilowatt hours !KWH), 
or 47.6 MW, to Bergstrom.4 

Valero's second largest customer is the Southern 
Union Gas Company, which in 1979 distributed 
17,982,000 MCF of natural gas to its various custom
ers in Austin. 5 The largest single customer of Southern 
Union is the University of Texas IUT), which buys 
one million-plus MCF of natural gas each year to 
po~er its sophisticated cogeneration power plant, 
which has an installed capacity of 60 MW. The UT 
plant uses gas to heat steam to a temperature of over 
500°F and pressurizes it to 400 pounds per square inch 
!psi). The steam is then used to generate electricity 
and for heating and cooling university buildings. The 
automatic extraction turbines have special design 
features: a valving system allows the drawing off of 
desired uniform amounts of steam at a steady pres
sure 1175 psi) and temperature, which most or all of 
the larger City units are not able to do. This steam is 
used. to heat the various buildings all over the campus, 
and m particular, to power jby centripetal gas com
pressors) over 16,000 tons of the 28,000 tons of in
stalled chilling capacity at the four chilling stations 
that provide the university's air conditioning. The 
remaining 12,000 tons of chilling capacity are electri
cally driven. The overall thermal efficiency of the 
system ranges between 55 and 70 percent, much high· 
er than the usual 35 to 40 percent efficiency of a 
system producing electrical power only. 

UT is the only other source of electrical power 
generation in Austin that is regularly in use, other 
than the City Electric Department. What additional 
capacity remains is in the form of standby generators 
powered from various sources, such as propane, and 
seldom brought on-line. . 

Valer~ sells directly to one other customer, Berg
strom Air Force Base IBAFB), which used 267 000 MCF 
in fiscal year 1979. The BAFB ga,s is deltvered by 
Southern Union through its lines for a fee of $0.026/ 
MCF.6 
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Table 1.1 

Elect rical Generating Cap acity of the City of Austin 
( 1980) 

Commercial 
Unit Megawatts Operation 

Plant ID# per Unit On Line Begun 

Seaholm #5 20 8/ll/51 8/ l l/ 5 l 
#6 20 6/28/51 6/30/51 
#7 20 6/30/55 6/30/55 
#8 20 9/21/55 9/ 21/55 
#9 40 9/24/58 l l/ 10/58 

Holly #l 100 7/27/60 ll/01/60 
#2 100 12/ 05/ 63 6/0l/64 
#3 165 8/24/66 7/01/67 
#4 190 5/07/74 7 /Ol/74 

Decker #l 325 8/14/70 7/01/71 
#2 400 8/24/77 1/ 12/78 

Fayette #1 275• 4/17 / 79 (Oil) 6/16/79 
4/ 26/ 79 (Coal) 

#2 275• 2/1 2/ 80 (Oil) 5/80 

Total 1,950 MW 

Source: City of Austin, Electric Department, 1980. 

•unit size is 550 MW; jointly owned by the City of Austin and the Lower Colorado River Authority. 

The coal-fired Fayette Power Project's unit# 1, rated 
at 550 MW, is owned equally by the City of Austin 
and the Lower Colorado River Authority, which oper
ates the plant. Operating at a lower cost than any of 
the other City plants due to its cheaper (coal) fuel 
costs, Fayette # l has been feeding over 200 MW of 
electricity into the Austin system since it began com
mercial operation in April 1979. A similar unit, Fayette 
#2, attained commercial status in May 1980, bringing 
the total contribution to the city to over 400 MW. 

Natural gas is directly distributed in Austin by the 
Southern Union Gas Company, Inc., to four classes of 
customers: residential, commercial, industrial, and 
public authority. Certain individual users, such as 
Motorola, Texas Instruments, and IBM, do monitor 
and record the end uses of their gas and electricity, 
differentiating them by temperature ranges, although 
not according to any uniform scheme. Others, such as 
BAFB and the State Capitol Complex, are not able to 
provide such information, although they are in the 
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process of setting up the necessary instrumentation. 
UT encounters special problems in trying to monitor 
precisely the amount of gas used for electricity or 
steam used for heating and cooling-how much air 
conditioning is provided by gas-heated steam, how 
much by electricity, and so forth. 

The City Electric Department has fourteen different 
rate classes, ranging from the minimal "Night Security" 
to"Homeowner· to the •Large Primary Users· - Motorola, 
IBM, Texas Instruments, the State Capitol Complex, 
and Bergstrom AFB, which together use 40 percent of 
the City's electricity. Like Southern Union, the City 
Electric Department has no accurate means of moni
toring or recording differentiated end uses of its de
livered energy once the electricity has left its system. 
Although some of the large users do keep records and 
make studies of their end uses, the classification 
schemes are dissimilar and generalizations based on 
their patterns may not be accurate. 

Before the 1973 energy crisis, natural gas, because 



of its low cost, was often used not only for space and 
water heating and cooling, but also to drive cooling 
and refrigeration units las at lIT) and other machinery, 
using gas-heated steam. Although this was not the 
most efficient way to use natural gas or to provide air 
conditioning, it was more economical to use natural 
gas than to use electricity. In 1973, the City paid 
$0.205/ MCF for natural gas; in 1979-80, the price had 
stabilized at $2.548/MCF,7 after rising much higher in 
the interim. 

For the same reason, electricity generated by natural 
gas was so cheap that many all-electric homes, build· 
ings, and complexes were constructed in which elec
tricity was used to heat water to l 20"· 130"F, to heat 
rooms to 70"·75°F, and to do other relatively menial 
chores.8 In all-electric homes in Nonh Central Texas, 
it has been estimated that during winter, 59percentofthe 
electricity consumed is used for heating, and 14 per· 
cent is used for water heating. In the summer months, 
air conditioning consumes 48 percent of the kilowatt 
hours used, and water heating, 15 percent. The remain· · 
ing uses involve smaller amounts divided among 
major appliances and lights and small appliances, as 
shown on Figures 1.1 and 1.2. 

Without more to go on, it is difficult to assign reli· 
able figures to end uses differentiated by temperature 
ranges for the whole city. Both natural gas and electric· 
ity generated from natural gas are being used for pur· 
poses that may have renewable energy substitutes. 

Space and water heating do not require high-grade, 
high-temperature energy; nor do other low-temperature 
processes such as commercial drying. Existing renew· 
able resource energy technology such as flat-plate 
solar collectors, passive solar design, and wood stoves 
could take over much of this low-thermal energy load. 
Solar air-conditioning technology is not as competi· 
tive as heating technologies are, but it has one over
whelming advantage: when the air-conditioning energy 
demand is at its greatest, solar radiant energy is also at 
or near its daily peak; the peaks of demand and supply 
coincide roughly, rather than occurring at opposite 
points of the daily cycle, as with solar heating. 

If alternative energy sources and systems can be 
developed and put into widespread use to handle the 
space- and water-heating requirements and air
conditioning energy loads now provided by electric
ity and piped natural gas, as much as 40 percent of the 
natural gas now used could be conserved or put to 
other uses. The use of solar thermal collectors to heat 
space and hot water is a proven technology that is 
reasonably cost-competitive, over sufficient time, and 
could be used to relieve a portion of the energy load 
now. 
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1. Energy Sources and Consumption 

Gasoline consumption in Austin was determined 
by a rather roundabout method. Apparently, no records 
are kept of th~ number of vehicles owned and operated 
in the city. The State Depanment of Highways and 
Public Transponation kept annual vehicle registra· 
tion lists broken down by counties until 1976. In 
making the calculations presented in this chapter, we 
updated the list of vehicles registered in Travis County 
in 1976 by assuming that the number of vehicles in 
the county had risen in proponion to the population 
growth. The City Planning Department provided an· 

· nual population figures for Travis County and the 
City of Austin, as well as future projections for each. 

Ratios were established for the relation of the 
change in the number of vehicles in each class to the 
population changes for each of several years preced
ing 197 6, for which the number of vehicles registered 
in Travis County was known. These ratios and ratio 
trends were· then projected, using the known Travis 
County population figures for 1977 and 1980. The 
resulting figures, representing vehicles-by-class regis· 
tered in Travis County in 1980, were scaled down to 
match the proportion of the 1980 Travis County pop· 
ulation 1424,000) which was comprised by the city 
population 1352,000),9 namely, 83 percent. 

Average annual mileage and average gasoline mile· 
age for the various vehicle classes were estimated, 
drawing partly on an August 1978 study prepared by 
the Texas Transportation Institute of Texas A&.M 
University, entitled Trends in Texas Transportation 
Fuel Consumption, and panly on experience and edu
cated guesswork. 

The City of Austin, the Austin Independent School 
District, and the U.S. Postal Service were able to pro
vide detailed breakdowns of the number and types of 
vehicles operated by them, and their annual and 
monthly gasoline consumptions. Similar figures were 
promised from Bergstrom AFB, the Lower Colorado 
River Authority (LCRA), and lIT, but the information 
was not made available in time to use in this report. 
The federal and state governments were not able to 
provide such information. 

If there is no increase over 1979 consumption, around 
229 million gallons of gasoline and motor fuels will be 
used in 1980. The total cost of these motor fuels will 
likely be $250-$300 million in 1980 las compared to 
$200-$210 million in 1978). 

Last year the City Electric Depanment's total reve
nues were over $150 million, nearly all from the di· 
rect sale of electricity to customers. Southern Union 
will not release it total Austin revenues until it receives 
permission from its headquaners in Dallas, but we do 
know that the company sold nearly 18 million MCF of 
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Figure 1.1 

Average Seasonal KWH by Appliance: Winter 
(Texas All-Electric Homes) 
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Source: Texas Power and Light Co., 1980. (Information sheet.) 

natural gas in 1979. 
The total cost of energy to the people of Austin 

during 1979 is estimated to be in excess of $400 mil
lion; in 1980, it could reach as high as $475-$500 
million, even without extraordinary price increases. 

Gasoline and Motor Fuels 

The picture of energy sources, production, and con
sumption in Austin with regard to gasoline and motor 
fuel is unavoidably rough and approximate. The bulk 
of gasoline consumption estimated, 228 million gal-
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Ions per year, was calculated from the Travis County 
motor vehicle registration rolls, broken down by ve
hicle class, from 1972 to 197 6. (Since 197 6, the Divi
sion of Motor Vehicles has kept its records on a state
wide rather than a county basis.I 

The Statistical Yearbook 1978. published by the 
City Planning Department, lists Travis County and 
City of Austin populations through 1977. (The De
partment has more current figures available upon re
quest.) The population figures from 1972, when Austin 
had a population of 275,900 and Travis County, 324,100, 
were compared with those from 1980 (352,000: 



Pigure 1.2 

Averap Seuonal KWH by Appliance: Summer 
!Texas All-Electric Homes) 
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424,000),10 to see what percentage of Travis County's 
population was made up of Austin residents.over the 
years. At present, it is approximately 83 percent, which 
represents a fairly smooth downward trend from 85.5 
percent in 1972. 

Assuming that the numbers of people and the num· 
hers of vehicles would remain in the same proportion, 
83 percent of the population of Travis County should 
have 83 percent of the vehicles, excluding farm trucks, 
tractors, machinery, etc. 

The number of vehicles in several nonfarm cate· 
gories-passenger cars and pickup trucks, commercial 
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trucks, motorcycles, and private and City buses
were calculated for Austin by applying the coefficient 
0.83, t he ratio of the two populations, to the number 
of vehicles in each of the various classes registered in 
Travis County, as projected from 1972-1976 through 
1977· 1980. The projection was made by class of vehicle, 
comparing yearly increase in the number of vehicles 
in each class to the corresponding increases in popu· 
lation. Thus, in 1973, when the population of Austin 
was 85.1 percent of Travis County's population, the 
ratio of passenger cars to people was 1:2.04. In 1976, 
when the population of Austin was 82.3 percent of the 
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Travis County population, the ratio of passenger cars 
to people had fallen to I: 1.94. Despite the fuel prob
lems and the need to conserve energy and reduce oil 
imports, the ratio of people to cars actually fell, mean
ing that cars became more numerous in relation to 
people. Over this same period, the absolute number of 
motorcycles grew from 8,803 in 1973 to 9,420 in 197 6, 
while the ratio of motorcycles to people grew from 
1:38.6 in 1973 to I :39.6 in 1976, meaning that motor
cycles became less numerous in relation to population. 

Carrying these trends forward !although allowing 
for a year of near-paralysis in 1979, similar to the gas
crisis year of 197 4), the following estimates have been 
made of the number of vehicles in Austin today: pas
senger cars- 191,261; commercial trucks- 46,305; 
buses-500; and motorcycles- 8,647. 

To arrive at figures for the average gasoline con
su mption for these vehicles, arbitrary average values 
must be assigned for average annual mileage per ve
hicle and average miles per gallon for each type of 
vehicle. This allows room for enormous variations in 
the final results. For example, an average annual mile
age for passenger cars of I 0,000, at an average 14 mi Jes 
per gallon (MPGI of gasoline, gives an estimated usage 
of 136,615,000 gallons of gasoline and motor fuel per 
year for the estimated 191,261 passenger vehicles in 
Austin. A higher annual mileage of 12,000 miles, and 
a lower average gasoline MPG of 12 would result in a 
much higher total consumption of 191,261,000 gallons 
per year. 

The following estimates of gasoline consumption 
by vehicle class for 1980, presented in Table 1.2, are 
made on the assumptions that (I I fairly middle-of.the
road figures are used !such as I 0,000 miles/yea r for 
passenger cars); (2) buses and trucks are used a fair 
amount; and 131 overall gasoline consumption declined 
slightly for the first time toward the end of 1979. 

Ten thousand to 12,000 miles per year is the car 
dealer's rule of thumb for average annual mileage for 
passenger cars. Rising prices may be forcing a slight 
decline in total mileage, but Texas has generally been 
one of the leading states in use of cars. Fourteen MPG 
is 2.1 better than the average fo r cars in Texas, accord
ing to Trends in Texas Transportation Fuel Consump
tion.• • There may be relatively more foreign or com
pact cars in Austin than there are statewide; also, 
since this is neither a large city with masses of long
distance commuters, nor a rural area where people 
must drive long distances in their daily activities, the 
average annual total mileage should be on the low 
side of the statewide averages. The truck mileage 
used is low, and the average mileage per gallon is high 
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based on the assumptions t hat many of these trucks 
are not large, that they confine most of their driving 
to the city, and that they do not make many intercity 
trips. The bus mileage used is 8,000 miles per year less 
than the T rends figure for transit buses statewide; the 
gasoline mileage is taken from the same source. The 
Type I large buses operated by the Austin Indepen
dent School District average 5.4 MPG; smaller van
style Type II buses average 9.0 MPG. Motorcycle fig
ures are the least certain, because there is no record of 
the number of motorcycles of different sizes, which 
vary in power and gas mileage even more so than cars. 
Full-dress J 200cc Harley-Davidsons, as well as many 
police motorcycles, get about 25 MPG, while smaller, 
lighter ones can average up to 60to 75 MPG. However, 
the total share of gasoline consumption by motorcycles 
is not of much significance compared to that of cars 
and trucks, making the determination of exact figures 
relatively unimportant. 

There are, in addition, several fleets of vehicles 
owned and operated by public agencies that are ex
empt from regular registration and taxation. For the 
sake of having figu res to work with, it is estimated 
that UT operates 400 vehicles, LCRA, 100; Bergstrom 
AFB, 500; Travis County, l 00; and various federal and 
state agencies in and around Austin, 500. Assuming 
an average of 1,000 gallons per year per vehicle, total 
gasoline consumption amounts to 1,600,000 gallons. 
As shown on Table 1.3, more data is available for the 
City of Austin, AISD, and the U.S. Postal Service. 

There is no question but that these gasoline esti
mates are subject to adjustments. Nevertheless, we 
feel reasonably confident that within the city there 
are slightly over a quarter million vehicles (25 1,440), 
consuming annually almost 230 million gallons of 
gasoline 1229,589,3301. We hope it will be possible in 
the near future to determine average annual mileage 
and average miles-per-gallon values with greater pre
cision. This will depend, however, on better record
keeping systems than are now available. 

Other Oil Use 

In addition to natural gas, some 993,048 gallons of 
fuel oil (#2 and #5) and diesel fuel were used by the 
City Electric Department to generate electricity in 
1979.12 Most of the City's generators are designed so 
they can be switched from natural gas to oil and back 
again fairly easily, depending on the availability and 
economy of each. In 1979, fuel oil and diesel were 
used only at the Decker and Holly plants, although 
the Seaholm plant also possesses this capability. 



l. Energy Sources and Consumption 

Table 1.2 

Estimated Total Ga1oline Consumption by Vehicle Clu1· 
City of Au1tin 

1980 Vehicles Number Miles/Year MPG Gallons/¥ ear 

Passenger cars 191,261 10,000 14 l36,61S,OOO 

Commercial trucks 46,30S 14,000 8 83,033,7SO 

Buses soo 20,000 4 2,S00,000 

Motorcycles 8,647 6,000 so l,032,000 

Total 246,713 223, l 80, 7 so 

Table 1.3 

Gasoline Consumption by Public Agencies 

Number of Vehicles Gallons of 
Agency (All Classes) Gasoline/¥ ear 

City of Austin 2,366 2,873,S82 

AISD 4Sl 736,000 

U.S. Postal Service 310 199,000 

Sources: 11.J City of Austin, Conservation Task Force, Office of Budget and Planning, "Contingency Plan for the 
Reduction of Fuel Consumption in Municipal Government," Austin, 1979. IMimeographed.J 12.) Interview 
with Fred Filly, Director, Transport Department, and L. M. Ethridge, Director, Vehicle Service Department, 
Austin Independent School District, March 14, 1979. 13.) Interview with C. M. Knowland, Superintendent, 
Vehicle Maintenance Facility, U.S. Postal Service, Austin, March 18, 1979. 

Natural Gas 

The vast majority of the energy in the Austin area 
enters in the form of natural gas. Apart from gasoline 
and motor fuel, and the 993,048 gallons of fuel oil and 
diesel used by the City Electric Department to gener· 
ate electricity on occasion, the rest of the energy 
produced or used in the city comes from natural gas, 
with very few exceptions. 

The Valero Gathering Corporation brings in all the 
city's natural gas through one twenty-inch pipeline 
and two twelve-inch lines. The gas is gathered from a 
variety of sources within the state, although originally 
nearly all came from fields in Webb County. 

City Electric Department 

In 1979, the City Electric Department used, in addi· 
ti on to 993,048 gallons of fuel oil and diesel fuel, some 
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2S,869,248 MCF of natural gas to generate 3,2S6,824,CXX) 
KWH or nearly 3,2S7 MW of electrical power. The gas 
and oil supply and consumption figures are given in 
calendar years !January to December), while figures 
for kilowatt hours generated are from the Electric 
Department's Rate Management section, and are based 
on a fiscal year running from October l through Sep· 
tember 30. 

Generally, production of one kilowatt hour of elec· 
tricity requires about 10.S cubic feet ICF) of natural 
gas. The price of natural gas in 1973was $.23S/MCF.13 
In the aftermath of the energy and political crises of 
1973·74, nearly all existing contracts for natural gas 
and petroleum were curtailed or cancelled. The price 
of natural gas shot up, and the City has paid as much 
as $3.lS/MCF since then, when it was necessary to 
buy on the spot market. In 1973, the City had a twenty· 
year contract with Lo· Vaca, which has since been 
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reorganized aa the Valero Gathering Corporation. Lo· 
Vaca was to supply natural gas for twenty years at 
S.205/MCF. When the contract was cancelled after its 
third year, the City took Lo-Vaca to court, in a dispute 
only recently settled. 

The current price for natural gas is $2.548/MCF, 
twelve times the 1973 price.14 The figure of 10.5 CF to 
produce a kilowatt hour seems to hold up, at least 
between 197 4 and 1979. At that rate of usage, the 
price of the gas needed to generate a kilowatt hour has 
jumped from about $.00215 in 1973 to about $.026 
today. As a result, Austin's electricity bills are now 
among the highest in the country. 

The City Electric Department is the sole owner of 
three power plants !Seaholm, Holly, and Decker Lake) 
and owns SO percent of two 550 MW units operating 
at the Fayette Power Project IFPP) in LaGrange, Texas. IS 

The FPP was begun after the 1973·74 oil emergency 
and is the first completed step to reducing Austin's 
near-total dependency on natural gas; 

Both 550 MW units are in full operation and will 
consume about 27 million tons of coal annually. Con· 
tracts have been signed for substantial supplies of 
coal at prices ranging from $6. l S to $7.00/ton; a twenty· 
five year contract was signed with Decker Coal Com· 
pany of Montana for SO million tons at $7/ton. In 
1977, another contract was signed with ARCO Coal 
Company of Gillette, Wyoming, for 27 million tons at 
$6. l S/ton. Careful plans were made to ensure adequate 
coal supplies. The FPP has a storage capacity of 
750,000, or about forty-five days' supply. The FPP also 
purchased its own hundred-ton rail cars; four trains of 
110 cars each will travel weekly from each mine.16 

The situation has been greatly complicated by the 
raising of railroad rates by the Burlington Northern. 
This action has been greatly resented by coal users 
who have no alternative form of transporatation. 
There should be some impressive legal struggles over 
this issue: imported coal from South Africa is now 
cost-competitive with American coal from nearby 
western states. It is still cheaper, however, to produce 
electricity from coal at the Fayette Power Project than 
from the City's three gas-fired plants.17 

The total installed capacity of existing plants is 
1950 MW. This does not include the City's 16 percent 
interest in the South Texas Nuclear Project ISTNP), 
still under construction and embroiled in controversy, 
at Alamgorda Island on the Gulf Coast. Its future 
contribution to Austin's energy supply depends on 
whether the City continues to participate, and whether 
the City will even need to use the energy, or will sell it 
to another utility such as Houston Lighting and Power. 
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Plant Efficiencies 

For each of the existing plants, there ia an efficiency 
curve, along which maximum energy production is 
achieved for minimum fuel input. For most, the peak 
of the curve is around 80 to 85 percent of capacity. 
The units are rarely run at a higher level, and it is Jl4lt 
considered to be a good practice to run a unit at peak 
capacity. 

On the other hand, they become inefficient and 
actually use more fuel !proportionately) when their 
energy production drops below 60 percent of capacity.1• 
The engineers attempt to shut down larger units rath· 
er than run them too far below their capacity and 
waste fuel. Smaller, less efficient units running at 
closer to their capacities are substituted when it is 
more economical than running a larger unit at a point 
too far down on its efficiency curve. The Seaholm 
plant's future usefulness is limited, because the smal
ler size of its units makes them less economical to run 
even at their peak efficiency, when compared to the 
larger units. They are also too small individually to 
substitute for a substantial part of the load of one of 
the larger units at Decker or Fayette, or even Holly, 
should one of those units be running at an inefficient 
level because of lower demand. 

The City of Austin has been advised to sell the 
units of the Seaholm plant now, while they are still in 
good condition, and while there is still enough natural 
gas at low enough prices that they could be useful, to a 
smaller city or locality that can use their 20 MW 
capacity. 

The University of Texas 

As previously mentioned, the City Electric Depart· 
ment is not the only generator of electricity in Austin. 
Aside from a number of standby generators intended 
for use in emergencies, the University of Texas has a 
cogeneration plant which produces electricity, heat
ing, and air conditioning for the campus buildings. Its 
electrical generating capacity was recently expanded 
to 60 MW, and it usually operates at 40-45 MW. The 
system is powered by natural gas purchased from South
ern Union. UT is Southern Union's largest customer, 
buying about 1.2 million MCF or so annually. At this 
writing, UT has yet to approve the release of exact 
information concerning the amount of natural gas 
used and the amount of electricity generated. 

UT's station is one of a relatively small number of 
cogeneration powerplants being used extensively for 
air conditioning, as well as the more common applica
tion of heating. A regular district heating or cogenerat
tion system simply takes the exhaust heat, usually in 



the form of spent steam leaving the turbine after 
being used to generate electricity, and pipes it to 
nearby buildings to provide heat. High pressure or 
conversion to some different form of energy are not 
called for, since the purpose is heating buildings or 
hot water, which docs not require extremely high 
temperatures or pressure. Using a cogencration plant 
for air conditioning is more complicated, but air con· 
ditiooing capacity is far more in demand in areas such 
as Austin than heating capacity. 

The steam leaving the electrical generating system 
must be at a uniform high pressure and temperature 
so that it can be used to power an air conditioning 
chiller. The cold water is then distributed in a district 
cooling system. The distribution problems are the 
same-insulating cold inside pipes from heat outside 
is no different from insulating heat inside from cold 
outside. But to extract steam at a uniform high pres
sure from a generating cycle cuts down the efficiency 
of the system for electric power generation alone, 
usually from 33 percent to 23-25 percent, in return for 
a much higher overall thermal efficiency of 55· 70 
perccnt.19 It also requires specially designed equip· 
ment; it is difficult to modify existing turbines that 
have not been designed with this application in mind. 
Until gas and oil prices skyrocketed, it made little 
economic sense to build these combined heat and 
power systems. The fuel savings at former low prices 
took a long time to pay back the capital investment 
required to build the system with its special modifi
cations. 

In the UT system, automatic extraction turbines 
extract a portion of the steam at a certain point in the 
middle of the electrical generating cycle. This requires 
a narrower shape at the nose end of the turbine bell, 
with a throat and valves midway to control the steam 
pressure at the point at which it is extracted. Steam 
enters the turbine at a pressure of 400 psi and a temp· 
erature of around 7500F. !The City's units are larger 
and operate at temperatures of 80(} l,OOO°F, at greater 
pressures.I After some generating work has been done, 
and while the steam is still under pressure, a certain 
amount of it is extracted at a steady pressure of 175 
psi and temperature of about 50D°F, after which the 
remainder is released through the valves to tum the 
remaining turbine blades and is finally expelled at a 
near-vacuum pressure and a temperature of about I 00· 
l 25°F.20 No way has yet been found to make use of 
that last 125° of thermal energy. In much colder cli· 
mates, it might be worth piping to heat nearby build
ings. 

The steam at 175 psi is then piped through mains 
throughout the campus to heat all the buildings and 
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installations, often being wastefully stepped down in 
temperature and pressure to do so. Some of it is used 
to power the four chilling stat ions to provide air con· 
ditioning to the campus: Out of 28,000 tons of chilling 
capacity, 16,000 are steam-powered, while the remain· 
ing 12,CXX> arc provided by electrically driven chillers.21 
The steam-powered units are not, strictly speaking, as 
efficient as the electrically driven; however, they are 
making use of energy which otherwise would be largely 
wasted. By using the controlled-pressure steam at 175 
psi to do all the heating and over half the air condition· 

· ing for the campus, electrical generating efficiency is 
cut slightly, but the overall thermal efficiency of the 
system is increased from the usual 30-35 percent to 
55-70 percent.22 

The key to the system is the special design of the 
automatic extraction turbines, in which the shape of 
the turbine and the valving system are able to control 
the steam release amount and pressure so that it can 
be reused. Rather than making use of waste heat at 
the end of the electrical generating cycle, the extrac
tion of steam at reasonable pressure and high temper
ature is made a priority of the system. The turbine is 
designed from its construction to have that capacity; 
this system does not simply recycle waste heat. 

By contrast, the City Electric Department's turbines 
are not designed to have this capacity. They are shaped 
differently and have no internal valves to keep in· 
temal pressure at any certain level at any certain 
point. Steam is released at vari_ous points to heat the 
feedwater stock before it enters the boiler to be super· 
heated into steam. But this released steam is not con· 
trolled; it is whatever steam happens to be near the 
release points. This would not be as severe a constraint 
to a cogeneration station in the North, where the heat 
itself can be used at a fairly low temperature and 
pressure. In a district heating system, no other machin· 
ery with particular pressure/ temperature requirements 
is run from the exhaust steam. In Europe, many district 
heating systems are run on hot water.23 

A cooling system requires the steam to be at steady 
pressure. This is best achieved by designing the tur· 
bines from the start to have the capability of auto· 
matic extraction. The costs of adopting some of the 
City's units to such a purpose could very well be 
prohibitive, if it is possible at all. Apparently, with 
some of the units now in use it would not even be 
feasible. 

Further study is needed of both the details of the 
UT system and the potential of the City's units for 
modification at some point in their generating cycle. 
It will also be necessary to know more about the 
operating details and types of chillers before reaching 
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any conclusions concerning the modification of the 
City's system to a district heating and cooling capa
bility. Since actual construction of chilling units as 
well as the modification of the City's system would be 
quite expensive, a district heating and air-conditioning 
system would not be likely to result in lower electric 
bills for cooling and air conditioning at any level of 
use. Amortization of capital costs would offset any 
savings in operating and fuel costs. However, over the 
long run, the system could allow significant savings 
to be realized, beginning with lower fuel requirements 
and higher thermal efficiency for fuel being used. If 
the costs of modifying the existing City units do not 
rule out the project from the start, such a system 
would be a means of achieving greater energy cost 
containment, thermal and overall energy conservation, 
and a degree of energy self-sufficiency. 

Bergstrom Air Force Base 

Bergstrom AFB is the only nonutility customer to 
buy directly from Valero. The gas is supplied through 
Southern Union's pipeline at a charge of $.0026/MCF. 
Bergstrom uses some of its gas to run refrigeration 
units and compressors, and most of it for heating and 
cooling, etc. Normally no electricity is generated on 
base with the gas, as Bergstrom buys all its electricity 
from the City Electric Department. As one of the five 
primary users of electricity, Bergstrom is offered a 
cheaper rate, reserved for consistent users of over 
3,000 KWH per month. Although this low rate makes 
sense from the utility's financial point of view, it is 
open to the criticism that it is an incentive to growth 
and invites large users of electricity to locate in the 
Austin area. 

In 1979, Bergstrom paid between $.0416 and $.0499 
per KWH, adjusted monthly. The variations in price 
depend both on the amount of electricity used and on 
the fluctuations in price of the fuels used to produce 
the electricity. In February 1979, Bergstrom used 
2,896,736 KWH at $.0499/KWH for a total monthly 
bill of $44, 796.58. In contrast, in October of that year 
the base used 3,882,128 KWH at a price of $.0416/ 
KWH, for a monthly bill of $60,662.46. 

In fiscal year 1979, Bergstrom bought 267,032 MCF 
of natural gas at prices ranging monthly from $2. l 04 

to $2.362/MCF.24 Tables showing Bergstrom's overall 
and monthly uses of electricity and natural gas for 
fiscal year 1977 through 1979 are given in the Appen
dices. 

The Base Civil Engineering Office was unable to 
provide an internal breakdown of energy uses for 
either electricity or natural gas. It did report that 
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some gas goes for cooling and refrigeration, as well as 
heating, cooking, etc. Some electricity is used for heat
ing and cooling, in addition to direct use-those func
tions such as lighting which can only or best be filled 
by electricity. 

Other Primary Users 

Texas Instruments, Motorola, and IBM all have 
indicated their willingness to provide information 
concerning their internal uses of gas and electricity, 
given some time. IBM has an array of solar collectors 
on its roof and is reportedly studying the feasibility of 
building its own coal-powered generating plant on its 
land in northeast Austin. 

According to Mr. Bob Jenkins of the State Purchas
ing Agency, formerly the State Board of Control, the 
State has done energy studies of two of its Capitol 
Complex units, the Stephen F. Austin Building and 
Lyndon B. Johnson Building. These have been metered 
and audited, and systems modifications have been 
implemented. For example, the cooling systems of the 
two buildings have been interconnected so that the 
chilling system of either building can air condition 
both.25 However, there are no figures available for the 
rest of the buildings or for the complex as a whole. 
Many state buildings and complexes are not large 
enough to qualify for the primary user rates, and are 
included under "general service" rates. Only the Capi
tol Complex itself is a primary user. Many of the state 
buildings in the Capitol area are not a part of the 
Complex; some are under lease, such as the Executive 
Office Building at 411 West 13th Street. There is no 
centralized energy accounting system; each depart
ment keeps its own records. For a while, TENRAC 
required each agency to submit energy cost and use 
information on a monthly basis; for some reason this 
effort was stopped. 

Southern Union 

In 1979, Southern Union distributed 17,982, 165 
MCF of natural gas to its four classes in the city. Of 
this amount, 6,835,761 MCF was distributed to resi
dential users; 4, 145,7 40 MCF to commercial users; 
462,528 MCF to industrial users; and 6,538,406 to 
public authority users.26 

In contrast to these four rate classes, the electric 
utility has fourteen rates, most of which differ accord
ing to overall quantity used rather than by end-use. A 
true end-use breakdown by temperature ranges, as in 
the Northampton study, will take further work. The 
utilities may not be able to offer much help, although 
they are aware that they may soon need to know 



about such end-use distributions. At present, their 
accounting systems are not geared to this purpose. 

Total Picture 

A total picture of energy coming into Austin would 
look something like this: 

Natural Gas !supplied by Valero) 

City Electric Department 25,869,248 MCF 

Southern Union 

Bergstrom AFB 

Total 

17,982, l 65 MCF 

267,032 MCF 

44,118,445 MCF 

Using the rule of thumb 1 CF= slightly over l,OOOBtu, 
44, 118,445 MCF = 45,000,000,000,000 Btu, or 45 trillion 
Btu. (1 MCF = 1,000,000 Btu.J 

Oil 

City Electric Department 
(Fuel Oil and Diesel Fuell 

993,048 gallons 

Gasoline and Motor Fuels 228,689,330 gallons 

Further Adventures with the 
Gasoline Problem 

Of the above figures, the gasoline estimates are the 
weakest, depending as they do on the accuracy of 
projections, proportions, and estimates of the annual 
travel mileage and gasoline mileage of vehicles .. The 
estimates of the number of vehicles are more solid 
than the annual travel and gas-mileage figures. 

The remaining agencies to check in with solid figures 
on their vehicles and gas consumption are LCRA, UT, 
and Travis County. As this study was prepared, Berg
strom AFB reported some 458 vehicles, some of which 
a.re "war readiness vehicles" and are seldom used, but 
which consume a large amount of gasoline when they 
are in use. The total gasoline consumption by base 
vehicles in fiscal year 1979 was 447,327 gallons of 
gasoline and diesel, or an average of 976.6 gallons per 
vehicle-only slightly under the 1,000 gallon per ve
hicle consumption average used in earlier estimates. 
The total number of base vehicles was also slightly 
under the estimate for Bergstrom vehicles, which was 
based on guesswork. 

There are also six tank farms in East Austin, near 
Springdale and Bolm roads and Airport Boulevard, 
where the gasoline pipelines into the city terminate. 
There are six terminals, each with its own set of 
tanks: Gulf, Mobil, Exxon, Texaco, Foremost jArcoJ, 
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and the Coastal States Gathering Corporation. At least 
two, and possibly more, pipelines terminate here, run
ning here from refineries in Houston owned by the oil 
companies. Allother apparently originates on the Gulf 
Coast. 

The vast majority of gasoline and fuel shipments 
entering Austin arrive through these pipelines. How
ever, although the local terminal managers, with one 
exception, said they had tracking figures on the amounts 
of gasoline and diesel coming through their pipelines, 
they could not release that information without per-

. mission from their home or regional offices. One man
ager claimed he did not know how much gasoline was 
coming through his terminal; that it was all handled 
by computers in Dallas. 

It may be worthwhile to contact the various offices 
in Dallas, Chicago, Houston, and other locations, but 
the information would not be of much use for a study 
of consumption in and around Austin, since these 
terminals service a wide area including Burnet, Marble 
Falls, Taylor, and many other destinations in the 
counties surrounding Austin. The amounts destined 
for local service stations could only be determined 
with the cooperation of local terminal managers, .and 
would take a considerable amount of time. 

Mr. C. L. Ferguson, superintendent of the GSA motor 
pool in Austin, also stated that he knew of no way to 
determine the amount of gasoline consumption by 
motor pool vehicles in and around Austin. The GSA 
fuel tank in Austin •pumps out about a thousand 
gallons a month,"27 but this is only a fraction of the 
fuel used by the approximate! y 550 vehicles for which 
he is responsible. This GSA district covers the area 
from Waco to New Braunfels, and from College Station 
to San Angelo; there is no reliable way to determine 
how much fuel is consumed by federal vehicles in and 
around Austin. 

Most Texas state agencies face a similar geographic 
problem in determining gasoline usage by state vehicles 
in a particular town or jurisdiction, unless they keep 
records on the basis of such a district-for example, 
Houston, or Dallas-Fort Worth. The only easily ac
cessible records are kept on a statewide or regional 
basis. 

Consumption Pattern• and Totals 

Determining precise consumption patterns by temp
erature range has been difficult because such records 
are seldom kept. 

With regard to electrical power, it is more difficult to 
determine exactly what proportion of the power sup-
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plied is applied to what end-uses. Power that is currently 
being used for heating and cooling of buildings and 
water heating could easily be replaced by solar or 
other renewable technology. However, certain indus· 
trial uses require electrical power to produce extremely 
high temperatures for their industrial processes, for 
which renewable energy resources would not be ap· 
propriate. 

If an alternate source of energy could be found for 
air conditioning, considerable savings could be realized 
in the use of City-generated electricity now used for 
chillers. So many functions can only be handled well 
by electricity, such as lighting, powering computers 
and other machinery, electrolysis, and industrial pro· 
cesses, that in all likelihood, the most feasible areas of 
energy replacement and energy conservation for the 
near future lie in the areas of heating and cooling, as 
well as prevention of wast e. In the area of heating and 
cooling alone, as much as half or more of the natural 
gas and an unknown but sizeable amount of electrical 
power could be replaced by alternate energy sources. 
If renewable resource energy systems could under· 
take the heating/cooling low-temperature energy load, 
huge savings in the use of conventional fuels could be 
achieved. 

It may not be possible to arrive at a concrete figure 
for the amount of electricity used to run chillers and 
other forms of air conditioning, except to extrapolate 
from the Texas Power and Light figures. It must, at 
times, be a very large portion of the system's total 
energy production, judging from the extreme peaks in 
summer electricity demand from Texas to New York 
City. 

The dependence of Austin on natural gas is striking. 
Except for the hundreds of millions of gallons of gaso
line and motor fuels for transportation, virtually every· 
thing else in the city runs on natural gas, over 44 
trillion MCF a year. The City pays $2.458/ MCF for 25 
million MCF of gas to generate electricity. It is un
likely that anyone else pays a lower rate; it is an 
expense of over $100 million to the utilities them
selves. Southern Union's largest customer, UT, pays 
over $2.50/MCF; ordinary customers pay from $3.50 
to $4. 75/ MCF, except for Bergstrom, which purchased 
its gas directly from Valero for $2.10-$2.362/MCF dur· 
ing 1979. At an average price of $3.50/MCF, the 18 
million MCF sold by Southern Union would cost cus· 
tamers $63 million- a conservative estimate- and 
prices are rising steadily. 

Austin's electrical output in fiscal year 1979 was 
3,025 million KWH At an assumed average price of 
SS/KWH, the total cost to customers was over $1 51 
million. According to City Electric Department figures, 
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last year's total revenues were over $150million, most 
of this from direct sales of electricity to customers. 
Thus the utilities pay $100 million for gas, and con· 
sumers pay in excess of $215 million for natural gas 
and electricity. In 1979, 228 million gallons of motor 
fuels must have cost $200 million, and assuming no 
increase in consumption, will cost at least $250 mil· 
lion in 1980, as prices in gasoline continue to climb. It 
is likely that, as in the final months of 1979, con· 
sumption will decrease while total costs will continue 
to rise. 

Thus in 1979, energy cost the citizens of Austin 
over $400 million; in 1980, the bill will be $475 to 
$500 million, even if there is a decrease in consump· 
ti on. 

Conclusion• and Prospecta 

Four hundred seventy-five million dollars per year is 
quite an amount of money, especially considering that 
this figure is likely to grow with the passage of time. 
Although this money could be considered a tremen· 
dous potential resource for reinvestment, it is not all 
available for diversion into alternate energy systems. 
Particularly in regard to stationary power sources
those at fixed sites, which are leis innately dependent 
on liquid fuels- the City has obligated tremendous 
amounts, for decades to come, to pay for the construe· 
tion of its exi1ting generating facilities and the South 
Texas Nuclear Project. 

The controversial South Texas Nuclear Project 
(STNP) at Alamagorda will have two 1,100 MW gen• 
crating units when it is completed. Austin will be 
entitled to 16 percent of this capacity, providing it 
sustains its present share. Delays, management errors, 
safety violations, and huge cost overruns have plagued 
the project and threaten to increase the City's debt 
situation. The future of the project, like that of the 
nuclear industry, is uncertain. 

The total installed generating capacity of the Austin 
powerplants in operation is considerable, totalling 
l,950 MW of installed capacity. When operating at 
the advisable maximum capacity of 80 percent, a ca· 
pacity of 1,560 MW is available- to serve a city whose 
average demand is 350 to 750 MW, with rare peak 
usages of 850 to 900 MW (see Table 1.41. 

If STNP is completed and commissioned, and Austin 
continues to hold its present 16 percent share, an 
additional 400 MW could give the City as much as 
2,350 MW maximum available capacity, 1,920-1,950 
MW at maximum normal use. The older Seaholm 
units will be going off-line before STNP is completed, 
at present projections. 



Table 1.4 

Austin's Generating Capacity 

Capacity Demand Reserve 96 
Year (MW) (MW) (1) (2) 

1979 1,675 743 125 

1980 1,950 817 139 48 

1981 1,190 862 122 40 

1982 1,910 907 111 36 

1983 1,910 960 99 31 

1984• 2,110 1,016 108 39 

1985 2,070 1,091 90 39 

1986t 2,270 1,175 93 

Source: Southwest Energy and Utility Watch, May 
1980. !Based on information supplied by the Texas 
Public Utility Commission.) 

Il l Based on city peak demand. 
121 Assumes sale of 500 MW to Houston Lighting 

and Power 

•first 200 MW of STNP 
tSecond 200 MW of STNP 

Growth in energy demand has slowed to an average 
of 4.0 to 4.5 percent since 1973, after many years of a 
10 to 12 percent annual growth during the 1950s and 
1960s. The Electric Department's energy planning 
was based on the growth rates before 1973. 

Of all that investment in power generation, only 20 
MW will have been amortized !paid for) by 1981, 
when Seaholm #5 1120 MW) will be thirty years old. 
The Seaholm units have already been eclipsed by the 
rapid growth of the city and of natural gas and oil 
prices. They are too small to operate economically for 
·a city this size, but even their 120 MW will not all 
have been paid for until 1987. Other funds obligated 
for later plants will not be freed until well into the 
twenty-first century. The STNP may take longer than 
the usual thirty years to pay for itself and will not 
even begin operating for several more years. 

Successful substitution of renewable-resource energy 
systems for any substantial amount of the present 
electrical load could catch the Electric Department 
and the City of Austin between a rock and a hard 
place. Already the City is paying the debt for existing 
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installed capacity to meet demand that has not mate
rialized as expected. 

If demand were to decline significantly, electricity 
sales revenues could fall below or close to what is 
needed to pay fixed operating costs and debt obliga
tion shedules. Even if revenues do not actually fall 
below costs, the City of Austin depends on substantial 
surplus revenues from the Electric Department to 
make its annual budget. These revenue contributions 
are projected years in advance in the budget planning 
process and their disruption or reduction would be 

·felt. 
With the exception of solar collectors, the alterna

tive energy systems presently available are not likely 
to seriously cut into today's heavy dependence on 
electricity generated by the Electric Department. The 
Electric Department and the City may be reluctant to 
encourage their increasing use if it means slashing 
their own financial throats. 

Austin will probably be faced with the problem of 
excess capacity and accompanying debts for some 
time to come. Unless, however, natural gas prices 
climb so high that Seaholm, Holly, and Decker Lake 
all become uneconomical to operate, it could be pos
sible for Austin to sell its excess capacity to energy
hungry cities such as Houston. This is already sched
uled for the first five years' energy production from 
Austin's share of the STNP. 

There could be a fair amount of energy and capital 
juggling in Austin's immediate future. If natural gas 
prices rise too high, further capital expenditure may 
be necessary to convert the Decker Lake facility to 
coal, lignite, or some other energy source. Or, a coal, 
lignite, or wood-biomass gasification/liquefaction 
facility may be built to assure a steady supply, for the 
Decker and Holly plants, of fuel oil or synthetic natu
ral gas ISNGJ. This would allow them to continue 
operating in their present mode without extensive 
conversion costs, but would be, 'in effect, a second 
mortgage on both facilities, extending both their ef
fective future productive lives and their amortization 
periods by several years or decades. It would also 
mortgage the system to future prices and supplies of 
coal or lignite. The future supply of wood biomass 
would seem to be more assured, but the U.S. is already 
a net importer of timber.28 

Fayette #1 and #2 and the STNP, if and when com
pleted, will have 950 MW capacity, and will probably 
be able to supply power more cheaply than any of the 
other facilities. 

Austin may need the entire output to supply its 
own base load, while converting Decker Lake to coal, 
or building a coal, lignite or wood gasification/ 
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liquefaction plant to assure the continued economical 
operation of Decker Lake and Holly. In the end, the 
much criticized overcapacity built into the City's sys
tem may be a lifesaver, essential for the sort of juggling 
of energy loads that these converisons or additional 
construction projects could involve. There may be 
others besides Houston who will be ready to buy 
Austin's excess capacity. In times of tight energy, 
ownership of generating facilities should be an in
creasingly valuable asset, a high card in the City's 
hand, unless natural gas prices climb too high, too 
fast. 

The problem is that the funds obligated to these 
massive projects are not available for renewable
energy systems, even though these may be smaller 
and less expensive, and may offer a rare opportunity 
to localize and decentralize the energy economy. 

Several other factors and possibilities will play 
varying roles in Austin's energy future. When coal, 
lignite, and/or wood-biomass gasification/liquefaction 
processes become economically viable, they may be 
used more for the production of motor fuels and in
dustrial alcohols than for fuel oil and gas for electrical 
generation. It might tum out to be economical to 
convert Decker Lake, which has room, to coal or 
another fuel, and to build a gasification/liquefaction 
facility to supply Holly with fuel oil or gas, as well as 
transportation fuel. Holly lacks the surrounding space 
needed for a coal plant, unless the coal yard were 
located across the Colorado River. This in tum will be 
affected by the struggle over the coal states' severance 
taxes, some now up to 30 percent, and the railroads' 
skyrocketing coal transportation rates, both of which 
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2. Using Conservaiion aild Solar Energy in 
Residential and Commercial Structures 
in Austin 

Introduction 

Not only are there ways we can readily reduce our 
consumption of fosail fuels, but many of them would 
not require a revolution in lifestyle or personal com· 
fort. Energy Future, a book-length report from the 
Energy Project at the Harvard Businesa School con· 
eludes that •if the United States were to make a s~rious 
commitment to conservation, it might well consume 
30 to 40 percent lesa energy than it now does and still 
enjoy ~he same or an even higher standard of living."t 
A partial answer to the problem facing us is to increase 
the efficiency with which we use nonrenewable fuel 
resources. Many countries in Europe, for example, 
produce goods using no more than 75 percent of the 
amount of energy !per dollar of GNP) that is used to 
produce equivalent goods in the United States.2 

An important way to diminish the demand on our 
limited supply of fossil fuels is to convert to the use of 
renewable energy resources wherever feasible. There 
are many energy alternatives, such as solar, wind, 
hydroelectric, and biomass, that are available in dif· 
ferent areas of the country and that should be ~xploited 
whenever possible. The substitution of a renewable 
e,nergy resource for a fossil fuel would, in most cases, 
create only minor changes in lifestyle, while reducing 
requirements for increasingly scarce petroleum pro· 
ducts. A solar heated home, for example, would signif· 
icantly decrease demand for nonrenewable fuels but 
in most cases would be no less comfortable fo; the 
occupant than a conventional home. 

Energy Conaumption in Commercial/ 
R.eaidential Structure• 

A large portion of all the energy consumed in the 
United States is used for the heating, cooling, and 
lighting of the buildings we construct." Until recently 
efficient energy use was not considered essential for 
good building design. With increasing energy scarci
ties, however, new structures must incorporate energy 
conservation measures. Many building design modi· 
fications for energy conservation, such as insulation 
and weatherstripping, add little or nothing to the 
structure's initial cost.4 Changes that do increase cost 
such as installing a different type of heating system: 
can pay for themselves in a relatively short period of 
time due to the increasingly high price of energy.s 
There is also no reason for not developing a building 
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code for new construction, establishing guidelines for 
improved building energy performance, especially 
where the changes cost nothing or have relatively 
short pay-back periods. 

Most structures have the potential for cutting energy 
use by 15 to 25 percent in homes' and about 35 percent 

· in commercial buildings7 through conservation m$<': 
sures that include insulation, weatherstripping, and : 
reducing glass areas not exposed to solar radiation. 
The focus needs to be on decreasing the quantity of 
energy demanded by any particular structure through 
increasing the efficiency of all energy used for heating, 
cooling, lighting, and water heating-the largest en· 
ergy-using systems in residential and commercial 
structures. 

When fossil or nuclear fuels are used to generate 
electricity, about two-thirds of the energy is lost to 
conversion and distribution processes.• Inefficiency 
occurs anytime that one uses a higher quality energy 
source than is necessary for a given task. To prevent 
inefficiency, ~nergy systems should be designed to 
match the quality of the energy or heat being used 
with the end-use requirements of the function being 
performed. In a study of energy self-sufficiency in 
Northampton, Massachusetts, conducted in 1977, a 
group of researchers determined that over 70 percent 
of the energy used in this city of 30,000 could be 
supplied by low-temperature heat !under 212°F). This 
low-temperature heat could be used for water- and 
space-heating requirements and could be supplied by 
solar heating.9 Water heating, which consumes 20 or 
more percent of energy in the home, is easily within 
the realm of our present solar technologies, as is solar 
space heating. 

Because of its relatively light winter heating demands 
and high summer air conditioning demands, Austin 
has a very good potential for using solar space and 
water heating. The smaller demand for winter space 
heating in Austin than in many parts of the country 
will allow the heating requirement to be more easily 
met by a solar heating system. Solar water heating 
could also reduce the city's peak electrical demand 
which occurs in the summer, by eliminating the ener~ 
requirement of conventional water heating systems. 

Energy Conaumption in .Auatin 

In 1978, 25 percent of the energy consumed in the 
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United States went to the transportation sector. Of 
the remainder, 21 percent went for residential use, 14 
percent for commercial use, and 40 percent for in
dustrial uses !see Figure 2.1 ).10 Because industrial con
sumption is a much smaller portion of the total energy 
consumed in Austin than in the U.S. as a whole, the 
energy use patterns for residential and commercial 
sectors are proportionately greater. Excluding trans
portation, Austin consumed 45.4 trillion Btus of energy 
in 1979, more than 99 percent of which was natural 
gas. Of this amount, 59 percent l26.6x 1012Btu) was 
used to generate electric power. The remaining 41 
percent 118.Sx 1012/Btul was delivered as natural gas.1 1 

Thirty-six percent of the energy was used residentially 
and 41 percent was used commercially (see Table 2. 1 ). 

In the United States, 59 percent of the residential 
energy demand is for space heating and cooling. The 
next largest home energy consumer is water heating, 

Figure 2.1 

Total U.S. Energy Consumption by Sector 

INDUSTRIAL 

40% 

21% 

RESIDENTIAL 

which accounts for about 15 percent nationwide, 12 

but 20 or more percent in some regions. In the com
mercial sector, 35 percent of the energy used is for 
space heating and 27 percent for lighting.13 Texas has 
higher cooling demands and lower heating demands 
than many other parts of the country, which are re
flected in the approximate values given for the com
mercial sector in Figure 2.2. The energy end-uses of 
Austin's residential sector are given in Figure 2.3. In 
both the residential and commercial sectors, the largest 
portion of energy consumption is for space heating 
and cooling. Air conditioning accounts for 40 percent 
of the end-use energy demand in the commercial sec
tor and 24 percent in the residential sector. A signifi
cant reduction in energy consumption could there
fore be accomplished through conservation measures 
minimizing a structure's thermal leakage. 

14% 

COMMERCIAL 

TRANSPORTATION 

25% 

Source: Sam H. Schurr, Project Director, Energy in America's future !Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1979), p. 75. 
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Conaervation Mea•urea 

Two factors that have a major influence on a build
ing's heat loss and heat gain are infiltration and trans
mission. Infiltration involves exchange of inside and 
outside air in a building through apertures such as 
cracks around windows, doors, etc. Conditioned inside 
air is lost to the exterior, and unconditioned outside 
air must be heated or cooled to maintain the desired 
temperature in the building. Infiltration can be dimin
ished by the use of weather stripping and caulking 
around doors and windows, one of the most cost
effective conservation measures available. It can re
duce the amount of energy used for space conditioning 
by 10 percent or more for a modest investment
approximately $25 for twelve windows and two doors 
in a residence.14 Other sources of infiltration are shown 
in Figure 2.4. 

Figure 1.1 

2. Using Conservation and Solar Energy 

Transmission refers to the heat transmitted into 
the building, or from it, through the various com
ponents of th~ building's shell, including exterior walls, 
doors, windows, roof, floors, etc. Transmission occurs 
because of a thermodynamic law that states that heat 
is always conducted from an area of higher tempera· 
ture to an area of lower temperature. The rate of 
transmission depends on the composition of the build
ing's exterior surfaces and the temperature differential 
between the surfaces. 

Transmission can be reduced by the use of insula-
. tion and/ or modifications of typical windows and 

doors. Roof insulation is the most cost-effective and 
is therefore considered to be the most critical. Trans
mission through the upper parts of the structure is 
the greatest because heat rises and the roof and ceil
ing have the greatest indoor-to-outdoor temperature 
differential. The roof insulation recommended for this 

End-Uses of Energy in Austin' 8 Commercial Sector 

COOLING 
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SPACE HEATING 
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Source: Estimated from data supplied by U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, 1979. 
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area is R-26; it can decrease the amount of energy used 
for space heating by around S percent if one is adding 
to exist ing insulation and up to 30 percent if one has 
no insulation. The cost can range from $80 to $600.1" 

Insulation is classified by its R-value !resistance to 
heat flow l: the higher the value, the betterthe insulat· 
ing properties. 

The floor and basement insulation recommended 
for Austin is R-13. At a cost of $200 to $400 one can 
decrease energy used for space heating and cooling hy 
10 to IS percent. Adding insulation to exterior walls 
is expensive and is probably not worth the cost ex
cept in very hot or very cold climates. Costs range 
from 60 to 90 cents per square foot, but savings could 
amount to 20 percent of utility costs. 16 

Glass has very poor insulation characteristics. In 

Figure 2.3 

fact, single-pane glass allows up to twenty times as 
much heat transfer as an equal area of a well-insulated 
wall sectionY To reduce the energy requirements, 
the amount of glass used should be kept to a mini
mum, especially on the east and west sides of a build
ing. Windows on the south side of a house should be 
built so that they will be shaded from the summer sun 
(a three-foot overhang is about right for Austin! but 
will allow the winter sun to enter and help with heat· 
ing. 18 Glass areas should be minimized, but energy 
losses can be reduced by up to 10 percent by using 
double-pane glass or storm windows. Storm windows 
can be installed over existing single-pane windows to 
serve the same purpose as double-pane windows, cre
ating an air space between the window surfaces.Storm 
windows are nearly as effective as double-pane win-

End-Uses of Energy in Austin's Residential Sector 
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Source: Mark Zion, "Assessing the Feasibility of Solar Residential Development in Austin, Texas" (Master's 
Professional Report, LBJ School of Public Affairs, The University of Texas at Austin, 19801. 
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dows, 19 and although less expensive they are still fairly 
costly. Alternatives range from a heavy-duty clear plas
tic film which can be taped tightly to the inside of the 
window frames (for a total cost of about $10 for an 
entire home) to a clear plasic sheet on a frame installed 
over the window from the outside (about $10 to $15 
each).20 Although these alternatives are less durable 
and less convenient (the windows cannot be opened 
while they are installed), they yield comparable results 
for a much smaller investment. Exterior doors with 
insulated cores are also available to reduce heat gain 
and loss but are most cost-effective in areas with a 

Figure 1.4 

2. Using Conservation and Solar Energy 

very hot or cold climate. 
Water heating accounts for about 20 percent of 

residential energy consumption in Austin, making it 
the second laigest energy-consuming unit in the home. 
Official forecasts of residential water requirements 
generally assume that hot water use per household 
will remain fixed at current levels.21 Hot water demands 
cannot be eliminated, but the energy required for 
fulfilling these needs can be reduced in a number of 
ways. 

A significant reduction in energy consumption can 
. be achieved at no cost by adjusting the thermostat of a 

Air Leakage Test Res ults for Average Home of 1,718 Sq. Ft. 
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Source: Texas Power and Light Co., public information brochure, 1979. 
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Table 2.1 

Energy Consumption in Austin, Excluding 
Transportation (1979) 

Percent 
Demand of 
Htus 1012 Total 

Residential 17. lS 36.0 

Commercial 19.43 41.0 

Public Authority 6.70 14.0 

Streetlights 0.27 1.0 

Industrial &. Other 3.S6 7.S 

Total 47.40 99.S 

Source: Compi led from information from Valero 
Gathering Corporation, Southern Union Gas Com
pany, and City of Austin Electric Department. 

home water heater. Most water heaters are set for 
1400F or higher, a temperature that is unnecessary un
less one has a dishwasher. Reducing the hot water tem
perature from l 400F to 1200 can save up to 20 percent 
of the energy used for water heating, and most people 
find this temperature to be adequate.22 

Another inexpensive way to reduce the energy re
quirements of water heating is to install flow reduction 
devices in water outlets. More than half of residential 
hot water use is for bathing.23 Flow-control shower 
heads and faucet aerators are designed to compensate 
for the reduced water flow by increasing the water's 
turbulence, ensuring that it will be adequate for wash
ing. Flow-control devices cost anywhere from SO cents 
to over $20 and can reduce water consumption by SO to 
70 percent.24 Flow restrictors can therefore reduce the 
amount of energy consumed for water heating by 
around 20 percent. 

Adding extra insulation to an under-insulated water 
heater can save another 5 to I 0 percent of the energy 
used for water heating.2;; The additional insulation 
reduces the rate of heat loss, which reduces the amount 
of energy required to keep the water at the desired 
temperature. Do-it-yourself insulation kits for water 
heaters are avai lable for under $20 and can save $5 to 
$20 per year on utility bills. The insulation can pay for 
itself within fifteen months when installed on an 
electric water heater and within three and one-half 
years on a gas water heater. 26 

2: 

It is likely that significant savings in energy con
sumption can also be realized by increasing the effi
ciencies of the heating and cooling systems themselves. 
It is important to keep the filters of heating and cooling 
units clean, as the system will not have to work as hard 
to push air through a clean filter. Most sources recom
mend cleaning or replacing filters every month. If a gas 
or oil heating system is used, it should be serviced and 
checked for proper fuel-air mixture once a year. An 
improper mixture will not produce the maximum 
amount of heat available from the fuel. In gas heating 
systems, including kitchen stoves, a great deal of energy 
is used by pilot lights. One can save up to one-third on 
gas use by turning off pilots when they are not needed 
or installing electronic ignition systems which make a 
continuous-flame pilot light unnecessary.27 

The type of space heating and cooling systems used 
will have a great effect on the amount of energy used. 
From the standpoint of primary energy consumption, a 
gas heating system is about three times as efficient as 
an electric heating system. It takes about three times 
as much natural gas to generate the electricity to heat a 
home electrically as it would to heat the home with 
natural gas in the first place. It must be kept in mind, 
though, that while the costs of both electricity and 
natural gas will continue to rise, electricity is here to 
stay, while natural gas will become increasingly scarce. 

Heat pumps are receiving increased attention as 
energy conserving alternatives to separate heating and 
cooling systems. In the air-conditioning phase, effi
ciency is about the same as a separate central air 
conditioner but in the heat ing phase, a heat pump is 
about two and one-half times as efficient as an electric 
resistance heating system.2s The heat pump uses ther
mal energy present in the environment for both heating 
and cooling. Costs for these pumps range from about 
$2,000 for an entire home unit to about $4SO for a room
size unit. Heat pumps can cut the use of electricity for 
heating by 30 to 40 percent and in some cases might 
provide savings in cooling costs.29 

Energy used for space heating, cooling, and water 
heating account for over two-thirds of all energy used in 
the home. We have attempted to identify conservation 
and weatherization measures that could have a signifi
cant impact on reducing the energy required for these 
uses (see Figure SJ. Energy used for space heating can be 
decreased by 30 to 50 percent for $325 to $1,SOO, while 
energy used for water heating can be decreased 20 to 40 
percent for around $SO. 

The same factors that influence energy consumption 
in residential structures affect energy consumption in 
commercial buildings, but more components are in
volved and their interactions are more complex. Com
mercial buildings refer to both office buildings and 



retail stores. All conservation and weatherization 
measures applicable to a residence are also applicable 
to a commercial structure, but there are many energy 
efficient improvements that are economically feasible 
for a commercial structure that would not be practi· 
cal for a residence. On the other hand, while there is 
some degree of similarity between houses as far as 
size, type, energy consuming systems, etc., are con· 
cemed, commercial buildings, as a rule, are extremely 
varied. This means that all recommendations will not 
be applicable to all buildings and that it will be harder 
to give accurate estimates of an energy saving poten· 
tial. 

Approximately 80 percent of the energy consumed 
in commercial buildings is used for space heating and 
air conditioning (60 to 75 percent) and lighting ( 11 to 
18 percent).00 Heating and air conditioning account 
for over half of a commercial structure's energy re· 
quirement. As with homes, a significant reduction in 
energy consumption in commercial buildings can be 
made by minimizing a building's thermal leakage due 
to infiltration and transmission. There are character· 
istics of commercial buildings that tend to increase 
energy consumption due to infiltration. There is a 
much greater volume of traffic into and out of a com· 
mercial building that determines the amount of time 
exterior doors are open. 

Infiltration is also aggravated in commercial struc· 
tures that must contend with a "stack effect." As in· 
door air is heated it becomes lighter and tends to rise, 
eventually leaving the building through upper floors. 
The hot air is replaced by a continual flow of cold air 
entering the building through any available opening. 
This upflow of air increases with the height of the 
structure. Measures to combat infiltration become 
even more critical because of fact'ors that augment 
the problem. 

Several improvements can be made to reduce infil· 
tration. It is relatively simple to have all windows and 
doors properly caulked, weatherstripped, and work· 
ing correctly. At a greater expense are several changes 
aimed at the modification of entrances to a building. 
Revolving doors have been shown to allow far less air 
to infiltrate with each entrance or exit. The addition 
of a vestibule, or airlock, at the entrances of a building 
can also reduce losses due to infiltration by providing 
a buffer zone between a buiding's interior and exterior. 
Use of revolving doors in both elements of a vestibule 
is even more effective. If high peak traffic is involved, 
swinging doors can be used to supplement revolving 
doors.a• There are also ways to reduce infiltration 
through delivery entrances, such as making them 
smaller, using an air curtain, or installing an e_xpand
able tunnel that would meet the back of a truck, 
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reducing the amount of air that would otherwise in· 
filtrate. 

Transmissi9n losses can generally be reduced through 
addition of insulation and/ or modification of glazing 
characteristics. It is important to get expert technical 
assistance before installing insulation to ensure that 
the proper type and amount arc installed, that cost· 
effectiveness will occur, and that any potential prob· 
lcms, such as moisture condensation, will be avoided. 

The first place to add insulation is the roof, or the 
ceiling of the top floor. This can be done with blown 

. insulation and the installation of a vapor barrier. If 
extensive remodelling or modernization is being con· 
sidcrcd, the possibility of adding insulation to the 
exterior walls should be studied. This would probably 
involve a significant expense. In any case, all walls or 
floors separating conditioned and nonconditioncd 
spaces should be inspected for adequate insulation, 
and insulation should be installed where needed. As a 
general guide, the R·valuc for the gross external walls 
(including windows and doors) of 2.8 to 2.5 is consid· 
ered to be an attainable minimum goal.32 

A substantial portion of heat gain and loss in a 
commercial building is due to transmission through 
exterior glazing (glass windows and doors). Indoor 
shading devices such as blinds and drapes can reduce 
heat gain by as much as 50 pcrccnt.33 Additional re· 
ductions can be achieved by adding reflective material 
to the window side of draperies to reflect solar heat 
when drapes arc drawn. Reflective and/ or heat ab· 
sorbing films added to glazing can reduce solar heat 
gain by as much as 80 percent, but such films will 
significantly reduce the benefits of natural lighting.a. 

Twenty-five percent of the energy used for space 
conditioning in buildings is used to compensate for 
heat losses and gains due to the relatively high thcr· 
mal conductivity of windows.as All unused windows 
should be blocked off and thermally sealed with opaque 
or translucent insulating materials. During the heat· 
ing season all interior shading devices should be closed 
before leaving the building to reduce nighttime heat 
losses. Storm windows or double-glazing can reduce 
energy consumption considerably, but because of the 
expense involved, the cost-effectiveness should be 
investigated beforehand. 

Transmission can also be reduced by attention to 
the exterior surfaces of a building. All exterior joints, 
such as those between wall and roof, and all exterior 
openings, such as those for piping or through the wall 
cooling units, should be caulked, weatherstripped, or 
covered with gaskets. Exterior surfaces can also be 
repainted or resurfaced to improve their reflective 
characteristics. 

Reductions in a building's energy consumption can 
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be accomplished by measures aimed at improving the 
efficiency of the heating and cooling systems them
selves. Commercial heating, ventillating, and air con
ditioning (HVAC) systems are very complicated, and 
while complete procedures ensuring maximum effi
ciency and proper operation are beyond the scope of 
this study, we will discuss some areas that should 
receive attention. It is important to perform mainte
nance procedures on a regular basis, not only to keep 
equipment operating at optimum efficiency, but also 
to prolong the life of the machinery. Fans, pumps, and 
motors should be kept clean and well lubricated. They 
should be inspected for binding and wear, and repaired 
or replaced when necessary. Ouctwork should be in
spected for leaks and obstructions. Air filters should 
be cleaned regularly. It is also advised that operating 
procedures be examined when more than one boiler is 
used. It is more efficient to operate one boiler at 90 
percent capacity than two at 45 percent.36 Boilers, 
furnaces, and flues should be inspected for deposits. 
Flue gas should be analyzed periodically and proper 
air-to-fuel ratios maintained. 

Decreased fuel consumption can be accomplished 
by control adjustments and modifications. For instance, 
installation of automatic night setback and morning 
start-up controls for scheduling heating and cooling 
operations on the basis of occupancy patterns can 
easily save from 10 to 30 percent on fuel consumption.37 

Heating or cooling should be brought to the desirable 
temperature during the first hour of occupancy and 
shut off during the last hour of building occupancy. If 
the building is larger than 200,000 square feet or has 
utility bills greater than $3,000 per month, a central 
control system, with all controls being wired into one 
central panel and computer controlled, would be worth 
investigating.34 

Significant heating and cooling energy savings can 
be achieved simply by modifying the manner in which 
heating and cooling systems are operated, but opera
tional savings are limited. While operational proce
dures can save energy and energy costs, the net amount 
represents but a fraction of the potential savings 
through other more substantive measures. 

Effort should be made to reduce use of heating and 
cooling systems in storage areas or other areas that 
are used infrequently or only for short periods of time. 
When occupied, buildings should be heated to 68°F 
and cooled to 78°F. Special consideration must be 
given to computer facilities, but the primary criterion 
is a constant temperature-to-humidity relationship. 
The manufacturer should be contacted to determine 
permissible ranges. In other occupied spaces a wider 
than normal range of humidity variation, such as 20 
to 60 percent relative humidity, should be allowed.39 A 
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reduction in internal heat generation from lighting, 
machines, cooking equipment, etc., during the cooling 
season can also achieve energy savings. Building oc
cupants can be advised to wear heavier clothing dur
ing the heating season and lighter clothing during the 
cooling season. An important operational modification, 
although more costly, is to adjust and balance heating 
and cooling systems to minimize overheating and 
overcooling. These conditions can result from poor 
zoning, poor distribution, improper location of con
trols, or improper use of controls. 

There is a growing inventory of techniques, systems, 
and equipment for recovering and using waste or "free" 
heat from engines, exhaust air, flues, computers, etc. 
These include heat exchangers and heat pumps. Indeed, 
many different types of heat recovery systems are 
available. Consideration of such equipment should be 
made in light of numerous factors specific to the 
building anc;l with the help of a qualified engineer 
acquainted with applications of such systems. 

Most lighting systems are designed without knowl
edge of the final use of the building's interior space. 
Thus there is a significant potential for reducing the 
amount of energy used for lighting, while maintain
ing the required quality of illumination necessary to 
perform required functions.40 

Energy requirements of commercial buildings are 
largely for space heating, cooling, and lighting (about 
75 percent). While most commercial buildings have a 
significant potential for reducing energy consumption, 
the diversity of these types of buildings allows only a 
brief examination of some of the areas where this 
reduction is most likely, and some recommended mea
sures for accomplishing improved energy efficiencies 
(see Table 2.2). 

Energy conservation through technical fixes, such 
as insulation, heat pumps, and less overlighting in 
buildings, is an important part of any strategy to re
duce energy demand without significantly affecting 
lifestyles. There are other less obvious ways of cutting 
back on total energy consumption, though, such as 
matching the quality of energy delivered for a particu
lar function to the energy quality actually required to 
perform the task. Energy quality refers to the versatil
ity and amount of energy in a given power source.41 

Electricity, for instance, is a higher quality energy 
source than either oil or natural gas. It takes energy 
input to raise the quality of an energy source and 
because of certain laws of physics, the additional 
energy input will always be greater than the increase 
in output.42 

When fossil fuels are used to generate electricity, 
approximately two-thirds of the energy of the fuel is 
lost in conversion and distribution. While the elec-



Table 2.2 

Some Residential Conservation Measures 
and A vera1e Savings on Space Beating 

Measure 

Weat her Stripping & Caulking 

Roof Insulation R-W, 30, 40, etc. 

Average 
Saving 

5%-10% 

10%-25% 

Floor & Basement Insulation R-15, 20, 10%-1 5% 
etc. 

Storm Windows/Doors 

Heat Exchanger 

Heat Pumps 

Passive Solar 

5%-10% 

10%-15% 

30% 

40%-100% 

Source: David Brooks and Sean Casey, "A Guide to 
Soft Energy Studies," Alternatives, Summer/Fall 
1979, p. 18. 

tricity can do more versatile and difficult kinds of 
work than the boiler fuCI, unless this extra quality 
can be used to an advantage, the upgrading of the fuel 
is obviously wasteful and expensive . .,, There are some 
applications where electricity is appropriate and in
dispensable, for example, operating electronic equip
ment, lighting, or driving electric motors.44 But where 
we desire "temperature differences of tens of degrees, 
we should meet the need with sources whose potential 
is tens or hundreds of degrees, not with a flame tem
perature of thousands or a nuclear reaction tempera
ture equivalent to trillions."45 Solar technologies will 
enable more complete matching of thermodynamic 
end-use to an appropriate energy source.46 

A fundamental requirement of any energy-efficient 
structure is that it use the least amount of energy 
possible in performing its functions. Conservation 
measures are important in ensuring that all energy 
used in a building is used in the most efficient way 
and as little energy as possible is lost to the outside 
environment or anywhere else it is not needed. The 
initial costs of a heating system for an energy-efficient 
home will be rapaid because it will not require as large 
a heating system to keep the structure properly heated.47 

After minimizing any energy wastefulness inherent 
in the structure itself, we can begin to look at ways in 
which to fulfill the building's energy requirements 
using the least amount of "refined" energy and espe-
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cially using the least amount of nonrenewable energy. 

PaHive Solar Energy 

Using simple architectural techniques, one can de
sign a building that will use the sunlight falling on it 
to supply much of the space heating, cooling, and 
lighting requirements. Because it is the building itself 
or some part of it that is the passive system, it is more 
difficult to add a passive system as an afterthought. 
The application of passive solar energy should be 

. incorporated into the design of the building from the 
beginning. 

Passive solar energy systems collect and transport 
heat by natural means. The building, or some element 
of it, is the system. There are no separate collectors, 
storage units, or mechanical equipment. Passive sys
tems are simple in concept and use, have few, if any, 
moving parts, and are built using simple materials 
and construction techniques. The main difference be
tween passive and active solar systems is that passive 
systems utilize the energy available in their immedi
ate environment, while the active system must import 
some of its energy to work.4• 

The basic principle behind passive solar heating is 
the "greenhouse effect," a characteristic of some ma
terials whereby radiation of a certain wavelength is 
transmitted while another wavelength is blocked.49 

Utilizing this principle, glass transmits visible light 
but blocks thermal radiation. In other words, light can 
enter but t he heat it produces cannot be reflectd back 
out. A passive heating system has two essential ele
ments-south-facing glass for solar collection and a 
thermal mass for absorbing, storing, and distributing 
the heat.so 

The utilization of passive solar energy puts a few 
restrictions on the design of a building. These restric
tions are necessary simply to make the most of the 
incident sunlight and because of some limitations of 
passive solar. They include the following: 

1. Building location. The structure should be lo
cated on the part of the site where it will receive 
the most direct sunlight, usually the most north
ern portion.51 

2. Shape and orientation. The building should be 
elongated along its east-west axis to give it the 
most southern exposure. Unless south-facing win
dows are supplemented in some way (through 
skylights, clerestories, etc.), the depth of solar 
penetration for heating and lighting will not al
low use of passive techniques beyond a depth of 
twenty feet.s2 
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3. Window location. All windows should be de
signed to receive maximum solar radiation in 
the winter and the minimum in the summer. 
East and west windows break even or lose heat 
in the winter; north windows always lose heat 
because they rarely receive any direct sunlight. 
Glass areas not facing south should be minimized 
and considered for double-glazing.53 

4. Location of indoor spaces. Spaces should be lo
cated according to their heating and lighting 
requirements. Those spaces requiring early morn
ing use, such as a breakfast room, might be lo
cated on the southeast, while those to be used in 
the late afternoon might be located on the south
west. The spaces with low heating and lighting 
requirements, such as hallways or storages areas, 
can be located on the north and can act as a 
buffer between the unheated side of the house 
and the heated internal spaces.54 

While passive heating systems are similar in concept 
and basic design principles, there are differences 
among the types of systems that might make one or 
another more suitable in a particular situation. All the 
systems have a component that functions as a collector 
surface. The differences between the systems are mainly 
involved with the way the heat is stored and distrib
uted. The storage systems are very simple and only 
require something with a large mass and good heat
transferring properties. Usually, water and/or masonry 
walls and floors are used.ss The different types of 
storage systems will have different requirements for 
structural and design considerations that will relate 
to their efficiency and feasibility as a retrofit modifi
cation !see Table 2.3). 

Uses of conservation measures and passive solar 
heating techniques in Austin could reduce residential 
energy demand for space heating by almost 90 percent 
and for cooling by 40 percent.s6 The additional cost 
due to a passive solar design could be repaid in seven 
and one-half years.s7 

Space conditioning can be accomplished a~ well by 
an active solar energy system as by a passive solar 
system. Passive systems, however, in many cases in
volve no additional costs in construction, yet they 
can provide an energy saving roughly equivalent to 
an active system. A passive system can therefore be 
more cost-effective for space conditioning than an 
active system. On the other hand, water heating, which 
accounts for 15 to 20 percent of residential energy 
demand, is most effectively provided by an active 
solar heating system. 
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Active Solar Energy 

The relativ.ely low temperatures generated by fla_t
plate solar collectors are well suited to most domestic 
hot water needs, supplying water in the range of 165°F 
on a hot summer day to 115°F on a cold day.58 It has 
been determined that the best and most economical 
use of solar water heaters in most areas is not to 
replace conventional systems but to supplemen~ them.s9 

All things considered, an active solar domestic water 
heating system can provide 80 percent or more of the 
heat required for hot water in a home.60 

The initial cost of a solar domestic hot water system 
is much higher than a conventional water heating 
system alone, with average 1978 costs in ~ustin for 
an installed solar water heating system runnmg about 
$1,200 to $2,000. Annual maintenance costs for the 
system will probably average 2 to 5 percent of the 
initial system cost 1$24-$100).61 These costs must be 
considered in light of the fuel savings they will pro
duce. 

A 1976 study by the Energy Research and Develop
ment Administration !ERDA) determined that "solar 
water heating installed at an equipment cost of ~20 
per square foot of collector is competitive today agamst 
electric resistance systems throughout most of the 
U.S." and that if the cost could be reduced to $10 per 
square foot, through both technical innovations and 
incentives then these solar systems would be econ
omically c~mpetitive with all residential fuel types in 
all but the most adverse conditions.62 A variety of 
collector designs are now available commercially at 
prices ranging from $7 to $13 per s~uare ~~t.63 

Energy requirements of commercial buildmgs can 
also be supplied by an active solar energy system. An 
eight-story, 100,000 suare foot office building has been 
designed, funded, and built by the Honeyw_ell C?rpo
ration for its general offices in Minneapolis, Minne
sota. The building features an advanced technology 
solar design. It is expected to supply SO percent of the 
heating j l.22 billion Btus), 80 percent of cooling 1590 
million Btusl, and 100 percent of the hot water require
ments 172 million Btus) of its five hundred occupants.64 

Solar energy utilization systems can supply a sub
stantial portion of the energy needs of both residential 
and commercial buildings.65 Different aspects of the 
different types of systems give them certain advan
tages and disadvantages when compared to one an
other and to conventional space conditioning and 
water heating systems. Solar systems will become 
increasingly attractive as rising fuel prices and other 
financial incentives make them more economically 
feasible. 



Table 2.l 

Choo•ina a PaHive Solar Sv•tem 

Type of 
System 

Direct 
Gain 

Thermal 
Storage 
Will 

Attached 
Green· 
hOU99 

Roof 
Pond 

Building Form 

Building usually 
elongated along aast· 
west axis, but can 
be varied through 
use of skylights, cla· 
restories,or a stacked 
oonfiguration 

Depth of space lim· 
ited to 15 to 20 
feet - maximum ef· 
fective distance from 
radiating heat from 
a solar wall 

A large surface of 
south wall must be 
oovered by green· 
house 

Gluing 

Most glass must face. 
south, avoid glare 

Glass functions as 
collecting surface 
only and virtually 
covers south wall 

Requires 1 ~ times 
as much glass area as 
thll!'mal storage wall 
but amount can be 
reduced w/storage 

Most suitable for Should be unob
one-story building structed at least be· 
or top floor of a tween 10 a.m. and 
multi - story; some- 2 p.m. in the winter 
what restricts build· 
ing height but does 
not dictate shape or 
arrangement of in-
door 

Setting an Energy Saving Goal 

Construction Materials 
and Added Mass 

High thermal mass, 
use of heavy mater
ials such as masonry 
unless using a water 
wall for heat storage 

High thermal mass 
wall, either water or 
masonry ; no limits 
on construction ma· 
terials, except for 
south wall 

Greenhouse con· 
structed mostly of 
glass, common wall 
between greenhouse 
and bui lding should 
use thermal mass 
unless an ective heat 
storage system is 
used 

Depth of water 6 to 
12 inches adds.con· 
siderable weight to 
roof (32 to 65 lb./ 
sq. ft.I; use of ma
sonry walls and 
floors reduces depth 
of pond and temper· 
ature fluctuations 

2. Using Conservation and Solar Energy 

Control 

Little control over 
natura I heat flows; 
temperature fluctu· 
ations from 10-30°; 
shading devices can 
be used with oon· 
ventional forced air 
heating system to 
maintain even tem· 
peratures 

Degree of tempera· 
ture fluctuation de-
termined by thick· 
ness of wall; can 
also be regulated by 
vents through wall 

Temperature can be 
effectively controlled 
within a given range 
by properly sizing 
glass area and ther· 
mal mass; can also 
ba regulated with 
through • the • wall 
vents 

Very stable indoor 
temperatures - 5 to 
s0 fluctuation in 
masonry buildings 
and 9 to 14° in light· 
weight construction 
(woodenl buildings 

Therm1I 
Efficiency 

30-75% 

30-45% water 
sl ightly more 
cient 

60-75% 

wall 
affi· 

Retrofit 

Very difficult 

Relatively easy to 
add to a wall with 
clear southern ex· 
posure 

Relatively easy to 
add to a south wall 
with a clear south· 
ern exposure 

30-45% with double Difficult because of 
glazing large area and struc· 

tural considerations 

An effective program of energy conservation requires 
a goal to provide direction for the undertaking, a way 
of measuring the results, and guidance for directing 
the efforts. The most generally accepted way of estab· 
lishing a conservation goal is to state the goal in 
terms of reductions in energy use over previous levels. 
A way of determining the level of energy use in a 
building is by dividing its total energy use in Btus per 
year by its gross square footage. This is called an 
Energy Utilization Index, or EUI. Likewise, a city's 
level of energy usage can be described in terms of its 
total energy consumption in Btus per person per year. 

goals. It is advisable to set the conservation goal in 
terms of a specific quantity of energy reduction, such 
as 10 or 15 percent. Otherwise, increases in utility 
rates might disguise true energy savings on a given 
utility bill. 

It is important that the conservation goal be realis· 
tic. Conservation measures have been discussed here 
which give a general idea of the potential for reducing 
the consumption of nonrenewable resources in homes 
and commercial buildings. While the conservation 
potential is particularly important, the conservation 
goal should also be set in light of other factors, such as 
personnel and financial resources, existing uses of 
energy, economics, and the objectives of the com· 
munity. Once the base year data for energy consumption 

has been developed, one is in a position to set initial 
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Goals will vary from year to year. One cannot con
serve 10 percent (for instance) over the preceding 
year's consumption, year after year. The ultimate goal 
should be the highest possible degree of energy effi 
ciency and a continued review of data to maintain 
this level. 

Long-term energy demand for Austin will depend 
on the amount of population growth as well as the 
type of growth. Population projections differ widely 
and there are different ideas about the desired future 
growth of Austin. These factors lead to a wide range of 
projections of energy demand for the city, depending 
on its growth characteristics. 

The amount of nonrenewable fuels used in fulfilling 
the city's future needs will depend on the degree to 
which conservation measures and renewable resources 
are utilized, and how soon they are employed. Retrofit 
conservation measures could reduce energy used for 
heating and cooling in most homes and commercial 
buildings in Austin by about 25 percent. Residential 
applications of solar energy, not including solar
generated electricity, could reduce nonrenewable fuel 
consumption by an additional 35 to 40 percent,66 re
sulting in an overall decrease of 60 percent or more. 

The energy saving potential in commercial and 
residential structures throughout Austin is affected 
by the expected lifetime of the buildings. Many im
provements in reducing consumption are possible 
that would not be cost-effective as retrofit modifica
tions. Some passive systems, such as roof ponds, are 
not really suitable for retrofitting because of the ex
tensive structural modifications required. 

While short-term measures for reducing consump
tion of nonrenewable fuels must focus on measures to 
be utilized in existing buildings, long-term measures 
can assume the construction of new buildings and 
opportunities for incorporating greater use of renew
able energy. Large reductions in the amount of energy 
required for heating and cooling commercial buildings 
can be expected when solar utilization and conserva
tion measures are incorporated into their init ial de
sign (see Table 2.41. 

Probably around 90 percent of the buildings stand
ing today will still be in existence beyond the year 
2000. We can assume gradual improvements in effi 
ciency over the years. Single family residences built 
between 1976 and 1985 will probably be 50 percent 
more efficient than residences built before 1976. Resi
dences built after 1985 are expected to be 75 percent 
more efficient than their predecessors.67 In the com
mercial sector, changes in energy requirements per 
employee and per square foot will allow space heating 
requirements to be reduced by at least SO percent per 
employee. This can be achieved through 30 percent 
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improvements in existing stock and 70 percent or 
more improvements in new stock.68 

Encouragiq Conservation and Use 
of Renewable Energy Resources 

The success of any plan for reducing the demand for 
nonrenewable "conventional" energy resources is de
pendent on the degree to which the plan is imple
mented. Conservation plans arc useless unless they 
are employed. The popularity of traditional fossil fuels 
has been due to their former low cost and availability. 
Renewable energy resources are becoming more com
petitive with conventional fuels, as the latter become 
more expensive. Accelerating the application of solar 
and other forms of renewable energy can be brought 
about by financial incentives that make the use of 
renewable energy more attractive. The incentives will 
usually involve government action at the federal, state, 
or local level. 

The Internal Revenue Service provides a tax credit 
for two kinds of residential energy measures. The first 
includes 15 percent of expenses (up to a max•mum of 
$300) in dwellings substantially completed before 
1977 for conservation measures such as insulation, 
storm doors and windows, weatherstripping, clock 
thermostats, and other hardwue. The second allows 
40 percent of the first S 10,000 spent on renewable 
energy sources as a credit against taxes due up to a 
maximum credit of $4,000. Eli&ible are active solar 
space heating and cooling, solar water heating, and 
very limited types of passive installations. The prob
lem area with passive designs is determining how 
much of the energy efficiency is purely solar and how 
much is just a normal function of the structure of the 
house. 

Federal Incentives for Conservation 
In Public Buildings 

The Federal Energy Conservation Grants program 
!Title III of the National Energy Conservation Policy 
Act, 1978) authorizes financial assistance for schools, 
hospitals, buildings owned by local governments, and 
public care institutions in conducting energy audits 
and technical assistance analyses, and in implement
ing energy conservation measures. The grants pro
vide SO percent matching federal funds, or up to 90 
percent federal funding in cases of severe hardship.69 
The grants are awarded on the basis of relative need as 
demonstrated by degree of energy inefficiency. 

The first step, the preliminary energy audit (PEA), is 
to determine the energy savings potential of a building 
by identifying its physical and energy end-use charac-
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Table 2.4 

Sample Conaervation Measures for Heating and Cooling in the Commercial Sector 

Building 
Period Type Stock Measure Savings 

Near Term Small Old Heat exchangers and insulation 30% 

Near Term Large Old Housekeeping measures and im- 25% 
proved use of controls 

Long Term Small Old Total revamping of heating sys- · 50% 
terns; passive retrofits 

Long Term Small New Insulation standards passive equal 70% 
to residential 

Long Term Large Old Computerization 30% 

Long Term Large New Passive solar; efficient design 80%-90% 

Source: David Brooks and Sean Casey, "A Guide to Soft Energy Studies," Alternatives, Summer/fall 1979, p. 19. 

teristics. The second step, the energy audit, is to survey 
the buildings identified by the PEA as the best targets. 
The energy audit includes reporting (l) the type, size, 
energy use level, and major energy using systems of 
buildings; (2) maintenance and operating procedures 
that may be implemented to conserve energy; and 13) 
data that demonstrate the need or potential for acqui
sition and installation of energy conservation mea
sures. 

The next step is a technical assistance IT Al anal
ysis that consists of a detailed engineering report 
performed by a registered professional. It includes 
data relating to specific costs, payback periods and 
projected energy savings resulting from the ins~alla
tion of various energy-saving devices, such as storm 
windows, insulation, solar energy systems, and auto
ma~ic setback devices. The TA is the last step for 
which local government and public care buildings are 
currently eligible under the program. 

. The final step, energy conservation measures, pro
vides for the purchase and installation of energy mea
sures, including material equipment, and the physical 
modification of the building, recommended as a re
sult of the TA audit. Grant applications will be sub
mitted annually to the Department of Energy through 
the Texas Energy and Natural Resources Advisory 
Council (TENRAC), which will approve and rank the 
applications for funding before sending them to DOE 
for final approval and grant awards. . 
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TV A and Energy Conservation 

The Tennessee Valley Authority has become one of 
the most active organizations in the country in further
ing the application of conservation measures and re
newable energy technologies. TV A has set an initial 
goal of using solar and other renewable energy sources 
to substitute for 1,000 megawatts of installed electri
cal generating capacity by 1990. This is the equivalent 
of one large nuclear or coal-fired generating unit and 
appears well within reach, according to Fran Koster 
chief of TV A's Solar Applications Division. TV A offer~ 
a free home energy survey to all residential customers 
giving them recommendations for needed conserva~ 
tion measures, their estimated costs, and estimated 
energy savings. 

Customers with electric heating or air conditioning 
can get a no-interest weatherization loan of up to 
~2,000 to in~tall insulation, weatherstripping, caulk
mg, storm wmdows, and insulated doors. TV A is also 
offering low-interest loans that range from $2 000 to 
$4,000 for financing the purchase of residenti~l heat 
pumps. Commercial and industrial customers can also 
receive free energy audits through TV A. Qualifying 
firms a~d institutions can get loans of $1,000 to $10,000 
for the ms_tallation of recommended electrical energy 
conservation measures. 
Anothe~ target of TV A programs is the design and 

construction of more energy-efficient homes. More 
than 2,000 energy-efficient homes have already been 
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built in the Tcnnc11ec Valley area, with energy savings 
averaging 65 to 75 percent for heating and 25 to 35 
percent for cooling, over the requirements of a typical 
home. The homes cost only about SO cents per square 
foot more to build, but energy savings will pay back the 
investment in only two and one-half years.To 

Solar water beating and passive solar homes have 
already proven themselves in the Tennessee Valley 
and program• arc now underway to apply the tech
nology on a larger scale. A carefully worked out plan 
for financing solar water heaters provides the home
owner with a no-down-payment, twenty-year, low
intcrcst (about 4 percent) loan to cover the initial 
costs. The loan is set up so that.the monthly payments, 
combined with the reduced electric bill, total approx
imately the same as the consumer's bill would have 
been without the solar advantage. Each system must 
meet quality assurance standards established by TV A. 
The utility provides long-term maintenance of the 
installed systems and collects the$ 13monthly install
mcnt for the system along with the customer's regular 
electric bill. 

It is important to note that on a marginal-cost basis 
the solar units are economical for the TV A system. 
The 1 kilowatt of capacity saved has a marginal cost of 
about $800,71 making it cheaper for TV A to install 
solar water heating equipment than to build additional 
generating capacity. 

TV A is also developing a program to encourage the 
incorporation of passive and active solar in new build
ings. It will involve the same formula of technical 
assistance and front-end money. A passively heated 
home with an active solar water heater and a renew
able fuel space heating backup (wood stoves in the case 
of TV Al could save the power system as much as l 0 
kilowatts of demand per home. One-hundred thousand 
of these homes could provide an economic power 
supply equal to a l,CXXl-megawatt generating unit.71 

Modular solar homes to help meet the needs of low
and middle-income families are also being developed. 

TV A is sponsoring workshops and sessions with pri
vate architects and contractors in the Valley to acquaint 
them with the basic theory and technology of passive 
solar designs and to provide technical assistance in the 
application of this technology to both homes and 
commercial buildings. In addition to new home con
struction they are taking advantage of opportunities 
to utilize passive solar retrofits in existing buildings. 

TV A is also working in an air conditioning cycling 
program. During peak power demand periods, a volun
teer home or business would have its central system 
compressor cycled off for seven and one-half minutes 
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per half hour by remote control. "Studies indicate that 
widespread us·e of these load management techniquef . 
could reduce 'the load on the TV A power system by 
1990 by as much as 800 to 1800 megawatts- the equiv
alent of one to two nuclear generating units."Tl 

TV A is a pacesetter in promoting the widespread 
application of solar energy. It has been very successful 
because of its institutional arrangements to deliver 
front-end money to install equipment and to provide 
people with reliable information on conservation and 
alternative energy resources. 

At the state level it is often possible to make energy 
conservation supplies (e.g., insulation and weather
stripping) and equipment for utilizing renewable re
sources exempt from state sales tax. This is presently 
being done in Arizona. Many states with a state in
come tax offer additional tax credits beyond those 
offered by the federal govemment.74 California, for 
example, offers a tax credit that is even larger than the 
one offered by the federal government.Ts 

There are many things that the City of Austin could 
do to encourage energy conservation and the use of 
renewable energy resources. A very important first 
step would be to officially encourage measures for 
reducing the demand for nonre~able fuels through 
an extensive public awareness campaign. This campaign 
should accompany the establishment of a local source 
of information on conservation and renewable tech
nologies. Available information should include lists of 
certified local suppliers of materials and equipment, 
of personnel qualified for installing them, as well as 
information on obtaining loans from different insti· 
tutional sources-banks, savings and loans, etc. The 
City could list specific equipment, such as solar water 
heating systems, that have been shown to achieve 
certain standards of quality and performance. 

It is presently difficult to find a source for financing 
nonconventional energy equipment, and the City 
could compile a list of lenders that are willing to do 
so. This step might also encourage more local finan
cial institutions to make loans for energy-saving mea
sures. 

The City can do much for conservation by requir
ing certain minimum building standards for efficiency 
and potential for solar retrofit in new construction. 
Many areas are also adopting requirements for energy 
efficiency measures in existing structures that must 
be met before a building can be transferred between 
owners. This usually involves having a certain mini
mum amount of insulation. Austin already has an 
insulation ordinance on the books. 

The fact that the City of Aua,in owns the electric 



utility puts it in a very good position to encourage 
conservation. The City could sponsor free residential 
and commercial energy audits, leading to recommen
dations of practical, energy-conserving improvements 
for the building, to plug energy leaks and reduce energy 
bills. 

Possibly even more important would be the adjust
ment of utility rates to encourage conservation. It 
would be wise to implement the rate-making standards 
of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act IPURPAI, 
which are as follows: 

1. Rates should be based on cost of service. 

2. Declining block rates (lower cost per unit for 
higher levels of use) should be eliminated except 
where justified by cost. 

3. Cost-based, time-of-day-rates should be applied 
where feasible. 

4. Cost-based, interruptible rates should be applied 
where appropriate. 

5. Cost-based, seasonal rates should be applied. 
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6. Load management techniques should be employed 
to encourage greater overall efficiency. 

Conclusion 

· A large energy-saving potential exists in almost 
every residential and commercial building in Austin, 
through the use of conservation measures and the 
utilization of renewable energy resources. This could 
be very important to the future of Austin, making the 

. city less dependent on outside energy sources that are 
already becoming more expensive and less available. 
There are numerous ways of achieving this potential 
and much that can be done, both directly and indi
rectly, to promote a renewable energy future. The 
critical factor in determining how much of the po
tential is achieved will be the degree to which the 
City is succ.essful in implementing the use of conser· 
vation and renewable energy resources throughout 
its jurisdiction. 
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3. Justifications for a Solar Energy Code 

Introduction 
In recent years there has been a growing public 

interest in and acceptance of solar technologies as a 
supplement to costly conventional energy sources. 
Some have argued that this development would have 
been more rapid if legal and institutional impediments 
to solar commercialization had been removed. Among 
the several legal impediments commonly mentioned 
arc building codes, which are the formal set of regula
tions governing the specification and quality of build
ings.' As such, these codes implicitly regulate the 
design, construction, and installation of solar energy 
systems.1 However, existing building codes were for
mulated and adopted at a time when few people were 
interested in solar energy. Existing codes, for the most 
part, do not specifically recognize solar technologies. 

The issue with respect to building codes is this: In 
what ways can existing codes act to impede the wide
spread use of solar energy? Integrally related to this 
issue is the problem of providing remedies to code 
barriers without detracting from the basic function 
served by codes, that is, "to provide minimum stan
dards to safeguard life or limb, health, property and 
the public wclfare.*3 

Pu.rpoee and Objectives 

Two objectives serve as the focal point for this 
chapter: Ill to identify those provisions of Austin's 
building, electrical, mechanical, and plumbing codes 
that may act as barriers to the utilization of solar 
energy in residential, commercial, and industrial struc
tures; and 121 to propose changes in the existing codes 
to eliminate potential barriers and provide the public 
with reasonable guarantees of health, safety, and qual
ity in the design, installation, and operation of solar 
energy systems. 

In the pursuit of these objectives, much material 
was assembled on model solar codes currently in use 
or being prepared by nationally recognized code and 
standard organizations. In addition, interviews were 
conducted with state and local government officials 
in California and Colorado, as well as federal officials 
in Washington, D.C. The focus of this study and the 
bulk of the research have been directed toward identify
ing and assessing the interests and issues peculiar to 
Austin, with an eye toward eventual adoption of code 
revisions that would eliminate barriers to the use of 
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solar energy, rather than to report on the experiences 
of others in areas subject to different conditions from 
those found in Austin. 

Research has taken the form of interviews with 
individuals representing interests affected by the exist
ing codes and likely to be affected by the adoption of 

· any proposed code revisions: members of the archi
tectural and engineering professions; code enforce
ment officials; code specialists; solar equipment man
ufacturers, distributors, and installers; and individuals 
engaged in the building construction industry. In 
addition, the author has served as a member of an ad 
hoc committee on building codes in liaison with the 
Renewable Energy Resources Commission. 

Pindi.np 
From the outset it was recognized that an item-by

item list of specific provisions in the existing codes 
would not eliminate code barriers and protect solar 
consumers. A more desirable and comprehensive ap
proach is to adopt a model code regulating all of the 
pertinent attributes of solar energy systems, i.e., design, 
construction!.'luality of materials, location, mainte
nance, and use. Such a code should be compatible 
with and serve as an adjunct to the City's existing 
codes. As will be discussed later, this approach can be 
justified on a nu~ber of grounds. In general, the adop
tion of a solar code is seen as reducing the uncertain
ties and simplifying procedu.res associated with code 
enforcement of solar energy systems. 

From discussions and interviews with persons rep
resenting various local interests, it became apparent 
that the issu-. of concern to most went far beyond the 
identification and elimination of specific code barriers. 
Issues commonly discussed and concerns voiced in
clude such diverse topics as solar access and rights, 
zoning code revisions, installer licensing procedures, 
equipment testing and certification, energy conserva
tion, finance, public education and information dis
semination, and public investment incentives for solar. 
With respect to code barriers, the only one addressed 
was the prohibition of adobe and other indigenous 
earth materials for use in construction. The policy 
issues most commonly mentioned dealt with solar 
access and energy conservation in new building con
struction. 

Although existing codes do not present insuperable 
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barriers to the use of solar technologies, they do noth
ing to encourage their application and use. Evidence 
suggests that the Building Inspections Department 
has made an effort not to interpret the codes so strictly 
·as to preclude the use of solar. The problem lies in the 
lack of specific procedures for evaluating the compli
ance of solar energy systems with applicable code 
provisions. Currently, the approval procedures for solar 
installations require the permit applicant or his agent 
to make time-consuming visits to the Building Inspec
tions Department to review and explain system oper
ation and performance, installation procedures, and 
materials to be used. Needless to say, this can be 
frustrating to the homeowner, builder, or property 
manager desiring to purchase, install, and use a solar 
energy system. The uncertain, time-consuming ad
ministrative and regulatory procedures may add sig
nificantly to the cost of a solar installation. Generally, 
it appears that procedures and guidelines regulating 
the specifics of solar energy systems would reduce the 
often cumbersome case-by-case review and approval 
process presently in use. 

Policy Justifications for the Adoption 
of a Model Solar Code 

Five major policy justifications can be offered in 
support of a model solar code. Although many more 
could possibly be offered in support of a particular 
document, the five identified below appear to cover 
the range of functions. 

Protecting the Public Health. Safety and Welfare 

Providing minimum standards for the protection of 
the public health, safety, and welfare is the primary 
function to be served by adopting a model solar code. 
Derived from the constitutionally recognized police 
powers of the state, and transferred to local authori
ties through legislation, the power to regulate private 
interests and commerce in the interests of the public 
at large is paramount to code adoption and enforce
ment. Although the City's existing codes inherently 
provide minimum health and safety standards for 
solar energy systems, specific treatment of solar energy 
systems in local codes can only enhance the effective 
regulation and enforcement of minimum standards. 

Consumer Protection 

To some degree, adopting a model solar code can 
provide the consuming public with minimum assur
ance that a solar energy system purchased and installed 
will function safely, reliably, and efficiently. Codes 
and the procedures for code enforcement offer the 
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first line of defense against unsafe or unreliable solar 
energy systems. The solar industry, as well as any 
other consumer-oriented industry, is from time to 
time plagued by marginal operators who offer systems 
of dubious integrity. Although by no means the norm, 
the existence of even a few unscrupulous solar en
trepreneurs can create consumer distrust of the in
dustry as a whole, thereby impeding solar develop
ment. Regulation of all pertinent attributes of solar 
energy systems can provide a measure of protection 
for the consumer, the solar entrepreneur, and the solar 
industry. 

The objective of consumer protection could be en
hanced considerably if a model solar code were adopted 
in conjunction with a test and certification program 
for solar equipment and a licensing program for solar 
installers and maintenance personnel. There are a 
number of alternatives that could be applied in devel
oping such programs. Equipment certification could 
be accomplished through a local test and evaluation 
procedure, through a state or federally sponsored test
ing program, or through an industry sponsored test, 
evaluation, and certification program. Similarly, in
staller licensing programs could be established locally, 
at the state or federal levels, or through established 
trade schools, unions, and associations. 

Should the City of Austin initiate a financing pro
gram for solar equipment through the City-owned 
electric utility or through private financial institutions, 
equipment testing and certification and installer li
censing programs would be a necessity. From the stand
point of liability alone, equipment certification and 
installer licensing would reduce the possibility that 
the lending institution could be held liable in case of 
system failure. 

Education 

As has been widely documented, the building in
dustry and construction trades generally are resistive 
to change and innovation in design and construction 
practices. Some have estimated that it can take up to 
fifty years for new design concepts, building materials, 
technologies, and construction techniques to come 
into widespread acceptance and use. The reasons for 
the cautious acceptance of innovation are obvious. 
First, most builders and tradesmen are trained and 
oriented towards a standard or "acceptable practice• 
approach. Second, in an industry as highly competi
tive as the building construction industry, innovative 
technologies and techniques are generally shunned 
due to the possibility of significantly increasing the 
costs of construction. It is at least possible that the 
adoption of a solar code could speed up the acceptance 



and use of solar technologies by this important group. 
Code enforcement officials in the Building Inspec

tions Department are also in need of education about 
the attributes of solar technologies. Although the 
Department bas made an effort to train and educate 
its employees in the application and use of solar energy 
systems, further in-house training is essential if solar 
is to come into widespread use. 

A third group in need of education about solar 
technologies is the public at large. It should be ap
parent that solar will come into its own only when the 
consumer understands the technology and is willing 
to make the necessary investment. The processes 
leading to the adoption of a model solar code could 
serve to educate the public and encourage the poten
tial solar consumer to seek additional information 
leading to investment. Although it is difficult to mar
shal proof that this would occur, the importance of 
indirect educational processes should not be under
played. 

Codes as Barriers to Solar Development 

Many of those contacted during this study did not 
view the existing codes as pres en ting insurmountable 
barriers to the use of solar technologies. The existing 
codes inherently provide for the regulation of solar 
energy systems. However, considering the emphasis 
now placed on the development and use of solar energy, 
explicit code recognition of solar technologies is seen 
as desirable. What barriers that do exist in the present 
codes would be either eliminated or qualified with 
regard to their stated purpose, thereby reducing any 
uncertainties surrounding the enforcement of stan
dards and regulations. Furthermore, the adoption of a 
solar code could provide persons interested in inno
vation with a basis for meeting the intent of the code. 
The sentiment repeatedly expressed was that code 
recognition of the specific attributes of solar tech
nologies is fundamental to the widespread acceptance 
and use of solar energy. 

Existing Public Policy 

A final justification or rationale for the adoption of 
a model solar code is the stated policy of the City of 
Austin. In its resolution of October 19, 1978, the City 
Council stated its intention that Austin be "a national 
leader in the development and application of solar 
energy technology." The resolution specified two ap
proaches to achieving its objective; first, by encourag
ing the development of the local solar industry, and 
second, by reducing the city's dependence on nonre
newable energy resources "through the comprehensive 
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and economical application of solar technology." With 
regard to codes, the resolution makes clear that pub
lic policies will not be allowed to impede the develop
ment and use of solar technologies: 

(ll The City Council will amend ordinances when 
appropriate in order to facilitate the growth of the 
solar industry. 

(21 The City Manager is directed to insure that 
when representatives of the City of Austin appear 
before other governmental bodies, the City will sup
port any legislative proposal being considered that 
will encourage the development of solar technology, 
and oppose any measure under consideration that 
might impede the development of solar technology.• 

While failure to enact code revisions or a solar code is 
not necessarily at variance with its stated policy; clearly 
the adoption of any code and procedures for evaluating 
the compliance of solar energy systems would serve 
to advance the City's adopted policy objectives. 

Model Solar Codes 

At the present time, three model code documents 
are available for consideration. Each possesses strengths 
as well as weaknesses, and each needs to be assessed 
in terms of its coverage, ease of enforcement, and 
drawbacks. 

Solar Systems Code Review Manual 

The Solar $ystems Code Review Manual, published 
by the International Conference of Building Officials 
(ICBOJ, "is designed to facilitate approval of solar 
systems by local jurisdictions from plan check to field 
inspection."5 This document is not so much a model 
solar code as it is a manual for building inspection 
officials utilizing existing code referenc.es as a check
list for evaluating compliance of solar energy tech
nologies. The document addresses applicable code 
enforcement provisions for all major generic classes 
of solar technologies, including passive space
conditioning systems, solar greenhouses, active space
conditioning systems !both air and liquid), solar do
mestic water heating systems, solar-assisted heat 
pump systems, and photovoltaics. 

Each section of the manual is divided into fout: 
components. The first describes the solar energy sys
tem under consideration in terms of collection, stor
age, and distribution subsystems. The second portion 
of each section identifies the typical components of 
each generic solar technology. The third section out
lines common areas of concern for building inspec
tion officials in the evaluation of system compliance, 
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and the final component includes a system-by-system 
code assessment which identifies code-related prob
lems and specifies the applicable code reference. 

The Solar Systems Code Review Manual provides a 
useful general guide to code enforcement for solar 
energy systems. It can be used in conjunction with 
the City's existing codes without necessitating for
mal City Council approval. However, as a general 
guide this document lacks specificity with regard to 
barriers to solar development. It details applicable 
code reference• and standards for each generic solar 
technology but docs not offer guidance as to how 
problems should be overcome. In one sense the value 
of the document lies in the flexibility it affords build
ing inspection officials. By not specifying regulations 
other than those contained in existing codes, the 
manual should require little training of inspectors 
and should not involve significant implementation 
costs. However, it should be pointed out once more 
that reducing ambiguities and uncertainties associated 
with code enforcement of solar energy systems is a 
primary justification underlying any proposed code 
revision. 

Uniform Solar Energy Code 

The Uniform Solar Energy Code was first developed 
and published in 1976 by the International Association 
of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials. Revised yearly 
to include updates and to maintain uniformity in use, 
this model code document has been adopted and used 
in local jurisdictions throughout the United States. 
This document is essentially a prescriptive code which 
designates specific building materials and how they 
are to be installed and used. It is intended to be used as 
a ·bompanion volume to the Uniform Building Code 
a#d the Uniform Plumbing Code. 

The Uniform Solar Energy Code addresses general 
regulations, definitions, quality of materials, piping, 
joints and connections, tanks, collectors, insulation, 
and duct work. For the most part, this document covers 
all of the pertinent attributes of active solar energy 
systems, and as such, could serve as a useful regulatory 
tool for those technologies. However, passive systems 
are not included in the document, thereby excluding 
a number of solar-related technologies from consid
eration. In addition, this code has been subject to 
criticism in that it possesses numerous errors and 
omissions, and lacks specific standards.6 

Model Document for Code Officials 
on Solar Heating and Cooling of Buildings 

The third document available for consideration is 
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the Model Document for Code Officials on Solar Heat
ing and Cooling of Buildings, Second Dra~. This doc
ument is being prepared under the lead of the Council 
of American Building Officials ICABOl in cooperation 
with the U.S. Department of Energy, the Building Of
ficials and Code Administrators International, the 
International Conference of Building Officials, the 
National Conference of States on Building Codes and 
Standards, and the Southern Building Code Congress 
International. This effort is an attempt to codify all of 
the attributes of solar energy systems. To provide a 
degree of national uniformity, a consensus procedure 
is used by the group. At this writing, the final draft has 
not yet been released, pending final review, comment, 
and revision. However, the document should be avail
able in final form by 1981. 

As with the Uniform Solar Energy Code, the Model 
Document for Code Officials is a prescriptive code, 
regulating the design, construction, installation, qual
ity of materials, location, maintenance, and use of 
solar energy systems. However, where the Uniform "" 
Solar Energy Code fails in terms of specificity, the 
exclusion of passive technologies, and the lack of 
applicable standards, the Model Document has at
tempted to fill the gap. To supplement this code, the 
U.S. Department of Energy has contracted for the 
preparation of educational and training materials ori
ented toward building inspection officials. In addition, 
a systems testing and certification program is being 
funded. 

The Model Document is organized into five major 
sections: administrative, definitions, building, electri· 
cal, and mechanical, with appendices containing sec
tions on building components functioning as solar 
components !passive), model code references, and ref
erence standards. Since its orientation is prescriptive, 
the code does not address system performance standards 
such as system durability, life expectancy, and effi
ciency. However, in an attempt to provide at least a 
modest degree of consumer protection, the code doc
ument requires solar equipment and components to 
be identified by approved labeling in accordance with 
nationally reco&nized standards. 

Perhaps the major drawback of the Model Document 
is its treatment of passive solar energy systems. The 
appendix on building components functioning as solar 
components is not in code format. Rather, it is more of 
a narrative checklist discussing a number of ways that 
passive solar energy systems are affected by existing 
codes and suggesting ways to reduce adverse impacts. 
However, such treatment may not be a serious draw
back since many passive practitioners do not favor 
codification at this time because of the need to provide 



maximum flexibility and discretion for purposes of 
innovation and meeting site-specific requirements. 

In sum, it appears that the Model Document for Code 
Officials on Solar Heating and Cooling of Buildings is 
superior to both the Solar Systems Code Review Man
ual and the Uniform Solar Energy Code. It appears to be 
far more comprehensive and specific with regard to the 
regulation of solar technologies. The code document, 
however, should undergo review and revision by local 
interests to insure the inclusion of important consid
erations not addressed. It is to these revisions that we 
now tum. 

Revisions to Existing Local Codes 

Adobe 

One of the most commonly mentioned barriers to 
solar development in existing codes is the treatment 
given to earth materials such as adobe and rammed 
earth, used primarily in passive solar energy systems. 
While it does not prohibit the use of adobe (unburned 
clay masonry), the Uniform Building Code contains 
provisions which severely restrict its use as a struc
tural building material: 

Masonry of stabilized unburned clay units shall not 
be used in any building more than one story in height. 
The unsupported height of every wall of unburned 
clay units shall not be more than ten times the thick
ness of such walls. Bearing walls shall in no case be 
less than 16 inches. All footing walls which support 
masonry of unburned clay units shall extend to an 
elevation not less than six inches above the adjacent 
ground at all points.1 

To many, these provisions appear overly restrictive, 
especially in light of the fact that adobe has been used 
widely throughout the Southwest as a traditional build
ing material. Adobe constructions dating back a cen
tury or more are still in use and are structurally sound. 

This problem could be easily corrected, as has been 
shown in El Paso, Texas, where a revised adobe code 
recently was developed and adopted by the city council 
in an effort to loosen unreasonable restrictions on the 
use of adobe. The New Mexico Building Code also 
contains provisions allowing for the greater use of 
adobe. It should be noted that neither the El Paso nor 
the New Mexico code allows for the unrestrained use 
of adobe. Adobe building materials must be stabilized 
with some additive or plastered on the outside with 
Portland cement. The codes also specify approved 
construction techniques regulating height of walls, 
foundations, and wall supports, and the El Paso code 
includes material specifications and testingproeedures 
for adobe. 
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3. Justifications for a Code 

Multiple Licensing Requirements 

Another frequently mentioned barrier to solar de
velopment in· the existing codes is the requirement 
that at least part of the installation work for solar 
energy systems be subcontracted to master-licensed 
technicians. In many cases this requires a separate 
permit for each phase of installation, with plumbing 
work being performed by a master plumber, mechani
cal work by a licensed air conditioning contractor, 
and electrical work performed by a licensed electrician. 

. This multiple-licensing requirement can generate sig
nificant additional costs, and offers only minimal 
guarantees that the system is properly installed.8 

Several alternatives are available for correcting the 
multiple-licensing problem. The recommended ap
proach at this time is to license and bond solar equip· 
ment installers in a manner similar to roofing and 
siding contractors. This would greatly simplify the 
current procedures by consolidating installation work 
and permit requirements into a single permit. Each 
phase of installation would be required to be inspected 
by the responsible division of the Building Inspections 
Department. Although this alternative has been dis
cussed within the Building lnspcctions Department, 
no action has been taken at this time. 

Another alternative for correcting the barrier caused 
by multiple-licensing requirements is the creation of 
a master solar technician license. Setting up such a 
license might involve the creation of an advisory com
mittee composed of relevant trades and building in· 
spections officials for purposes of developing an ap
propriate testing procedure for master solar technicians. 
ln many cases, this would require technicians from 
conventional trades to upgrade only a few skills.9 

The creation of a master solar technician license is 
probably the most desirable option in terms of elimi
nating barriers to the use of solar technologies. With 
one technician performing most of the installation 
work, coordination of code requirements would be 
greatly simplified and could result in significant cost 
savings to the system owner. However, considerable 
legal and political problems might be expected to 
develop if this option is pursued. 

Recommendations 

Three recommendations are offered for considera
tion by the Austin City Council, appropriate advisory 
groups, commissions, and the Building Inspections 
Department. These recommendations are of an ob
viously general nature, in anticipation of further study 
and research. 
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l. The Model Document for Code Officials on Solar 
Heating and Cooling of Buildings should be stud
ied by the City Council and appropriate City 
departments and commissions for eventual adop
tion by the City of Austin. The focus of addi
tional study should be to identify areas in need 
of revision and to develop any supplemental pro
visions for inclusion in order to make the docu
ment consistent with the unique conditions and 
needs of Austin. 

2. Provisions for the use of adob~ as a building 
material should be developed. The provisions 
should be modelled on either the El Paso or the 
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4. Small Business Opportunities 
in Solar Energy 

Introduction 

Small businesses currently employ approximately 
S8 percent of the total American work force and ac
count for 43 percent of the country's Gross National 
product IGNPJ. Businesses with fewer than twenty 
employees have generated about two-thirds of all jobs 
created between 1960 and 1976.1 

Yet the Small Business Administration (SBAI 197 8 
Annual Report reveals that the relative position of 
small business in the economy is declining at an 
#alarming rate" while the economy's reliance on small 
business is growing rapidly. Moreover manufactur
ing firms with assets of more than one billion dollars 
have increased their share of total assets from 28 
percent in 1960 to SS percent in 1976; the shares held 
by smaller businesses dropped correspondingly.1 Many 
small businesses have been either swallowed up by 
larger firms or have found it impossible to compete in 
markets against economically stronger firms.a 

A recent survey by the 600,000-member National 
Federation of Independent Businessmen reveals that 
the state of small business is at its lowest point in five 
years and that S2 percent of the respondents felt con
ditions would get worse.4 A. Vernon Weaver, head of 
the SBA, has stated that the near future is nothing less 
than a "time of survival" for small businesses.s 

Despite this difficult environment, small businesses 
continue to provide a substantial number of new jobs 
and an impressive contribution to the nation's GNP. 
Opportunities still exist for the small business. In 
this chapter, one opportunity will be explored-small 
business opportunities in solar energy. 

Financing t h e Small Business 

It takes money to make money. A solar energy 
small business must have-as any small firm must 
have- an adequate financial base if it is to operate at a 
profit. Of equal importance, however, is the skillful 
management of capital. In general, small business is 
faced with three kinds of financial need: initial capital, 
working capital once the firm is in operation, and 
capital for expansion. These needs are met by three 
types of financing: equity capital, working capital, 
and growth capital. Because initial funds are often 
difficult to obtain for the "untried" small business, 
equity capital is generally obtained from friends, rela-
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tives, or personal savings. By contrast, both working 
and growth capital are #borrowed" capital, and are 
obtained from such sources as commercial banks, the 
Small Business Administration, and Small Business 
Investment Corporations (SBICs). 

Gov ernment Policy 

The interaction between the government, at all 
levels, and the private sector has increased steadily in 
recent years, leading to greater impacts on small busi· 
nesses from government policies, regulations, and 
procurement practices. 

An array of federal policies strongly affect small 
business enterprises, many times adversely. Compli· 
ance with the burgeoning government rules and regu- · 
lations is often a tremendous burden to small busi
nesses. "The small guy," reports an SBA task force, "is 
overwhelmed by the lawmaking, rulemaking, and en
forcement processes of regulation."6 

During the last ten years, a new regulatory environ
ment has emerged, including the creation of new 
agencies such as the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration, the Environmental Protection Agency, 
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and 
the Department of Energy, in addition to expanded 
jurisdictions of existing regulatory agencies such as 
the Food and Drug Admiilistration, the Security and 
Exchange Commission, the Federal Trade Commission 
a~d others. Many times regulations from these agen~ 
c1es treat large and small firms equally and so are, in 
fact, discriminatory against small firms.7 

One of the most irritating problems associated with 
regulation is the massive amount of paperwork re
quired. As of 1977, federal agencies required small 
businesses to file approximately ten billion sheets of 
paper per year. About 130.S person-hours were needed 
to fill out the government forms. Moreover, federal 
and state agencies have made little attempt to work 
together. The level of paperwork appears to be grow
ing. 8 

For example, Frequency Sources, Inc., a small busi
ness manufacturer of microwave oscillators, receives 
a_s many as two thousand pages of new federal regula· 
uons each month. According to Vice-President Robert 
Schmidt, it takes one-third of his time and one-half of 
the company comptroller's time to fill out the forms. 
SBA head A. Vernon Weaver has stated, "The pendu-
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lum has swung too far in the direction of overregula· 
tion. When rulemakers make rules, they often have 
General Motors in mind and they forget that the little 
corner grocery store has to fill out the same forms."9 

The federal government also plays an important 
role in another area, the financing of research and 
development (R&D). In 1966, over $38 billion was 
expended on R&D in the United States. The majority 
of these funds, about $20. l billion, were from the 
federal government; its share of funding was 52.8 per· 
cent. 10 

Small firms generally have experienced difficulty 
in obtaining federal government R&D funds. A Senate 
committee recently found a ''.striking disparity" be· 
tween small R&D firm capabilities and their utiliza· 
ti on by the government. The major part of R&D funds, 
it was reported, tend to go to development rather than 
to research, and most of the development money is 
awarded to large companies capable of performing 
large development contracts. In a research area where 
a small firm's capability is high, the firm tends to lose 
awards to colleges and universities, federally funded 
R&D centers, and large, private R&D firms.11 

The small firm often loses out because, first, the 
preparation of proposals is expensive and time· 
consuming. Second, there tends to be a federal bias 
favoring large firms because they are well-established 
and, so, "safer." In general, the burdensome adminis· 
trative requirements for contract solicitation, evalua· 
tion, award, and performance impair the ability and 
desire of small firms to compete for federal R&D 
contracts. 12 

Many state laws and regulations are important to · 
the new business. The businessperson must be famil· 
iar with incorporation laws, and must plan for paying 
various state taxes, paying unemployment insurance 
taxes, and complying with state licensing procedures. 
Because Texas has a highly decentralized government 
with boards and commissions, there are a number of 
independent procedures for licensing for various types 
of businesses, 13 although not for solar. 

Texas is one of five states that does not have corpo· 
rate taxes or individual income taxes. The state does, 
however, have sales and other miscellaneous taxes. 
Although taxes are considerably smaller in Texas 
than in many other states, it is essential that the 
small businessperson become familiar with the tax 
requirements. 

It is important, too, for the small businessperson to 
develop an understanding of local organizational pat
terns. The interaction between city and county govern
ments can affect greatly the business climate needed 
for success. Also, local taxes must be investigated and 
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included in any business planning, as well as local 
real estate devlopment laws, zoning laws, building 
use requirem~nts, licensing and other p·ermit proce· 
dures, and utility connections. 

Small Buainea• Opportunities 
in Solar Energy: A Special Case 

A growing recognition by both the public and pri· 
vate sectors of the significant contributions solar energy 
can make in America's energy future has helped to 
create a new industry- the solar energy industry. The 
key role small businesses can play in the industry was 
advanced recently by Senator Floyd Haskell (0.-Ga.J: 

Rapidly expanding sectors of our economy have al
ways attracted entrepreneurs. Heavy emphasis must 
be placed on small business if we are to meet any 
established solar goal. Small business has some unique 
capabilities, including a high innovation rate and tre
mendous flexibility in meeting local and regional 
needs .... [I)t's time we took solar from a pie-in-the
sk y concept with the promise for tomorrow and channel 
some creative and imaginative thinking from the busi
ness community toward making it a reality today. 1• 

Small businesses, as well as larger corporations, are 
channeling their thinking, energies, and assets into 
establishing and expanding a solar market. Commer· 
cialization efforts have concentrated mainly on two 
kinds of solar energy: first, in thermal applications
heating and cooling (including water heatingl-in build· 
ings; and second, in fuels from biomass such as plant 
matter, including wood and waste. A third type of 
solar energy, solar electricity, is in various stages of 
development. This kind of energy includes solar ther
mal electric, such as the "power towerH; photovoltaics
solar cells; wind [for example, windmillsl; ocean ther
mal electric; and hydropower, for instance, hydroelec
tric dams. 15 The underlying concept of solar energy 
here is energy that has arrived from the sun Hrecently• -
that is, during the last one hundred years or so. This 
distinguishes solar from the products of Hancient" 
sunshine-oil, gas, and coal. 16 

Opportunities for small businesses exist in a num
ber of different areas, including the manufacture of 
solar equipment, the installation and distribution of 
equipment, and the conducting of R&D in the field. 
Here we wish to address small business opportunities 
in light of the overall solar market, current govern· 
ment policy, unique concerns of the small business, 
and other relevant factors. 

A Solar Market Overview 

The solar energy industry has many of the classic 



characteristics of a new industry. It is, in general, a 
fragmented industry with no dominant design or lead
ing manufacturer. Indeed, no manufacturer as yet has 
over~ percent of the market. A great deal of entrepre
neurial effort is still evident.11 

The solar market today is not "explosive" but solid 
with a ~teady rate of increase. Charles H. Franke, ~ 
marketing manager with Chamberlain Manufactur
ing Corporation, recently stated that early solar in· 
dustry growth was "artificial" while current levels are 
more realistic. Franke has dated the "birth" of solar as 
the l~te 1973 oil embargo. From 1974 through 1976, 
s~lar s growth was explosive, doubling about every 
nme to twelve months. Since 1976, there has been a 
"shakeout" in this industry; the earlier artificial growth 
has been replaced with a more realistic growth as 
solar today is beginning to serve actual markets. 18 

Until recently, the typical solar customer has been 
in the words of a marketing manager from a leadin~ 
solar firm, "a man in his late 40's or 50's-an engineer 
or an architect earning $40,000-$50,000 a year. He 
buys equipment for status or philosophical reasons. 
Economics are not a factor."19 A government official 
put it another way: "At this point, the solar energy 
industry is an elitist phenomenon."20 This consumer 
seems to be changing. Solar energy, particularly solar 
heating. is being adopted by an increasing number of 
younger, middle-class customers.11 Solar executives 
are reporting increased sales to a wide range of cus
tomers due to the increasing costs of conventional 
energy. Joe Dawson, Director of Public Affairs for 
~rum.man En~rgy S~stems, has said that his company 
1s seemg the emotional customer for the first time 
and not just the 'Consumer Report-type'."11 ' 

The size and character of the solar market will also 
be expanded by federal legislation such as the Military 
Construction Act of 1979 which states that, if cost 
effective-that is, if the system can pay for itself over 
the next fifteen to twenty-five years-solar heating 
must be put into new military housing and the 25 
percent remaining new military construction.23 

Passive Solar 

A number of solar technologies are economically 
competitive in the energy market. Among them is 
passive solar, which is one of the most technically 
mature of all on-site solar technologies. It is not a new 
technology, but a return to a design-conscious path 
abandoned during the last century.24 

Passive solar can be very effective when solar energy 
and conservation overlap. For example, an 8,000-
square-foot energy-efficient commercial building in 
Maine saved owners about $400 a month in heating 
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bills.25 A recent study has suggested that the real 
impact of passive solar will be felt during the late 
l 980s.16 

Active Solar Heating 

The solar heating market is also cost competitive 
and i~ growing steadily. Sales, including installation: 
~ave mcreased tenfold in three years, from $25 million 
m 1975 to $260 million in 1977. In 1977, about 3,300 
space and water heating systems, 63,000 solar hot 

. water systems, and 35,000 pool systems were sold. 
During the first part of 1978, only small gains were 
made because of uncertainties over federal tax credits. 
Ho~ever, during the last part of 1978, the industry 
agam showed strong growth, after Congress passed 
the 20 to 30 percent tax credit for solar systems. The 
overall potential over the next two decades could be 
five hundred times larger, over $100 billion.17 

Even ~hough the solar heat market is expanding, it 
has been argued that the industry stands about where 
the auto industry did in the early twentieth century. 
As the auto industry needed mass production to bloom, 
the solar heating industry requires systems engineer
ing, design refinements, and economical production 
techniques if it is to substantially expand the current 
market.18 It is asserted that solar heating must be 
accepted by a broader range of people if it is to make a 
real headway.19 

One part of the heating market is already booming
the solar-heated pool. As FAFCO President Freeman 
A. Ford has said, "Solar pool heating is now recognized 
as the most cost-effective, widespread economical ex
ample of solar, and we're not having to teach people 
from scratch." The company had a record year in 1979. 
"It's economics," said Freeman, "that are selling solar 
pool systems. A $3,000 investment amortizes itself in 
six years."ao 

Biomass 

Another form of solar energy, wood and waste bum· 
ing, was the principal fuel used in the United States a 
century ago; in 1976, it provided less than 1.5 percent 
of U.S. energy needs, as compared to 8 percent in 
Swe~en and 15 percent in Finland.31 Although a po
tentially large market, its profitability is limited by 
several barriers. First, most land suited for biomass 
production is legally withdrawn from timber harvest· 
ing or is already used for food, feed, fiber, or timber. 
Only 20 percent-400 million acres-is commercial 
forestland available for fuel. Although improved tech· 
~iques could reduce the amount of land needed, there 
is not enough to use biomass on a large scale.31 
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Experimental Solar Technologies 

Other solar technologies, including solar cooling, 
biomass plantations, photovoltaics, solar thermal 
power systems, and ocean thermal energy conversion 
systems, require significant R&.D before they will be 
competitive in the energy market." The near-term 
prospects for one of these markets, photovoltaics, 
have received mixed reviews. Currently, the market is 
restricted to special applications, for example, in un
manned railroad crossings or remote microwave re· 
peaters. The uses are limited primarily because the 
silicon cells used to convert sunlight into electricity 
are costly. It is possible, however, that what happened 
in the transistor industry will soon happen in photo· 
voltaics. For example, the average commercial price 
for photovoltaic systems in 1977 was slightly over 
S 15,000 per peak kilowatt. Some of the latest quotes 
for new installations are as low as $3,000 per peak 
kilowatt.J.4 The continued reduction in cost could 
open up vast markets. 

A less optimistic view was recently presented in a 
report contracted by the Office of Science and Tech
nology Policy and the Department of Energy. The 
panel concluded that although photovoltaic prospects 
were "bright," the technology will not be sufficiently 
advanced for another decade to make any real con· 
tribution in the energy market. According to Robert 
N. Hall, a specialist in semiconductor physics, to reach 
a level of 10 percent of total consumption would take 
thirty to fifty years and would require mass produc· 
tion of photovoltaic systems on a scale comparable to 
the Detroit car industry. The panel recommended 
against large commitments now, because it is not 
clear whether photovoltaics will prove economical.3s 

Government Policy on Solar Energy 

The recent Harvard Business School report on the 
U.S. energy future reported that, given reasonable 
incentives, solar energy could provide between one
fourth and one-fifth of U.S. energy requirements by 
the year 2000. Without government incentives, how· 
ever, the impact of solar energy would be, in the words 
of a World Oil editor, "a mosquito bite on an elephant's 
fanny."36 

ls the federal government actively and effectively 
encouraging the commercialization of solar energy? 
What can the small businessperson expect from the 
government-aid or hindrance? Some would argue the 
latter. One outspoken solar entrepreneur, Henry 
Thomason, has charged, "I cannot think of one prac· 
tical, realistic, workable device to come out of this 
(federal) expenditure of hundreds of millions of dollars 
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and four years of delay. The greatest damage the gov· 
ernment has done is to tell half the truth, concealing 
the rest-that you can have solar heating and cooling 
and hot water at very little cost."37 

In a more subdued tone, Denis Hayes, Executive 
Director of the Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI), 
recently testified in a congressional hearing that "The 
federal solar program is fragmented and lacks a clear 
sense of priorities."38 Mr. Hayes asserted that this 
confusion is the result of several factors, including 
the recent creation of the Department of Energy and 
five Regional Solar Energy Centers (RSECs) devoted to 
solar development and a lack of clear guidance with 
respect to each center's responsibilities. In Mr. Hayes 
opinion, the federal government must redefine its 
goals and priorities and devise effective working rela· 
tionships among the many groups involved in solar 
development and commercialization.39 lt appears that 
one basic prpblem to federal encouragement of solar 
development is a lack of coordination between the 
government and other relevant groups. Too, the net· 
work of laws, government regulations, tax policies, 
price controls, and development subsidies have the 
primary effect of minimizing the cost of nonrenew· 
able energy sources, with the result that solar energy 
cannot compete in the energy market . .o 

The federal government has had a poor record in 
assisting the development of commercial products, 
and seldom attempts to become directly involved, 
except as the result of military and space research, 
that is, high technology. It seems that the government 
has a more difficult time with small, diverse techno· 
logics such as solar.41 

A similar situation exists with regard to the federal 
investment of R&.D in solar energy. That investment 
is now over the billion-dollar level, but support has 
been weighted more towards high-technology R&.D 
projects than small-scale R&.D.41 ln general, giant cor· 
porations and university research institutions have a 
partnership-like relation with the government and 
can receive grants without bidding to do substantial 
preliminary research in solar areas. Then, based upon 
their experience, they are awarded larger grants for 
pilot experiments and demonstration plants. As Bill 
Pace of Bio·Gas, a small alternative energy business, 
has stated, "This process results in a kind of Catch-22 
exclusion for small businesses and a totally subsidized 
research and development of new technologies and 
control of new industries by favored government cli· 
ents."43 

The phased deregulation of domestic crude oil 
prices and federal control of national gas prices also 
hinder the expansion of the solar market. In 1978, 



electricity, gas, and oil were sold substantially below 
their replacement costs, due in part to federal price 
controls. On an average national basis in 1977, solar 
technologies were at a significant competitive disad
vantage with oil, gas, and electricity due to underpric
ing of conventional energy sources.« However, the 
new windfall profits tax !P.L. 96-223, enacted April 2, 
19801, which i1 estimated to net $227.7 billion through 
1990, may aid solar development through its provisions 
for expanded energy tax credits for businesses and 
individuals. 

Finally, government subsidies have resulted in price 
advantages to conventional energies. According to 
one study, the federal government has provided ap
proximately $200 billion in support of conventional 
energy from 1918 to 1977.45 If such subsidies continue, 
the use of solar energy will probably be limited, even 
when its real economic costs are less than conven
tional systems.46 

Department of Energy 

Deputy Undersecretary Jackson Gouraud, Chief 
Solar Marketer at DOE, has listed several ways in 
which DOE is encouraging solar commercialization. 
The first area of concentration is getting solar energy 
into a maximum number of new homes. To accomplish 
this, DOE plans to encourage states to adopt favorable 
tax credits similar to those in California, or to grant 
equivalent benefits in property taxes. Second, DOE is 
attempting to motivate bankers to consider solar equip
ment in evaluating prope1~y. Gouraud has noted that 
bankers have a large influen~~ on the acceptance of 
passive solar, especially through encouraging the use 
of insulation and other conservation measures. DOE 
also has requested the SBA to increase its aid to solar 
business. As a result, SBA has created an Energy Loan 
Program, which is now in its first full year of operation. 
Of the $45 million allocated to the program, $15 mil
lion is used for direct loans and $30 million for guar
anteed loans in which the SBA guarantees 90 percent 
of a conventional bank loan. 

DOE also wants to establish five hundred to a thou
sand entrepreneurs to audit houses, make sales, and 
install solar equipment. Applicants would be required 
to have experience in plumbing, electric, roofing, and 
carpentry skills. SBA has agreed to supply $6 million 
for these loans, and additional support is available 
from other foundations. 47 

Michael J. Tashjian, Director of Procurement and 
Contract Management at DOE, has expanded on DOE 
efforts to increase the participation of small R&.D 
firms in federal projects, including mandatory sub
contracting to small businesses; DOE/SBA joint fund-
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ing of the Procurement Automated Source System; 
creation of the Small Business Procurement Digest; 
small busine~s set-asides in DOE assistance instru
ments and by DOE operating contractors; unsolicited 
proposals reserves; and small business planning grants. 48 

Despite these efforts, a recent GAO study showed 
that only 2. 7 percent of DOE procurement actually 
went to the small business sector.49 

At least four 1ections of DOE have a solar com
mercialization mission: the Deputy Under Secretary 
of Commercialization; the Commercialization Divi-

. sion at SERI; the Office of Energy Technology; and the 
Office of Conservation and Solar Applications. DOE's 
Regional Solar Energy Centers IRSECs) are assigned to 
the Program Development Branch. One criticism of 
the DOE structure was voiced recently by the Solar 
Lobby during a congressional hearing-that the pro
grams had no clear line of communication and no 
single manager to coordinate activities within DOE.so 
The Lobby also charged that the RSECs were formed 
without enough citizen participation and have been 
badly managed by DOE. Moreover, the RSECs have 
sapped funds from existing programs, hampering ac
tion at the local level.s• 

Small Business Administration 

Although a variety of current ·federal assistance 
could support solar energy, including the Departments 
of Agriculture, Commerce, and Housing and Urban 
Development, the Small Business Administration 
(SBA) provides the most assistance. These SBA pro
grams were established under P.L. 95-315, the Small 
Business Energy Loan Act of 1978. The loan program 
provides financial assistance to small businesses in
volved in the design, manufacture, distribution, mar
keting, installation, or servicing of solar energy or 
other energy conservation equipment.51 The program 
is aimed primarily at I l ) small business firms in areas 
of high unemployment and firms owned by people 
with low incomes; (2) Small Business Loan Programs, 
that is, loans and guarantees to small businesses un
able to obtain credit elsewhere; and 131 SBIC funds 
available to small, innovative firms with new products. SJ 

Recent Legislation: The National Energy Conservation 
Policy Act and the Energy Tax Act of 1978 

The National Energy Act (NEA) contains tax credits 
and financial assistance programs for the solar in
dustry. Along with the Small Business Energy Loan 
act, these programs are the first designed to give fi . 
nancial assistance to solar users and the solar industry.54 
Several sections which provide special benefits are 
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summarized here: the next three years have been authorized to 

l. Utility conservation program for residential assist schools and hospitals in paying for energy 

buildings. Electric and gas utilities must in- audits and installation of energy conservation 

form customers of suggested energy conserva- and soiar energy measures. The grants generally 

tion and solar energy measures, and provide 
cover up to SO percent of the costs. Institutions 
eligible for grants through state energy agencies estimates of the energy savings and costs of are schools, including public and private non-

such measures. The utility also must provide profit elementary and secondary schools, col-
lists of lenders, suppliers, and contractors, and leges and universities, and hospitals. 
offer to arrange for the installation or financing 
of conservation and solar measures by listed 6. Federal solar energy demonstration program. 
firms. Utilities must bill those customers for The federal government is authorized up to 
whom conservation or solar measures are in- $100 million to demonstrate solar technology 
stalled rather than include the costs of instal- in a three-year installation program of solar 
lation in general utility rates. They may offer equipment in federal buildings. The govern-
billing arrangements so that customers can ment also is authorized $98 million over three 
choose to pay back the installation costs over years to purchase photovoltaic energy devices 
an extended period on their monthly utility for use in federal buildings. Both measures are 
bills. designed to stimulate the manufacturing of 

2. Energy conservation in federal buildings. Each solar equipment and to help lower costs. 

federal agency must retrofit a certain percent- 7. Residential insulation and conservation tax 
age of its total square footage with energy con- credits. A nonrefundable credit up to $300 is 
servation measures or solar energy systems so provided for 1 S percent of the first $2,000 in-
that by 1990 all federal buildings are retrofitted vested in qualifying equipment for conserva-
to assure maximum energy efficiency. tion. The installation must be made between 

3. Solar energy financing program. The Govern- April 20, 1977 and December 31, 1985. The 

ment National Mortgage Association is autho- credit applies to insulation, caulking, weather 

rized to purchase up to $100 million of reduced stripping, modified flue openings, storm or ther-

interest loans to homeowners and builders for mal doors and windows, automatic furnace ig-

the purchase and installation of solar heating nition systems, and clock. thermostats. 

and cooling equipment in residential dwellings. 8. Residential solar tax credits. Nonrefundable 
Support for up to $8,000 per unit is provided. credit for investments in solar, wind, and other 
The financing program is available for five years renewable energy sources for new and existing 
with loan repayments due within fifteen years. residences is provided. The credit is calculated 

4. Other residential financing programs. The De- at 30 percent of the first $2,000 expended, plus 

partment of Housing and Urban Development 20 percent of the next $8,000, up to a maximum 

(HUD) is authorized to insure loans for energy credit of $2,200. The investment must be made 

conservation improvements to multifamily between April 20, 1977 and December 31, 1985, 

housing and to make grants and establish stan- and must heat or cool the residence or provide 

dards for such improvements to federally as- hot water to be eligible. 

sisted housing and public housing. The mort· 9. Business energy tax credits. An additional 10 
gage limits for the Federal Housing Adminis- percent investment tax credit !nonrefundable 
tration (FHA) and Farmers Home Administra- except for solar equipment) is provided for solar 
tion (FmHA) may be increased as a result of the or wind energy property used to generate elec-
NEA to account for the increased cost of solar tricity or to heat or cool or provide hot water, 
energy systems. Other provisions direct that and for equipment to improve the heat effi-
the minimum energy conservation standards ciency of existing industrial processes, includ-
governing new housing insured by FHA or ing heat exchangers and recuperators and re-
FmHA be strengthened. cycling equipment. 

s. Schools, hospitals, and public buildings grant 10. Gasohol exemption from excise taxes. There is 
program. Grants to states of $900 million over an exemption from the 4 percent federal excise 
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tax on gasoline for fuels containing a mixture 
of at least 10 percent alcohol produced from 
agricultural products or waste. The Act also 
provides for expedited consideration of appli
cations to produce ethanol. ss 

A recent survey found that most solar industry 
executives felt the NEA will have an immediate and 
positive impact on the industry. Solar provisions in 
the NEA give the industry a degree of credibility it did 
not have before.56 As Eliot Husney, sales manager at 
American Heliothermal Corporation, remarked, "We 
have seen an interest from bankers, engineers, savings 
and loan people and architects, as well as direct con
sumers, since the passage of the act which simply was 
not there before."s7 At the same time, many execu
tives felt that the NEA was not a complete answer to 
commercialization problems, but that the industry 
still must overcome the traditional consumer reluc
tance to buy solar products in order to develop the 
market.sa 

According to the recent Domestic Policy Review, 
the NEA and SBA financial assistance programs are 
not expected to have a great impact on the solar in
dustry. Less than 150,000 residential units are likely 
to be financed under the NEA between now and 1985. 
Under the SBA programs, it has been estimated that 
fewer than 1,000 installations will be financed.59 

The Solar Energy Development Bank 

H.R. 605, establishing a Solar Energy Development 
Bank to provide long-term, low-interest loans for the 
purchase and installation of solar energy equipment 
in commercial and residential buildings, was reported 
recently out of the House Committee on Banking, 
Finance, and Urban Affairs, and is awaiting further 
action. 

Under the bill, tax credits would be granted to 
builders of passive solar commercial buildings, who 
would receive a credit of $20 per million Btus of 
estimated design savings per year for a thermal per
formance above a specified level. The bill also provides 
financial incentives for the purchase of solar homes, 
as well as incentives to induce the public to retrofit 
their homes with solar equipment.60 

Representative Steven Neal (D.-N.C.) stated that he 
introduced the bill because Nit is still very difficult to 
obtain financing for solar projects through private 
lending institutions, even for the most creditworthy 
borrowers."61 Although the industry generally ap
plauds the proposal, there has been some criticism 
that the Bank is too closely tied to the Windfall 
Profits Tax.62 
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Texas State Government 

According to Ray Reece, Chairman of Austin's 
Renewable Energy Resources Commission, 'The State 
of Texas- meaning its legislature, its bureaucracy, it• 
governor-has compiled a record of shabby and short
sighted neglect of the state's solar energy resources, 
and the new regime of William Clements seems 
determined to keep that record intact."63 Despite the 
less than favorable climate, a proposed Texas Solar 
Energy Act was drawn in late 1978 by gubernatorial 
candidate John Hill. Many of the act's provisions set 

·up a solar agenda for the 66th State Legislature. The 
provisions included state laws protecting property 
owners' rights to solar access; utility regulations 
encouraging on-site solar and wind energy systems; 
exemptions of solar installations from state and local 
property taxes; solar installations in state-owned 
facilities; and consumer information and protection 
programs fot purchasers of solar equipment. To date, 
the Legislature has provided for only a sales tax 
exemption for solar energy systems, an exemptioq 
from franchise taxes for solar manufacturers, and 
allowances for solar, wind, and biomass R&.D in the 
S 1.5 million Energy Development Fund, to be shared 
with lignite, geothermal, and conservation research.64 
These legislative initiatives, together with the pro
visions set forth in Hill's proposals, could provide a 
real boost to the Texas solar industry and to small 
business opportunities within the industry. 

According to one journalist, the Texas Energy 
Advisory Council !which is now the Texas Energy and 
Natural Resources Advisory Council-TENRAC) was 
"less than zealous in promoting solar and other 
renewable energy sources. Given its pro-oil and gas 
membership, this is not, perhaps, surprising."6s 

It appears, then, that Texas has done relatively 
little to actively encourage solar development and 
commercialization. While the state has been some
what fairer in funding entrepreneurs and other small
firm researchers, the combined appropriation of 
$417,000 for solar, wind, and biomass is only 35 per
cent of the S 1.2 million designated for alternative 
R&.D in 1977-78.66 

Additional Proposals for Government Incentives 

The federal legislation cited above marks a sub
stantial commitment to the development of solar 
energy. Additional government actions that could 
incease solar utilization have been recommended. One 
proposal is to subsidize the use of solar energy through 
increased tax incentives and direct grants. With re
gard to tax incentives, it has been argued that an 
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incentive higher than the 20 to 30 percent tax credit 
provided by the NEA is required to be effective. The 
Harva.rd Business School report maintains that the 
problem is to get over a sluggish first phase in solar 
commercialization, then allow innovation to go at its 
own momentum. Tax incentives should promote the 
refinement and diffusion of products in this first phase, 
and should decline over time. A SO to 60 percent tax 
credit is needed to expand the market.67 

As an example, California has instituted a SS per
cent tax credit which includes active and passive 
systems, solar electricity generation systems, and 
wind and process heating systems. This credit, to
gether with legislation providing for utility involve
ment, job training, and solar rights, has led to an 
aggressive commercialization program that is paying 
off. In 1978, while sales stagnated because of the 
suspense over federal tax credits, sales in California 
continued to rise. By the end of 1978, California had 
over 30,000 solar installations. Currently, one hundred 
manufacturers and two hundred installers with solar 
experience are doing business in the state.68 . 

Direct subsidies could also speed up the adopt10n 
of solar. Opponents raise two issues, equity and in
novation, questioning whether it is fair for the govern
ment to manipulate market conditions to make solar 
systems less expensive, and possibly giving consumers 
the false impression that solar is a better buy than 
alternative energy sources. Also, subsidization could 
interfere with further development of technology be
cause business would no longer have the same in
centives to cut costs. Proponents of direct subsidies 
point out, however, that government regulations, tol
erance of externalities, and subsidies have already 
distorted the market. A new subsidy would help to 
redress that imbalance.69 

A related government incentive is the strategy of 
increasing the costs of nonsolar energy sources such 
as gas. This action would discourage overall energy 
consumption, in addition to promoting the ~se ~f 
solar energy.lo Another possible course of action is 
the establishment of a public education program in 
solar energy. The recently published Domestic Policy 
Review found that #limited public awareness of and 
confidence in solar technologies is a major barrier to 
accelerated solar energy use."71 Federally sponsored 
programs to provide information quickly and ~eliably 
to potential solar consumers would help build con
fidence in solar technology and thus expand the solar 
market. 

Special Concerns of the Solar Small Business 

In the experience of Peter 0 . Boe, a solar . 

merchandiser, 

[A) small firm entering a market with a "new~ technol
ogy facels) multiple problems-proble~s abov~ and 
beyond those experienced by small busmcsses ·~ an 
established industry. At present, the solar energy field 
is a vast uncharted land ... ; small businesses entering 
the solar energy industry arc faced with developing 
lines of credi t a product line, and a market in an in
dustry which 

1

has a potentially great future but vir
tually no past.71 

The Solar Customer 

A major concern of any business is the customer; 
the solar industry is no exception. As the costs of 
conventional energy continue to rise, more and more 
customers are attracted to the idea of using solar 
energy in their homes and businesses. But because 
customers often regard solar energy systems as new 
and experimental, and therefore unreliable, they.are 
reluctant to make the substantial investment required 
to convert to solar. 

A number of economic factors, both real and per
ceived, are major barriers to the increased purchase of 
solar equipment. One critical obstacle is the length of 
the payback period on money invested in solar equip
ment. The payback period is difficult to analyze be
cause factors such as the weather, technology, and the 
cost of the fuel assumed on the comparison must be 
taken into account. Moreover, several different 
methods can be used in evaluating the rate of return.73 

The customer, of course, wants a fast return on his 
investment. His fuel savings will have to be substan
tial because of initial capital expenditures. A solar 
water heating system costs between $1,600 and $2,400 
for a single family home. A passive heating system 
may cost only a few hundred dollars-or up to SS,~ 
and active space and water beating systems range m 
price from $5,000 to $13,000. An HBS questionnaire 
of four thousand people revealed that although the 
idea of solar heating was attractive, a payback period . 
of approximately five years would be necessary to at
tract serious consideration. In order for 80 percent of the 
respondents to consider installing a solar system, a 
two-year or shorter payback period would be required.74 

A longer payback period-about eight years-is now 
t he norm. 

Another problem related to the high initial cost of 
solar equipment is the homeowner's difficulty in fi
nancing the purchase. Often potential customers can 
obtain financing only at the standard rates for home
improvement loans, which are usually about the prime 
lending rate. One way to improve the finance sytsem 
would be to revise the charter of the Federal Home and . 
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Mortgage Insurance Corporation to encqurage better 
financing for solar equipment.75 A variety of flexible . 
mortgage instruments also are needed, including those 
with open-ended financing opportunities for home 
borrowers where home improvements could be fi
nanced under the terms of the existing first mortgage 
contract.76 

Still another economic barrier to the customer is 
that a solar installation may impose a penalty in the 
form of increased property taxes. 77 

The potential business customer faces further eco
nomic considerations. Businesses usually use con
ventional energy sources because they are classified 
as an expense · 1d can be written off for tax purposes. 
Solar energy e.,.11pment, however, is a capital invest
ment and so cannot be written off, although a percent
age of the original cost may be applied as a deprecia
tion expense against current revenues each year. The 
10 percent investment tax credit allowed by the NEA 
may not be enough to sufficiently reduce the payback 
time.78 

The general lack of credibility of solar energy systems . 
among the public is a substantial barrier to increased 
solar sales. As Phil Boyd of Ra-Energy Systems has 
noted, "Credibility is the main problem in many ways. 
There are too many people on the bandwagon with 
inferior products and installations."79 And, from Dan
iel Wise of A-1 Quality Sales, "I have to convince 
consumers that now is the time to make an invest
ment in solar systems."so 

The high degree of uncertainty among the public, 
coupled with the economic barriers to purchasing 
solar equipment, make the small businessperson's 
sales more difficult. And big business may complicate 
life even further. 

The Giants Go Solar 

Twelve of the top twenty-five solar companies are 
controlled by firms with annual sales in excess of $1 
billion. Corporations such as Exxon, GE, Alcoa, Grum
man, and Atlantic-Richfield have recently emerged as 
strong forces in the solar industry.st 

Grumman, a potential leader in the low-technology 
solar heating field, spent $1 million on advertising in 
1977, and is focusing its efforts on managerial and 
marketing skills as much as on technological exper
tise.al Other large companies, including Atlantic
Richfield and Mobil, have recently acquired small, 
innovative companies: Atlantic-Richfield has bought 
Solar Tech International, now Arco Solar, and Mobil 
has acquired Tyco Labs, now Mobil Tyco.83 

Big companies have a number of advantag~s over 
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small firms. They have financial and technological 
advantages and, sometimes, better access- to oasic 
materials. For instance, Revere Copper and Brass, a 
firm which has recently begun to manufacture solar 
equipment, is a major supplier of copper sheets. Also, 
the large companies have previous manufacturing 
capabilities on their side. According to Albert Wein
stein, Westinghouse Solar Product Manager, "If any 
smaller firms had to make the investment for our 
equipment that is already in place . .. that plant would 
cost millions of dollars."84 The big company also has 

·business expertise that the small firm may lack. In the 
words of small businessman Ray Loope: "As a small 
R&D company, we didn't understand the real cost of 
getting into the market. It's not only the dollar level of 
the investment that is needed but time to develop the 
market."85 Finally, the large firms can support solar 
activities as part of their research activities, while 
time and operating capital are much greater problems 
for the small business. 

Some applaud the entrance of large companies into 
the solar business. A recent DOE study by Jet Propul
sion Lab concluded that large companies have the 
best financial staying power and management. So~e 
say that this is necessary to push the commercializa
tion of solar.86 Others argue that the large-scale pro
duction of solar equipment by big companies will 
reduce costs and therefore spur the development of 
solar.87 

Arguments against large corporate involvement 
propose that control of solar by the big companies 
would reduce its job-creating potential, keep costs 
higher than would otherwise be possible, retain low 
public accountability, tie up massive amounts of cap
ital, and suppress innovative programs capable of re
sponding to community needs.88 TheDomestic Policy 
Review asserted that restrictions in competition in 
the solar field could lead to less variety in solar appli
cations and higher prices.89 

It could also lead to fewer profitable small busi
nesses in the solar field. Can the little guy compete 
with the giants? The manufacture of solar equipment 
may become the domain of big business, but it ia 
probable that some aspects of solar will remain very 
competitive always. As Henry Kelly, an analyst with 
the Office of Technology Assessment, has argiled, the 
installation of solar equipment is very much an ex
tension of the existing building industry, in which a 
good proportion of the profits end up in the hands of 
the local contractors who do plumbing and wiring~& 
well as installation. The small business will not be 
left out at the installation end of the industry.90 
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Utility Involvement 

Because solar-equipped homes must be connected 
with electric utilities for backup power supply, the 
rate structure and attitude of the utilities are im
portant to the commercialization of solar. Utilities 
can discourage conversion to solar, as shown when a 
Massachusetts bank decided to install a solar space 
and hot-water system. It found that its application for 
low all-electric rates was turned down by the local 
utility, which claimed that by using solar, the bank 
had forfeited its right to the all-electric rate, even 
though it used no conventional fuel. Because of this, 
the bank's savings through use of solar would be nul
lified; consequently, the bank opted for a smaller hot
water system and so qualified for the lower electric 
rate.91 

If the utilities become actively involved in solar 
energy through ownership or financing the installa
tion of equipment for customers, small business ac
tivity definitely would be affected. For instance, the 
utility would probably choose to approve a few types 
of equipment, thereby favoring one manufacturer over 
another.92 This, of course, would eliminate many com
petitors, probably small businesses. 

Capital Needs 

The solar small business is like any other small 
concern in its pressing need for working capital. With 
some exceptions, private banks have taken a cautious 
attitude towards small solar businesses, on the grounds 
that there is too much risk "in so young a technology 
with so many 'unproven' companies."93 A solar manu
facturer in Waco, Texas, has contended that "Texas 
banks and savings and loan associations are extremely 
antisolar. They are by far the major problem for our 
company."94 

Lack of Installation and Maintenance Skills 

Although solar firms abound, the skills needed to 
install and maintain solar systems are in short supply. 
Engineers and architects with more than three years' 
experience in solar systems are a rarity. The weakest 
link in the chain, however, appears to be the installa
tion technician, who is often a plumber with little 
experience in working with solar. 

Poor installation seems to be a far greater problem 
than the reliability of solar equipment. A 1977 review 
of solar water heating equipment in New England 
found that installation problems were the main reason 
for poor results during the first year of operation.95 

Fortunately, because much of the craft work in solar 
installation is conventional, involving electrical, 

so 

plumbing, carpentry, and sheet metal techniques, ed
ucation is required only in the basic principles of solar 
systems, and ~o should be fairly easy to teach.96 

Warranties 

A key issue is whether warranties on solar equip
ment should be mandated by the government or simply 
used as marketing tools at the discretion of the com
pany. Important questions that need to be answered 
include how long the warranty period should be; 
whether it should be restricted to defects in material 
and workmanship on the components, or extend to 
cover this system as a whole; and whether warranties 
should extend to performance as advertised by the 
seller.97 

The industry view is that there should be a form of 
limited warranty but that it should be drawn up with
in a company's marketing strategy. Minimum warranty 
standards sh6uld be developed by industry consensus, 
but should not be mandated by the government. In 
addition, some form of federal warranty insurance 
should be provided for the solar seller, who must 
assume most of the risk in developing an untried but 
needed technology.9a 

Building Codes 

Because building codes are written by local govern
ments, there are approximately three thousand dif
ferent codes in the United States. This fragmentation 
could be a barrier to both standardization and innova
tion in the solar industry. Critics of building codes 
have claimed that the barriers are deliberate; craft
based trade unions have an incentive to perpetuate an 
old technology that places a premium on the members' 
job skills, rather than a new technology such as solar.99 

Building codes can be powerful disincentives in 
other ways. For example, only a handful of municipal 
codes include provisions for solar. If a homeowner 
applies for a building permit to install solar water 
heating and solar is not in the language of the code, the 
equipment will most likely not be installed. Even when 
the codes provide for solar, they often set overly strict 
rules on aesthetics that increase the cost of equipment.100 

Legal Uncertainty 

As of January 1978, only six states had dealt with 
the issue of whether access to the sun is a transferable 
property right. Only in New Mexico is access to the 
sun legally a property right. 

The guarantee of solar access may be essential in 
eliminating a major risk in installing solar-loss of 
access to the sun. Without legal protection, the pros-



pective buyer will think several times before investing 
in solar equipment.101 

Keys to Success 

"The ~e~ t~ success in this business is marketing 
and log1st1cs, a solar executive stated in a recent 
interview.102 The "logistics" require effective selection 
and training of distributors by the manufacturer in 
addition to advertising and development of a quality 
image. Another source of strength comes from a com
pany's ability to refine its product lines. •oa John Blake, 
of Revere Solar and Architectural Products, stated it 
another way. "The problem in the solar industry is 
that it is incentive-push oriented rather than demand
pull. We need to be marketing and merchandising to 
push the sales."•04 

The president of WEBA Supply, Inc., one of the 
largest suppliers of solar equipment in New Mexico, 
has a similar view of business practices that lead to 
success. His approach is to sell the company first and 
his product lines second. He believes it is impo;tant 
to establish a reliable and energetic reputation, be
cause good referrals make up many of the company's 
sales leads. Advertising is also an important way of 
informing the public of the company's reliable services 
and products. 

WEBA uses a variety of advertising methods. En
dorsements and testimonials from well-known local 
customers are used to build credibility. The company 
also publishes ads that describe its products, and thus 
enhances its image as a solid firm doing business with 
large manufacturers in the solar industry. WEBA also 
maintains a strong public image through conducting 
classes on solar in local schools, and is active in the 
New Mexico Solar Energy Association. Finally, the 
company also uses "image" ads that inform readers of 
solar energy tax credits, laws relating to solar energy, 
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Append.ix 4.1 

Miacellaneoua Information from Selected Interview•• 

P~Time Solar R.a.D Buaineaa (Harry O'Neil) 

- The company was formed in 1976. Within the 
first eighteen months, Harry invested about $10,000 
of his own money in the company, along with con
tributions from his parents and wife. Harry's back
ground is in microbiology. 

- The first year was devoted to research, collecting 
data on glass, cork, and other solar materials. Harry 
also built solar collectors during this time. 

-Harry began to manufacture collectors, but after 
ten months he realized that it was a mistake. 

- At one time, Harry also made electronic controls 
for collectors-differential thermostats. These turned 
out to be too expensive and required too many workers 
to be feasible. 

-Harry believes small companies have better R&D 
ideas and can #sell# them to larger companies. 

- Harry's business is now more involved in energy 
management than in solar. 

- Harry was critical of those companies that are so 
enthusiastic to begin work that they neglect to do the 
necessary research, and subsequently make claims 
about equipment performance that cannot be sub
stantiated. 

- Harry has never applied for federal funds. He 
feels that if a person's ideas are good ones, he should 
not need the money. 

- Most of Harry's clients are financially secure. 

- Harry uses locally manufactured collectors. 

- When Harry's income first increased, he invested 
an additional $10,000 in the business and increased 
salaries. At that time he had two partners and two 
employees. At the present, he has one partner. 

-Small business #details" have bothered Harry. There 
has been a lot of paperwork, which is time-consuming 
and a financial drain. "Government almost seems to 
discourage small business." 

- Harry now works part-time with his father's con-

•All names are fictitious; all businesses are in the 
Austin area. 
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struction company, and part-time with his own busi
ness. 

- Harry is optimistic about the future. The business 
is gaining clients, and has been operating at a profit 
for two years. 

- Telephone service is a major expense. The "yel
low-pages" listing is a costly investment- about $300 
yearly for a small ad. Also, business telephone service 
is more expensive than residential. 

-Harry plans to move slowly and build a good 
track record for his business. He feels word-of-mouth 
advertising is a good way to build his company's repu
tation. 

- Harry believes that the current market in Austin 
is not strong enough to support additional solar busi
nesses. 

Solar Manufacturing and Inatallation 
Bueinea~ (Bill Evan•) 

- Bill's background is in engineering. 

- He started his solar business in 1973 because he 
saw a need for the technology. At that time he took 
graduate courses in the field and worked on solar 
designs. 

- Bill's keys to success are ( 1 l know your product; 121 
know your market; and (3) know about small business. 
It is important to know the details of small business 
operation- many people do not when they start their 
own. 

-Bill's company began to show a profit after about 
two years of operation. He believes that a busineu
person should not expect a profit before that time. 

-Bill believes that the "charge-card mentality'' 
makes it hard to sell solar. People are accustomed not 
to investing in a product, but to consuming. 

-One of the major problems with solar is that the 
businessperson not only has to deal with the challenges 
of starting a new business, but with a new industry as 
well. 

-In Bill's experience, the solar market in Austin is 
not #as good as it is in California." Bill's clients are 
mainly middle-class and upper-class people; working-
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class people have more "immediate" needs. 

- Because it is easy to postpone retrofitting a home, 
much of Bill's work is with new houses. 

-Bill has used newspaper advertising rather than 
television because of the comparative costs. However, 
he is unsure if the ads are really effective. 

-Although Bill would not want his company to 
grow into a giant corporation, he wouldn't mind get
ting about "ten times" bigger. 

-Bill feels that utilities always will be needed in our 
society. At present, it is not clear whether they want to 
help or hurt solar. 

- Although Bill feels that Austin is a good place for 
his business, he thinks that a larger city such as Dallas 
might offer expanded opportunities. 

- Bill emphasized that the small business must 
have enough money on hand to meet its payroll and 
money for emergencies, which are certain to occur. In 
most ways, the solar small business principles are the 
same as any other small business. 

A Beginning Solar Installation Business 
(Stan Hill) 

- Stan has owned a small business for most of his 
life, in several different marketing areas. 

- He decided to enter the solar market because it 
would complement his current pool installation and 
supply business. 

- Although Stan has built a collector for himself, 
he plans to confine his business to distributing for a 
large manufacturer. 

- Because Stan feels that there is not enough busi
ness in solar to survive, he will continue with his 
other business activities. 

- The key to his success is his motto: "Be best, be 
straightforward and honest." Also, some kinds of busi
nesses are better suited for small businesses, such as 
pool equipment, because there is a fast turnover of 
money. 

- Satisfied customers are Stan's best advertisement. 

-A major problem with solar is that there is gen-
erally not enough money to expand as quickly as 
most small businesspersons would want. 

-Stan has considered applying for an SBA loan, but 
he says the wait is too long and interest rates are too 
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high. 

-Stan plans to move slowly in building his solar 
business. After the first year, he plans to work with 
builders to install collectors in new homes. 

-Stan investigated a number of manufacturers of 
collectors before selecting the company for which he 
distributes. 

A Nonprofit Appropriate Technology 
Organization (Phil and Joan Stein) 

-The organization specializes in appropriate tech· 
no logy, and so is involved in many renewable energies, 
for example, solar and wind energy, waste recycling 
and biogas generation, water conservation, and in· 
digenous earth building materials. 

-As a public nonprofit corporation, the organiza· 
tion relies heavily on donations. About one-third of 
its support is through grants from public agencies, 
private foundations, and individuals; two-thirds is 
from contracts with public and private clients. 

- Their clients have widely varying economic 
statuses. 

-Both Phil and Joan feel that the strength of their 
company lies in its diversity. 

-Both have backgrounds in architecture. 

-The corporation was founded in 197 4. A small 
grant enabled them to start the organization. Almost 
at once, jobs appeared. For the past two years, both 
have worked full-time in the business. 

- The company has never advertised; people come 
to it. 

-In their view, the keys to their success are in the 
high quality of the work, and the fact that almost no 
one else is doing the kind of appropriate technology 
work that they are. 

-Phil and Joan have been willing to start slowly 
and grow slowly. They have never borrowed until 
very recently when they took out a small loan. 

- Their biggest problem has been earning a living 
while conducting the research that enables them to 
stay in the forefront of their field, which is critical to 
their business. 

- The corporation is growing, doubling its revenues 
yearly. However, increasing interest rates have cut 
into its growth. 



An Architect (Jim Kelly) 

- Jim has used solar design in a few of his houses. 

- He believes that the market is not good for solar 
because the public has not been educated to its benefits. 

-Jim believes that increasing prices and scarcity of 
conventional energy will make solar technology more 
salable. 

-He feels passive solar and conservation are the 
keys in the near future. 

- According to Jim, solar is not presently cost
competitive. No one is making much money in solar. 

A Solar EnerSY AHociation (Kevin Moore) 

-Kevin discussed a number of small solar busi
nesses and various reasons for their success or failure. 

- One company is a success because of the aggres
siveness of the people involved, and the fact that they 
are knowledgeable about solar and have been able to 
survive lean times. 

-Another company is now out of business. It man
ufactured its own systems, and asserted that it could 
produce forty gallons of hot water per hour using a flat 
plate collector, and could provide some space heating. 
This was false advertising, and brings up the problem 
that Texas has no state regulations on solar standards. 

-Another company was run by a "slick dude" who 
did not know much about solar technologies. The 
company did not make a profit, and folded. 

- One solar business is the local leader in the solar 
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air c.onditioning market. Although the market for 
solar is generally good in Austin, there has been bad 
publicity far solar because of the air conditioning 
systems, which are flashy and the least profitable of 
the solar technologies. 

. -Another Austin solar business is a success be
cause the owner is an engineer and a salesman, and 
was willing to grow slowly. 

-One company that was going to be a solar com
pany is now a tanning studio. 

-Another solar company sells concentrating col
lectors, which generally are not needed in residences. 
The company's slick sales campaign has created bad 
feelings among local solar businesses. 

- In order to start a solar business, a person must 
have good business skills and a knowledge of the 
technology. 

-Three factors are needed for success: capital, com
mitment, and credibility. 

Solar Buaineee Opportunitiea: What Can the 
City of Austin Do? 

The City of Austin could act as a conduit or infor
mation center for small businesses and/or individuals 
who are eligible to receive federal or state funds for 
solar research, development or demonstration, or other 
solar-related activities. Such an interface could ease 
the problems encountered in applying for federal funds 
by compiling updated funding possibilities. 
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Appendix ' ·1 

Assistance in the Local Development and Use of Solar EJ~ergy 

Grants 

Community Block Grant Program 

HUD administers a community block program which 
is available for a range of projects aimed at conserva
tion and building rehabilitation in urban centers. A 
community could use some of the grant money for 
funding solar systems. 

Appropriate Technology Small Grants Program 

DOE has been authorized to implement an appro
priate technology financial support program. An Of
fice of Appropriate Technology has been established 
under the direction of the Assistant Secretary for 
Conservation and Solar Applications (CSA). The pur
pose is to encourage development and demonstration 
of energy-related systems and supporting technologies 
appropriate to promoting energy conservation and 
use of nonconventional energy resources. The em
phasis is on small-scale, energy-related technologies 
appropriate to local needs. Individuals, local nonprofit 
organizations and institutions, state and local agen
cies, and small businesses may apply for grants of up 
to $50,000 for energy-related projects in the categories 
of concept development, product development, or 
demonstration. 

Although applications for grants are no longer being 
accepted for this year, a new and larger program is 
expected to be underway by December l 980. 

Residential Demonstration Grants 

HUD, in conjunction with DOE, is offering a series 
of grants for the demonstration of solar heating and/ 
or cooling projects in residential units. Proposals are 
solicited from builders and developers wishing to in
stall units in new or existing buildings. Grants are not 
available to individual homeowners. 

Commercial Demonstration Grants 

DOE administers a similar program under which 
grants are made to builders and developers for the 
installation of solar space conditioning and water 
heating systems in commercial buildings such as motels 
or offices. 
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Grants to Schools and Hospitals for Energy 
Conservation Improvements 

Energy conservation renovation grants are autho
rized under the National Energy Conservation Policy 
Act. When fully funded, the program would pay up to 
50 percent of the cost of each energy conservation 
project, with state or private sources paying the re
mainder. Energy conservation projects may include 
solar heating and cooling, water heating, and electric 
generating systems. 

Low-Income Community Grants 

Community Action Projects across the country 
funded through the CSA are engaged in building, 
designing, and installing solar energy systems for low
income homes. Examples of current projects include 
greenhouses, supplementary heat for the elderly, and 
low-cost hot water systems. 

W eatherization Assistance Program 

This program is directed mainly toward low-income 
households, particularly the low-income elderly and 
handicapped. An Interagency Action Plan has been 
developed by DOE, the Department of Labor, and CSA 
to accelerate the weatherization of homes this year. 

Energy Management Partnership Act 

DOE's Energy Management Partnership Act (EMPAI 
is intended to extend programs such as the Energy 
Extension Service and emergency conservation pro
grams, and to consolidate and strengthen state energy 
activities. Under the pending EMPA, DOE is also 
seeking legislative and budgetary authority to make 
direct grants to local governments of moderate and 
large cities and to set aside a portion of the funds 
granted to states for the support of energy programs 
initiated by smaller cities and towns. 

State Wind Energy Demonstrations 

A DOE program hopes to establish at least one wind 
energy generator in a demonstration project. In each 
state two sites will be chosen where wind energy 
systems can best provide information on performance 
and interconnection with local utilities. 



Proiect Proposals and Inventions 

DOE has funding available for solicited and un· 
solicited proposals. 

Loans 

Small Business Solar Loan Program 

The SBA can make up to $75 million in loans to 
assist small businesses in starting up or expanding 
operations in solar or other renewable energy resources. 
A small business may borrow up to $500,000 for fif. 
teen years at the same interest rate as other loans 
made under Section 7 of the Small Business Act. 

Solar Energy Home Loans 

The National Energy Conservation Policy Act 
authorized the Government National Mortgage As
sociation (GNMA) to make low-interest loans avail
able to all income levels for the purchase and installa
tion of solar heating and cooling systems, solar hot 
water equipment, and wind machines. The program 
contains $100 million for a five-year revolving fund. 
Under the program, conventional banks make loans 
for up to $8,000 at interest rates ranging from 7 to 12 
percent for periods up to fifteen years. These loans 
would then be purchased by GNMA. Solar consumers 
can take advantage of both the tax credit and the loan 
program. 

Federally Insured Home Loans 

The National Energy Act increases from $60,000 to 
$72,000 (a 20 perent increase) the ceiling on basic 
FHA and FmHA insured mortgages for single and 
multifamily dwellings to cover the additional cost of 
passive or active solar or wind energy equipment. A 
maximum of $15,000 is available for up to fifteen 
years at a 12 percent interest rate. 

Loans to Veterans 

The Veterans Administration will consider solar 
energy systems under its home acquisition and home 
improvement loan guarantee programs at interest rates 
of 10 percent for up to thirty years. 

Secondary Financing of Solar Home Improvement Loans 

In a move to make financing available for solar
related home improvements, the National Energy 
Conservation Policy Act authorized the Federal Home 
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Loan Mortgage Corporation and the Federal National 
Mortgage Association to purchase Title I FHA home 
improvement. loans or conventional home improve
ment loans made for qualified solar or conservation 
systems. 

Small Utility Loans 

Under provisions of the National Energy Conserva
tion Policy Act, utilities can make loans of up to $300 
to their customers for the purchase or installation of 

. specified conservation measures including solar and 
wind energy equipment. 

Education, Training and Information 
Program 

CET A Solar Program 

CET A sponsors can apply for funds to train CET A 
employees to install solar hot water and space heating 
systems suitable to the needs of low-income homes. 
The program is called SUEDE (Solar Utilization Eco· 
nomic Development and Employment) and is funded 
jointly by DOE, the Department of Labor, and CSA. 

National Solar Heating and Cooling Information 
Center 

The Center was established to serve as the primary 
source of solar information for the public. 

Solar Energy Information Data Bank 

The Bank is still under development. It is intended 
to serve the technical community, and will answer 
technical inquiries, conduct seminars, provide on
site usage of the library collection, and conduct com
puterized information services. 

National Solar Energy Educational Data Base 

The Solar Energy Research Institute has compiled a 
National Solar Energy Educational Directory contain
ing information on over 1,200 solar-related courses 
being offered by about 700 universities, colleges, and 
technical-vocation schools. 

Home Study Courses 

DOE, in cooperation with the solar industry, has 
developed a correspondence course in the installa
tion and maintenance of solar space heating and do
mestic hot water systems. 





5. Converting Solid Waste to Energy: 
An Alternative for Austin's Future 

Introduction 
The conversion of municipal wastes to energy is 

not a new idea. Waste-to-energy systems have been 
operating in Europe since before World War 11. 1 In one 
form or another, energy recovery from waste is being 
implemented and considered by cities throughout the 
United States. . 

The city of Austin is far from energy poor. Consid
erably more electrical capacity has been built than 
Austin will need for some time (see Table 5.1 ). Yet, the 
impending shih away from oil and gas as boiler fuels 
and uncertainties about nuclear power make waste
to-energy production attractive. 

The city's current electrical capacity is generated 
exclusively in oil and gas burning plants. Nuclear and 
coal plants are expected to provide future base-load 
generating capacity. 

However, as the price of oil and gas continues to 
climb, and as new power plants become increasingly 
expensive, the generation of renewable energy from 
municipal solid waste is becoming increasingly at
tractive and economical. A number of waste-to-energy 
options could make a significant contribution toward 
insuring a sufficient and diversified energy supply for 
Austin's future. 

Meanwhile, the City of Austin is considering new 
landfill sites for the disposal of municipal solid wastes. 
The Steiner Landfill is expected to be in use only 
through 1983. The cost of a new landfill will increase 
significantly due to ( 1) higher land values; (2) environ
mental controls required at new facilities; and (3) 
increasing transportation costs attributable to higher 
fuel costs and the probability that a new landfill would 
be located further from the city than are current sites.2 

A waste-to-energy system could reduce the volume 
of waste requiring disposal by as much as 65 percent. 
If combined with a reasonable source separation re
cycling program, as little as 10 percent of the waste 
stream would have to be disposed of in landfills. This 
could greatly extend the lives of new and existing 
landfill sites. 

W a.ste-to-Energy Systems 

A variety of processes have been developed which 
convert waste to energy. Municipal solid waste (MSW) 
can be burned directly or converted into a solid, liquid, 
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Table S.1 

Electrical Generating Capacity in Auatin-
1'80-198' 

Installed Total 
Capacity Capacity 

Year (MW) Sale to HL &P• (MW) 

1980 l,950 500 .l,450 

1981 l,910 500 1,410 

1982 l,910 500 l,410 

1983 1,910 500 l,410 

1984 2,110 500 l,610 

1985 2,070 500 l,570 

1986 2,270 2,270t 

Source: Texas Interconnected System, "Capability, 
Demand and Reserve Schedule," July 1980. 

•Houston Lighting and Power Company 
fThis figure reflects the retirement of SOMW of 
capacity in units 5 and 6 and 7 and 8 of the Seaholm 
plant. 

or gaseous fuel. Processes available commercially or 
under development include ( 1) incineration of unpro
cessed waste to generate steam; (2) production and 
burning of refuse-derived fuel (RDF) in conventional 
boilers; (3) pyrolysis, the production of oil or gas 
through the thermal decomposition of waste; and (4) 
methane recovery through natural decomposition. 

Currently Available Systems 

Incineration 

Incineration has long been used to dispose of MSW. 
Systems are now commercially available which pro
duce steam and hot water for use in generating elec
tricity, in heating and cooling buildings, and in indus
trial processes. Two methods of incineration are in 
use, refractory wall incineration and waterwall incin
eration. 
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Refractory wall incineration is used exclusively in 
small modular systems. These systems are called 
modular because a number of small, identical units, 
or modules, are installed to achieve the desired plant 
size. In each unit, MSW is burned in stages. Raw MSW 
is first burned in oxygen-deficient air to produce a 
combustible gas. This gas is then burned in a second, 
oxygen-rich combustion chamber, often with an aux
iliary fuel such as oil or gas. Hot gases from this 
secondary chamber are then used in a heat exchanger, 
or waste heat recovery boiler, to produce steam, hot 
air, or hot water.3 This two-stage combustion process 
reportedly effectively reduces particulate emissions 
problems.• The U.S. General Accounting Office !GAO) 
reports that there are currently four of these modular 
systems in operation: a 20 ton per day ltpd) unit at 
Siloam Springs, Arkansas; a 30 tpd unit at Grovetown, 

Figure 5.1 

New Hampshire; a 50 tpd facility at Blytheville, Ar· 
kansas; and a 100 tpd system at North Little Rock, 
Arkansas. In addition, 40-50 tpd units are in advance 
planning stages or under construction in Mayport 
and Jacksonville, Florida.s 

Waterwall incineration is the process in which raw 
MSW is burned directly, generally without preproces
sing, in a combustion chamber lined with waterfilled 
tubes.6 The primary product, steam, is used either 
directly, or to produce hot or chilled water, or to 
produce electric power lsee Figure 5.1 ). W aterwall 
incineration has been used successfully in large-scale 
as well as smaller-scale modular furnaces. 7 

GAO lists seven waterwall incineration facilities 
in operation in the United States, ranging in capacity 
from 240 to 1,600 tpd. Eleven other facilities using 
waterwall incineration are planned in communities 

Typical Waterwall Furnace for Unprocessed Solid Waste 
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Source: U.S. Office of Technology Assessment, Materials and Energy from Municipal Waste (Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979), p. 255. 
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throughout the country. In general, the planned units 
are large-scale facilities, ranging from 500 to 3,000 
tpd.8 Experience with smaller-scale units is limited 
almost exclusively to Europe. There are more than 
180 of these systems in operation in Wes tern Europe. 

The one U.S. application of smaller-scale design is a 
720 tpd plant run by the City of Nashville, Tennessee. 
Officials there believe that initial air pollution and 
combustion problems have been overcome through 
the use of two electrostatic precipitators.9 The Envi
ronmental Protection Agency IEPA) is currently con
ducting an intensive study of European incineration 
systems. 10 

Refuse-Derived Fuel 

Refuse-derived fuel (RDF) is produced from MSW 
for use in utility or industrial boilers through the 
separation and mechanical removal of the combusti-

Figure 5.2 
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ble portion of the waste. Processing may include a 
combination of screening, shredding, and/or air clas
sification prior to densification !see Figure 5.2). In 
densified form, the storage, handling, and burning 
characteristics are generally improved, compared to 
undensified or "fluff' RDF. • • 

Alternatively, waste can be treated with a chemical 
embrittling agent and ground in a ball mill to a fine 
powder or dust.• It has an advantage in that it can be 
mixed with sewage or sludge, but it is an energy
intensive process and therefore is a less attractive 

. option.' 2 

Currently, there are six RDF systems in operation, 
seven under construction, and fifteen in advance 
planning stages. The capacity of the systems ranges 
from 400 to 2,000 tpd. 13 

This Simplified Flow Diagram Shows How the Dry Processing Approach (No Water Slurry) 
Can Be Used to Produce Fluff, Densified, or Dust RDF 
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Source: U.S. Office of Technology Assessment, Materials and Energy from Municipal Waste (Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979), p. 256. 
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Developmental Technologies 

Pyrolysis 

Pyrolysis, the process which is the basis for oil 
refining, involves the thermal decomposition of or
ganic wastes in an oxygen-deficient chamber. The 
product is a mixture of combustible gases, liquids, 
and solid residues that may be used as chemical raw 
materials. The precise mix and characteristics of the 
mix depend on a number of factors, including the time 
MSW is in the reactor; the size of the waste feed; 
pressure, temperature, and oxygen content in the re
actor; and the catalysts and auxiliary fuels used. There 
are currently four different systems which have been 
developed by private finns . •4 

The Monsanto Landgard System produces a low
Btu gas which is then burned onsite to generate steam 
or hot water. Only one of these systems is currently in 
operation-a 1,000 tpd plant in Baltimore, Maryland. 
Modifications are now underway to solve air pollu
tion and other technical problems. •s 

The Andco system, which also produces a low-Btu 
gas, has not yet been demonstrated in the United 
States, but three steam-generating plants are currently 
under construction in Europe. It is anticipated that 
pollution problems will be minimized through the 
use of an electrostatic precipitator.'6 

The Union Carbide Purox system produces amedium
Btu gas which can be sold and used off-site (see Figure 
S.3). An electrostatic precipitator is used to screen 
particulates from the gas flow, minimizing pollution, 
and the small scale used makes this system relatively 
attractive. Union Carbide currently operates a 200 
tpd demonstration facility in Charleston, West Vir
ginia. 

The Occidental Research liquid fuel pyrolysis pro
cess produces a liquid oil-like fuel comparable to No. 
6 fuel oil. The fact that it can be burned only in oil
fired plants, which are soon to be phased out, com
bined with a number of technical problems, have 
forced a halt in development of an operational system. •7 

Methane Production from Landfills 

Methane production from landfills through natural 
decomposition yields a gas which is approximately SO 
percent methane and SO percent carbon dioxide. The 
carbon dioxide can be removed, leaving methane of 
pipeline quality.18 Methane is currently being recov
ered in an old sanitary landfill in Palos Verdes, Cali
fornia; a facility is under construction at Mountain 
View, California; and a somewhat larger effort is being 
planned in Sheldon-Arleta, California.19 At present, 

methane production from landfills appears economi
cal only at very large sites, much larger than those in 
Austin. 

Experimental Technologies 

A number of technologies for deriving energy from 
MSW are in experimental or research phases. These 
include ( l l the recovery of methane gas through an
aerobic digestion (using bacteria to convert waste); (2) 
waste-fired gas turbines; and (3) hydrolysis lthe pro
duction of ethyl alcohol from organic wastes using 
acids and enzymes).20 

Conclusion 

Despite the variety of alternatives being developed 
to convert waste to energy, a limited choice exists at 
present. Incineration and refuse-derived fuel systems 
are the only alternatives currently available. Pyrolysis 
systems have potential, but the process is energy 
intensive and has not yet been proven environmen
tally sound or economically viable. Methane from 
land fill is an attractive technology, but is feasible 
only in very large landfills. There is no apparent rea
son, however, why a city such as Austin should not 
opt for incineration or an RDF system. The question 
of which system and what scale are most appropriate 
will be examined in a later section of this paper. 

Centralized Material Recovery Systems 

Waste-to-energy facilities are typically combined 
with one or more centralized recovery systems. Tech
nologies are currently available or being developed 
for the centralized recovery of a number of materials, 
including ferrous metals, fiber, organic waste, glass, 
and aluminum.21 

Ferrous Metals 

Ferrous metals have been recovered from MSW by 
magnetic separators for years. The American Iron and 
Steel Institute recently reported that nearly forty 
commercial facilities in the United States use mag
netic separators. In virtually all MSW incineration 
systems with ferrous metal recovery, separation oc
curs prior to incineration. There has recently been 
experimentation with ''back end" recovery from incin
erator residue, but technical and marketing problems 
persist. 

Composting of Organic Wastes 

Composting, the process by which organic waste is 
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Figure 5.3 

Union Carbide Purox System Pt'od uces a Med ium-BTU Gas for Sale to Off Sit e Users 
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Source: U.S. Office of Technology Assessment, Materials and Energy from Municipal Waste. !Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Govenment Printing Office, 1979), p. 260. 

decayed to humus, is a proven technique. However, 
U.S. composting operations have declined dramati· 
cally in recent years. The major problem has been in 
selling the humus produced. Eighteen plants with a 
total capacity of 2,250 tpd were in operation in 1969. 
Today, only one plant, a 50 tpd facility in Altoona, 
Pennsylvania, is still in operation. 

Aluminum 

Aluminum recovery is based on a separation system 
that is often referred to as an aluminum magnet. 
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Wastes containing conductive nonferrous metals " are 
conveyed through a magnetic field in such a way that 
an eddy current is induced in the metals. This current 
causes the metallic conductors to be repelled from 
the region of the magnetic field and thus out of the 
conveyer path."22 Another process, electrostatic sepa
ration, differs in that wastes are charged so that non
conducting materials can be sorted out. Neither of 
these systems is in use in full-scale plants. 

Glass 

Glass recovery is also in an experimental stage of 
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development. One method, froth flotation, is a stan
dard processing technique for minerals. 

In this process, the"heavy" portion of the waste stream, 
rich in finely ground glass, is slurried in water along 
with chemicals that cause the glass to become at· 
tached to air bubbles on the surface of the water. The 
glass floats out of the mix with the bubbles, and is 
then washed and dried.13 

An optical sorting process is being examined to sort 
the mixed cullet recovered by froth flotation, which is 
of limited value. 

Froth flotation is currently being explored at the 
National Center for Resource Recovery facilities in 
Washington, D.C., and New Orleans, Louisiana. It is 
also being installed in plants in Bridgeport, Connecti
cut, and Monroe County, New York. Optical sorting 
has met with problems: "high costs and its inability to 
reject a sufficiently large fraction of contained ceram
ics and stones to meet the quality standards required 
by glass producers."14 

Fiber 

Fiber is being recovered from MSW in a small num
ber of demonstration projects. In general, the quality 
of the fiber recovered through the wet process used is 
too poor for paper production, but it may be of some 
use as fuel. In Western Europe, there has been experi
mentation with a dry process for recovering paper 
fiber, but the process is unproven and, thus far, the 
quality of the fiber has been low. 

Conclusion 

Centralized materials recovery is being developed 
to complement centralized waste-to-energy systems 
and improve the economics of those systems. Alumi
num, glass, and fiber recovery technologies have not 
yet been proven. Care should be taken to consider the 
scale and economics of centralized recovery in light 
of the source-separation alternative. 

Composting and ferrous metals recovery are now 
feasible technically, while the recovery of aluminum, 
glass, and fiber is technically unproven. In the case of 
composting, no commitment should be made to cen
tralized processing unless markets can be assured 
beforehand. Ferrous metals recovery is perhaps the 
most attractive option for centralized recovery. Sys
tems in operation have shown that the proven, rela
tively low-cost magnetic separation process can im
pact favorably on the economics of converting waste 
to energy. 

Care should be taken in the consideration of the 
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scale and economics of centralized recovery of mate
rials from solid wastes. The alternative of decentral
ized separation of materials at the source of the waste 
li.e., the home, business, institution, etc.) should also 
be considered with care. 

Resource Recovery in Auatin, Texas
Preliminary Analysis 

In determining the appropriate scale and type of 
waste-to-energy system for Austin, a number of factors 
need to be considered, including I 11 the quantity and 
characteristics of the waste stream; (21 existing and 
potential energy markets; and 131 the economics of 
each energy recovery alternative. 

The Waste Stream 

The quantity of waste in Austin has only been 
estimated to date. Horner and Shifrin, Inc., projected 
average processable weekly refuse for Austin, Travis 
County, and surrounding counties as shown in Table 
S.2. Based on these estimates, average weekday refuse 
can be projected for Austin and the outlying areas, as 
shown in Table S.3. This projection is also based on 
an estimate of weekday refuse similar to that used by 
Horner and Shifrin, Inc. Assuming the energy recovery 
plant is in operation an average of S.SS days per week, 
the indicated amounts of waste should be available 
for use each day. 

The use of most of the waste generated outside the 
city of Austin will likely be precluded by rising trans
portation costs.• For this reason, the following analy
sis will consider only wastes generated in Austin. 

The U.S. General Accounting Office has developed 
a methodology for estimating the volume of solid 
wastes: five pounds of waste per capita for each day 
the facility is in operation (which is assumed to be 
26S days annually). Its application to the same popu
lation data used by Horner and Shifrin, Inc., yields the 
comparison in Table S.4. 

It should be noted that the figures in Table S.4 are 
average waste estimates only. On any given day, the 
quantity of waste may vary considerably. Horner and 
Shifrin's analysis suggests that seasonal variations 
may result in about 11 percent less waste at certain 
times of the year. Minimum and average waste esti
mates are shown in Table S.S. 

Since not all municipal wastes are combustible, the 
composition of wastes in Austin must also be consid
ered. Unfortunately, data on the waste stream in Aus
tin are not available at this time. National estimates 
of disposed wastes suggest the distribution of solid 
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Table 5.2 

ProceHable Weekly R.efuae for :Austin, Travis County, arid Surrounding Counties 

Estimated Weekly Refuse 
(average tons per week) 

County 1979 1988 1998 

Travis County 6,630 8,290 11,130 

City of Austin 15,280) 16,770) 19,150) 

Travis Co. not including Austin ll,080) ll ,520) (1,980) 

Bastrop County 137 148 160 

Blanco County 29 30 32 

Burnet County 108 119 134 

Caldwell County 174 203 241 

Fayette County 105 110 115 

Hays County 304 384 485 

Lee County 47 47 47 

Llano County 60 68 77 

Williamson County 366 428 511 

Total 7,960 9,827 12,932 

Source: Homer and Shifrin, Inc., "Solid Waste Resource/Energy Development Plan," prepared for the City of 
Austin, October 1979, p. 11-3. 

Table S.l 

Average Weekday Refuse for Austin and Outlying Areas 

Average Weekday Refuse 
(tons per day) 

1979 1988 1998 

City of Austin 951 1,220 1,649 

T ravis County (not including Austin) 195 274 357 

Surrounding Counties 240 277 325 

Total 1,386 1,771 2,331 
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Table 5.4 

Comparison of Est imated Volumes of Solid Wastes 

Average Weekday Refuse 
(tons/ day) 

Source 1979 1988 1998 

Horner and Shifrin, Inc. 951 1,220 1,649 

U.S. General Accounting Office 858 1,099 1,485 

Austin American-Statesman• 978 1,252 1,693 

Average 929 1,190 1,609 

•using GAO methodology with 5.7 pounds per capita. Data from Abby Kaighin, "Using Trash for Energy Sug
gested," Austin American-Statesman, December 23, 1979, p. A-1. 

Table 5.5 

Average and Mini mum Weekday Refuse 

Average 

Minimum• 

1979 

858-978 

763-869 

Tons/Day 

1988 1998 

1,099-1,252 1,485-1,693 

977-1,113 1,320-1,505 

··Actual percentage used in estimate was 11.1 percent. 

wastes listed in Table 5.6. These figures suggest that 
approximately 69 percent of urban waste is typically 
combustible. The GAO estimates that 75 percent of 
urban wastes are combustible. Assuming that the 
combustible ponion actually lies somewhere between 
these two estimates, we can make the projections for 
the city of Austin shown in Table 5.7. Based on these 
projections, Austin can reasonably be expected to 
maintain a minimum waste flow of at least 600 tpd at 
present, and as much as 800 to 1,000 tpd in the next 
two decades. 

Markets for Energy Recovered 

A typical ton of combustible waste is estimated to 
contain as much as 9.0 million Btu of heat energy. 
This is roughly equivalent to about 1.5 barrels of oil, 
9,000 cubic feet of natural gas, almost one-half ton of 
coal, or 400 KWH of electricity from steam.is Each 
year, solid waste in Austin could replace 238,000 to 
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397,500 barrels of oil; l.4 to 2.4 billion cubic feet of 
natural gas; 76,320 to 127,700 tons of coal; or 63.6 to 
106 million KWH of electricity.• At current prices, 
waste-derived energy could provide considerable rev
enue, providing that markets could be found. 

In the Austin area there are a number of plants that 
have the potential to use energy from solid waste. 
Liquid and gas fuels produced from wastes could be 
used at the Seaholm, Holly, and Decker powerplants 
in Austin. However, the oil or gas derived from pyrol
ysis would amount to a relatively small portion of the 
fuel used at these facilities. Current plans to phase 
out these units for base-load generation of electricity 
and the developmental status of pyrolysis probably 
rule out this approach. 

The use of refuse-derived fuel is a more probable 
option. RDF could be burned in the coal-burning fur
naces of Austin's Fayette I and II powerplants, or used 
in the lignite plant at Rockdale or in San Antonio's 
new coal-fired units. The Austin and San Antonio 
facilities each could use all the RDF produced daily. 
The major obstacle to this approach is the cost of 
transporting the RDF to these plants, each of which is 
at least sixty miles from Austin. 

A number of incineration options are possible. One 
is the construction of a large 600 to 1,000 tpd water
wall incinerator which could produce steam to gener
ate electricity for the Austin electric utility. Another 
approach could be the use of small waterwall or mod
ular refractory units to produce electricity or hot or 
chilled water for smaller applications. 

Smaller-scale incinerators could produce energy for 
use in municipal facilities, such as a sewage treatment 
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Table 5., 
Composit ion of Solid Wastes 

Component 

Paper 

Food Waste 

Wood 

Textiles 

Leather and Rubber 

Plastics 

Glass and Ceramics 

Metals 

Inorganics !Rock, Dirt, Ash, etc.) 

Grease and Oil 

Combustibles• 

Average: 69.196 

Noncombustibles• 

Average: 30.996 

Average 
Percent by Weight 

34.9-43.8 

14.9-18.2 

2.5-3.8 

1.7-2.7 

1.2-2.6 

2.1 -3.8 

9.0-10.5 

8.6-9.8 

1.6-3.7 

Not Available 

57.3-80.9 

19.2-42.7 

Sources: Homer and Shifrin, Inc., "Solid Waste Resource/Energy De~elopment Plan," prepared for the City of 
Austin, October 1979, p. iv; David B. Large, ed., Hidden Waste !Washington, D.C.: Conservation Foundation, 
1973), p. SO; and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Resource Recovery and Waste Reduction !Washing
ton, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1977), p. 14. 

•combustibles include paper, food waste, wood, textiles, leather, rubber, and plastics. Noncombustibles include 
glass, ceramics, metals, and inorganics. 

Table 5.7 

Combustible Urban Wastes in Austin 

Combustible Weekday Refuse (tons/ dayr 

1979 (Avg.) 1988 (Avg.) 1998 (Avg.) 

Average: 618-734 1676) 791-939 1865) 1.069-1,2 70 (l,170) 

Minimum: 549-652 (601 ) 703-835 1769) 950-1 ,129 (l,040) 

•calculated using the average of 72 percent as the combustible portion. 
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Table S.8 

Costs of Conversion Methods for Urban Waste 

Costs• Revenues• Net Disposal 

Technology Capital Operation Total Energy Ferrous Total Costs• 

W aterwall incineration to $14.60 $11.00 $25.60 $9-17 $1 -3 $10-20 $5.60-15.60 
steam with materials 
recovery j l,000 tpd) 

RFD (Densified 1,000 tpd 6.50 8.90 15.40 5-9 1-3 6-12 3.40-9.40 
with materials recovery) 

RFD (ECOFUEL 11-1,000 11.60 10.40 22.00 9 1-3 10-12 10.00-12.00 
tpd with materials 
recovery 

Modular incineration with 10.10 10.40 20.50 9-17 9-17 3.50-11.50 
heat recovery (200 tpdj 

Source: Costs and revenues data obtained from United States Office of Technology Assessment, Materials and 
Energy from Municipal Waste (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, July 1979), pp. 122-24, 126. 

•Per ton 11979 $) 

plant, or in a specific development or district jfor 
example, as part of a downtown revitalization effortJ. 
Small-scale units do not achieve economies of scale, 
but they have the advantage that they can be designed 
to meet specific uses. 

The Economics of Energy Recovery 

The economics of energy recovery can be evaluated 
for each facility considered. Net disposal costs (capital 
and operating costs less revenues from the sale of 
energy and other recovered materials) should be com
pared with the projected costs of waste disposal in 
sanitary landfills. 

The U.S. Office of Technology Assessment has re
searched energy recovery efforts to date; its estimates 
for the alternatives currently available are shown in 
Table 5.8.• These are rough estimates only, as the 
actual economics depend upon site-specific factors, 
such as local construction and labor costs, prices 
obtainable for energy and materials recovered, and 
the amount and cost of required transportation. Table 
5.9 shows estimates of total capital costs for energy 
recovery plants. 

Landfill costs, currently at about $3 per ton, may 
rise as high as $8 per ton for a new landfill, depending 
upon the landfill process used and the cost of neces-
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sary transportation.u This, and the likelihood that 
energy prices will continue to climb rapidly in t he 
future, should make energy recovery very economical 
over the life of a facility. 

In making cost estimates, care should be taken to 
fully consider the costs of environmental, health, and 
safety requirements. Unfortunately, limited experi
ence with waste-to-energy plants has delayed a re
sponse from the appropriate federal agencies. The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency is currently study
ing potential environmental impacts of air emissions, 
wastewater, and residues from waste-to-energy sys
tems. 27 The Occupational Safety and Health Adminis
tration is investigating possible health and safety 
hazards for workers, including noise, pathogens, dust 
and toxic substances, explosions and fires, and me
chanical and electrical hazards.28 At present, health 
and environmental performance standards have not 
been established for the various resource recovery 
alternatives. 

The Role of Source Separation Recycling 

In general, the economics of resource recovery can 
be greatly improved where energy recovery is com
bined with source separation recycling. Curbside col
lection, community recycling centers, and industry 



Table S.9 

Total Capital Coats for Energy Recovery 
Plants 

Technology Capacity Cost• 

Waterwall incineration 1,000 tpd $37.2 

RDF- Densified 1,000 tpd 16.7 

RDF- ECOFUEL II 1,000 tpd 29.6 

Modular incineration 200 tpd 5.2 

Source: U.S. Office of Technology Assessment Ma
terials and Energy from Municipal Waste (Wash
ington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, July 
1979), p. 122. 

*Millions I 1979 $) 

efforts to recycle a variety of materials in the waste 
stream can bring significant revenues. The net value 
of the iron, steel, aluminum, glass, and newsprint 
recoverable from every ton of MSW is estimated at 
about $4.10 delivered (which includes the cost of 
transportation within two-hundred miles).29 

The recovery of noncombustible materials such as 
glass and metals would not diminish the energy con
tent of solid waste. Glass, tin, and aluminum con
tainers make up about 1 S percent of the waste stream. 
The increasing value of the scrap materials is largely 
due to the energy (cost) savings which accrue to pro
ducers using recycled rather than raw materials. 

Color-sorted glass is estimated to bring about $20 
to $30 per ton, delivered, and demand is increasing.ao 
The relatively low melting point of the waste glass 
results in energy savings, and lessens air pollution. 
This, and the improved success of glass manufacturers 
in using greater than SO percent cullet as raw material 
has led to increased interest in waste glass.Ji ' 

Tin cans can be sold to iron and steel producers and 
detinners for an estimated $20 to $30 per ton. J1 Steel 
produced from recycled materials requires less than 
70 percent of the electricity used in production from 
new materials.JJ 

Scrap aluminum cans are estimated to be worth 
$300 per ton, delivered.34 Use of remelted aluminum 
~crap can bring extraordinary energy savings, exceed
ing 90 percent when products are made primarily 
from waste aluminum.ls 

In this country less than 10 percent of the available 
aluminum, less than S percent of all ferrous metals, 
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and less than 3 percent of discarded glass is recycled.J6 
It has been estimated that 10 percent of all iron and 
steel, as muc~ as one-third of all glass, and almost all 
aluminum used today could be recycled.J7 The waste 
stream can and should be rid of these materials to the 
greatest extent possible. 

T he issue of recycling paper is more complex. Re
cycled paper products are worth between $5andS120 
per ton.38 The value of some forms of recycled paper 
exceeds its energy value.39 To some extent, source 
separation recycling of paper reduces the energy con-

. tent and value of MSW. 
Nationally, a variety of paper products are being 

recycled: newspapers (21 percent of the volume gener
ated); magazines (8 percent); office paper (13 percent); 
and corrugated paper (22 percent). This amounts to 
approximately IO percent of all paper in the waste 
stream.40 It is estimated that a fully successful effort 
to recycle these products would reduce the paper in 
the waste stream by not more than 35 percent.•' Given 
such an effort, there would still be sufficient quantity 
and quality of combustiblewasteremainingto support 
an energy recovery facility. 

The major tension between centralized energy re
covery and source separation recycling arises when 
recycling efforts are undertaken after large centralized 
energy recovery facilities are built. In the context of a 
large, centralized waste-to-energy plant with a mini
mum waste flow required for efficient operation, 
source separation recycling can have a negative effect 
on the revenues of the central plant. It is important 
that recycling and energy recovery be planned to com
plement one another. In general, recycling is prefer
able, as it yields greater energy savings and revenues, 
and should be encouraged through the development 
of local markets. Resource recovery is most successful 
when energy recovery and recycling are maximized. 

Policy Recommendations 

Incineration and the production of refuse-derived 
fuel are currently available technologies for the con
version of waste to energy. The City of Austin should 
begin immediately to evaluate the economics of these 
alternatives to sanitary landfill, and incorporate one 
or more waste-to-energy systems into its solid waste 
management planning. 

A number of specific options seem worthy of further 
consideration: 

1. A 600 to 1,000 tpd waterwall incineration plant 
to produce electricity for Austin's electric utility. 

2. One or more small modular incineration facili
ties (20 to 200 tpd), designed to meet the specific 
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end uses of a municipal facility or development 
project within the city. 

3. A refuse-derived fuel plant to process wastes for 
use in furnaces at the Fayette Power Plant or at 
the coal-fired facilities in Rockdale and San 
Antonio, Texas. 

Unless new material recovery technologies can be 
proven, the centralized recovery of materials should 
be limited to ferrous metals. 

It is also recommended that the City of Austin 
move immediately to develop and encourage an ag-
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6. Utility Involvement 
in Solar/Renewable Energy 

Introduction 

Solar and renewable energy• are currently receiving 
increasing attention from American electric utilities. 
With the capital intensity of centralized electric gen
eration skyrocketing with inflation and fuel prices 
utilities are actively examining the high potential of 
solar and renewable energy resources to replace or 
displace central electric generation requirements. 

According to the Electric Power Research Institute' s 
(EPRI's) Survey of Utility Solar Energy Activities ( 1979), 
there was a 25 percent increase last year in the number 
of utility-sponsored solar energy projects, costing an 
estimated $19 million 1 (see Table 6.1 ). Leading growth 
areas noted in the EPRI survey are biomass conversion, 
wood energy conversion, and solar thermal electric 
power. However, the bulk of solar utility projects (68 
pe!ce~tl still remains in the area of decentralized ap
plications of solar heating and cooling (SHAC) in 

Table , ,1 

Electric Utility Solar Energy Activities 

Number of 
Projects 

Category '77 '78 '79 

Solar heating and cooling 338 420 507 

Solar-thermal electric power 28 42 60 

Wind energy conversion 34 56 83 

Solar data collection 22 21 22 

Photovoltaics 12 30 33 

Biomass conversion 3 10 21 

Othert 21 21 23 

Totals 458 600 749 

buildings. 
Much of the remainder of solar/renewable utility 

activity revolves around the study of the probable 
effects of renewable energy utilization load profiles. 
This has also been of great interest to federal energy 
researchers, who see the electric utility industry as 
'playing a prominent role in the commercialization of 
solar and renewable energy. The variety of roles that 
utilities could play in this endeavor range from rela
tively little involvement to such measures as the 
provision of public information or the institution of 
rate incentives and reform, to aggressive and active 
market activities. This chapter will explore the scope 
of current solar/renewable activities by electric utili
ties and describe several operating programs. 

But first, the importance of utility participation in 
the successful diffusion of solar/renewable technolo
gies must be emphasized. The Domestic Policy Review 

Number of 
Percent Percent of Utilities 
Increase Total Projects Participating• 

1978-1979 '77 '78 '79 '77 '78 '79 

21 74 70 68 124 142 154 

42 6 7 8 18 26 33 

48 7 9 11 25 40 51 

5 5 4 3 22 21 22 

10 3 5 4 10 23 26 

110 3 2 7 19 

10 5 4 3 16 15 20 

Source: Electric Power Research Institute, Survey of Utility Solar Energy Activites (Palo Alto, Calif. 1979). 

•some utilities participated in more than one category. 
tin 1979 other a~ti~ities in~luded ~}even process heat projects, five ocean-thermal energy conversion projects 
and seven public mformauon proiects. ' 

°Throughout this chapter, the terms solar and/or renewable 
energy will refer to active and passive solar techniques, en-
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ergy from biomass, wood energy, energy conservation mea
sures, and other appropriate energy technologies. 
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of Solar Energy conducted by the Department of Ener· 
gy IDOEI at the request of President Carter sees utili· 
ties as potentially one of the greatest incentives to 
solar commercialization. "Utilities, with their energy 
planning functions, access to capital, technical exper· 
tise, and regular customer contact could be an effec· 
tive institution to accelerate the widespread use of 
solar energy."1 The 1979 energy report of the Harvard 
Business School emphatically states that "without 
utility support, or at least cooperation, solar (diffusion) 
will be greatly retarded" (emphasis in originall.3 A 
recent survey in Pennsylvania further concludes that 
Hif solar energy is ever to achieve substantial adoption 
rates, utilities will have to play a pivotal marketing 
role."4 The same can be said of the diffusion of other 
renewable energy technologies, and for energy con· 
servation techniques. If Austin, Texas, or any other 
community is serious about becoming Ha national 
leader in the development and application of solar 
energy t echnology,"5 then the active involvement of 
the local electric utility is imperative. 

Electric Utility Activities in Renewable Energy 

As previously noted, the bulk of utility activities in 
renewable energy involves the solar heating and cool· 
ing ISHACJ of buildings. Eighty-five percent of the 
utilities covered in EPRI's 1979 survey reported par· 
ticipation in one or more solar heating and cooling 
projects. Eighty percent of these projects involved the 
demonstration, monitoring, and evaluation of SHAC 
systems and the assessment of their potential impact 
on the utility industry. Strong interest in passive 
solar systems was reflected by a dramatic one-year 
327 percent increase in utility-sponsored passive pro· 
jects. Domestic hot water, active space heating or 
cooling, and swimming pool heating all registered 
moderate growth.6 

"Solar heating and cooling systems for buildings 
remain much closer to marketability than other ap· 
plications of solar energy," according to EPRI.7 About 
10 percent of the fifty SHAC projects in the 1979 
survey have progressed to at least a partial commer· 
cial marketing stage. 

Other decentralized renewable energy applications 
that have received utility attention include wind en· 
ergy conversion systems, with many utilities making 
preliminary studies of wind potential in their service 
areas. These studies have primarily focused on the 
measurement of wind velocities and the assessment 
of the reliability of the monitoring of privately owned 
wind energy conversion systems. Some biomass con· 
version activities have also focused on decentralized 
applications, many being individually tailored to uti· 
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lize waste biomass from lumbering and farming opera· 
tions as fuel for the generation of process heat.• 

Wind and biomass have also been the subjects of 
utility studies· and projects aimed at centralized elec· 
tric generating applications. There are also continuing 
utility projects in solar-thermal electric power gener· 
ation (power towers, etc.), but the EPRI survey leaves 
the impression that utility interest has been less 
spontaneous than inspired by continuing DOE inter· 
est and dollars.9 

Utility Roles in the Promotion of Energy 
Conservation and Renewable Energy Resources 

The roles that utilities can play in promoting energy 
conservation and the use of solar/ renewable energy 
sources are myriad, and, as previously emphasized, 
are imperative to the widespread future public accep· 
tance and use of these energy sources. All utilities are 
already involved in one importa.nt aspect of solar 
energy: the provision of backup power. As such, elec· 
tric utility rate structure and policies have been, and 
will continue to be, an important factor in the devel· 
opment of solar energy. 

But it is the other roles that utilities can play in the 
development of renewable energy that are of interest 
here. The Domestic Policy Review of Solar Energy 
lists a number of utility roles which could accelerate 
the widespread use of solar energy. 

First, a utility may consider the use of solar technolo
gies for electric generation or in lieu of additional gas 
supplies; second, it could arrange or provide financing 
for solar investments made by its customers; third, it 
could assess the technical requirements needed to 
integrate decentralized solar technologies into its en· 
ergy supply system, and propose rates which, at a 
minimum, do not discriminate against ·solar use; 
fourt h, it could provide information on solar applica· 
tions; and finally, it could sell, install, and/or maintain 
solar systems.10 

But, why should utilities wish to step into these 
roles and alter their traditionally cautious character 
by engaging in such novel activities? Many benefits 
accrue to both the community and the utility when 
the role of promoting renewables is taken. 

First, the electric utility is the major social institu· 
ti on presently confronting the marginal cost of energy. 
The electric customer sees only the average cost of 
providing electric service. Thus, utilities are in prime 
position to optimize the choice of alternative sources 
of energy. From a standpoint of economic efficiency, 
it may be good policy for the utility to engage in solar 
development activities. 

Other benefits derived from utility involvement in 



the development of the public use ofrenewable energy 
technologies include the following: 

1. The utility usually enjoys a reputation of relia-
. bility and expertise in energy matters. The se
curity of this reputation is vital for these novel 
technologies to achieve extensive market pene
tration. 

2. The utility infrastructure would be readily able 
to supply service and information about renew
able energy systems, performance, weather data, 
local installers and lenders, etc. 

3. Utility access to capital markets enables them 
to help overcome the first-cost barrier associated 
with on-site solar/renewable purchases.11 

In addition to the economic benefits to the utilities 
promoting solar and renewable energy, there are other 
advantages to utilities' becoming active in promoting 
such energy activities. "Since unrestricted use of aux
iliary power could possibly have negative effects on 
utility load profiles and revenues, an active campaign 
to promote 'preferred' systems could reduce problems 
arising from widespread penetrations of solar systems 
in service areas."11Such preferred systems could move 
solar backup off-peak and not only avoid adverse load 
impact, but also help reduce peak loading. 

Utility Options in Solar/Renewable Energy Activities 

Table 6.2 is an outline of utility options in the 
solar/ renewable energy field. 

Several utilities have already opted successfully for 
participation in some of the renewable energy pro
moting activities. The appendices of this section will 
examine some of those utilities on a case study basis. 
The solar/renewable activities of the Texas Utilities 
Company are summarized in Appendix 6.1. The pro
grams of. Seattle, Washington's municipally owned 
utility are detailed in Appendix 6.2, and activities of 
the Tennessee Valley Authority, Pacific Gas and Elec
tric Company, and the City of Los Angeles are de
scribed in Appendices 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5, respectively. 

History of the Austin Electric Utility 

The electric utility in Austin is owned by the City 
of Austin. Presently the system serves 155,927 cus
tomers and has a capacity of 1,950 megawatts (MW). 
The utility is the largest enterprise operated by the 
City; it is expected to generate $231,265,679 in reve
nue in the 1979-80 fiscal year. •a 

Currently the Electric Department is in sound fi. 
nancial shape, although there have been periods in 
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the City's history in which the system was poorly 
managed or in which the quality of service was poor. 
In some cases, bona fide proposals to purchase the 
utility system were made by investors. Thereare three 
distinct periods in which this occurred. The first oc
curred when the City's first dam, built in 1884, failed 
because of heavy rains. A local group of investors 
offered to buy the City's facilities for fifty cents on the 
dollar. The citizens refused, the system recovered, 
and Austin continued in the utility business. 

Then, in the 1920s, when too much of electric utility 
. money had been transferred to general government 
activity, the system was in poor financial status and 
suffered technically. As a result, Austin Water, Power 
and Light Company offered to buy out the City facili
ties at fifty cents on the dollar. A great deal of discus
sion resulted, finally culminating in a decision by the 
City to retain the utility system, and the offer from 
the investor-owned system was withdrawn. 

Immediately after World War II the system had 
again deteriorated technically and had experienced 
too much financial drain, resulting in the provision of 
poor service and the existence of severe financial 
problems. At this time there was no formal offer of 
purchase by outside interests, but there was consider
able debate over whether the utility should be sold. 
Local citizens became sensitive to the requirements 
of the system and promoted and obtained a bond 
authorizing technical improvements. 

Throughout the 1940s and 1950s the rate of growth 
averaged around 13 percent for both peak demand and 
total system demand During the same period, popula
tion in the Austin/fravis County area doubled, and 
estimates place the current population at well over 
half a million, an increase since 1960 of more than 40 
percent (see Table 6.3). From 1960 to 1979, the cus
tomers served by the Electric Department jumped 
from 59,395 to 154,246. Electricity use grew from 150 
MW in 1960 to 743 MW in 1979.14 

The Texas Interconnected System 

The electric system is interconnected with the 
Lower Colorado River Authority, a hydroelectric and 
steam system, with which the City has a power ex
change agreement.15 In addition, the City is a member 
of the Texas Interconnected System, composed of six 
major investor-owned systems, four major municipal 
systems, and two cooperatives. 16 As a participant in 
the Texas Interconnected System, the Electric De
partment is able to purchase from other members of 
the system or to market a percent of its unused capac
ity.17 The diversification of the fuel sources of the 
member systems increases the potential for economic 
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Table 6.2 

Utility Option• 

I. Public Information and Data Collection 
A. Audits and information required by Residential Conservation Service 
B. Provision of performance data 

l. Purchasing and monitoring of systems 
2. Monitoring of private·owned installed systems 
3. Collection of backup requirement data 

C. Customer Informatio.n Activities 
l. Distribution of general !national) literature 
2.. Distribution of service·area specific information 

a. Service rates 
b. Climate data 
c. Estimated system cost savings 

11. Quality Assurance 
A. Residential Conservation Service quality controls 
B. Systems testing and certification 
C. Installer training programs, certification, and/or bonding, post·installation inspections 

111. Utility Financing of Customer Solar/Renewable Purchases 
A. Benefits 

l. Larger and more diverse market access 
2.. Reflection of true marginal costs and benefi ts 
3. High initial costs overcome 

B. Utility Financing 
1. Longer term than conventional financing 

a. Increases affordability 
b. Accelerates customer savings realized to monthly bill rather than cost deferment period 

2.. Possible difficulties 
a. Component life expectancy 
b. Changes in occupancy 

C. Joint Utility/Lender Financing 
l. Residential Conservation Service arrangement of financing requirements 
2. Utility commitment to guarantee or purchase loan at the end of shorter normal financing period 
3. Utility subsidy of interest rates !expensed and included on utility rates relative to utility savings) 

D. Utility·Financed Subsidiary 
l. Provides access to low·cost capital 
2. Resulting revenue defers interest on subsidiary operational debt 

Source: Abstracted from Tom Halicki and Jeanne Schillaci, ·solar/Utility Interface," draft report, Public Utility 
Commission of Texas, January 1980, pp. 72.·79. 
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Table 6.3 

Population Growth of Austin, Travis County, and Texas . 

Austin Travis County Texas 

Percent Percent Percent 
Year Number Increase Number Increase Number Increase 

1850 629 3,138 212,592 

1860 3,494 455.5 8,080 157.5 604,215 184.2 

1870 4,428 26.7 13,153 62.8 818,579 35.5 

1880 l l ,013 148.7 27,028 105.5 1,591,749 94.5 

1890 14,575 32.3 36,322 34.4 2,235,527 40.4 

1900 22,258 52.7 47,386 30.5 3,048,710 36.3 

1910 29,860 34.2 55,620 17.4 3,896,542 27.9 

1920 34,876 16.8 57,61 6 3.6 4,663,228 19.7 

1930 53,120 52.3 77,777 34.9 5,824,715 24.9 

1940 87,930 65.5 l l l ,053 42.7 6,414,824 10.l 

1950 132,459 50.6 160,980 45.0 7, 711 ,194 20.2 

1960 186,545 40.9 212,136 31.8 9,579,677 24.2 

1965* 214,117 14.8 248,350 17. l 10,173,426 6.2 
1966* 218,981 2.3 254,536 2.5 l0,468,236 2.9 
1967* 223,981 2.3 26 l, l 27 2.5 10,627,981 1.5 
1968* 234,375 4.6 273,904 4.9 l0,799,116 1.6 
1969* 244,074 4.1 285,960 4.4 l l ,000,162 1.9 

1970 253,539 3.9 295,5 l 6 3.3 11,196,730 1.8 
1971 * 263,000 3.7 307,700 4. l l l ,428,800 2.1 
1972* 275,900 4.9 324, lOO 5.3 l l ,604,000 1.5 
1973* 290,300 5.2 339,400 4.7 l l ,828,000 1.9 
1974* 297,500 2.5 351,600 3.6 12,017,000 1.6 

1975* 302,500 1.7 361,100 2.7 12,237,000 1.8 
1976 308,952 2. 1 373,275 3 .3 12,487,000 2.0 
1977• 321,900 4.2 383,400 2.7 N/ A 

Sources: {For years 1850-1960, 1970, and l 97 6) U.S. Census of Populat ion ; (fo r 197 6) U.S. Special Census, 1976; 
(for years l 965-69, 1971 -75, 1977) City of Austin Department of Planning est imates. 

interchanges among the respective members. energy needs, the City decided to invest in both a coal 
plant (Fayette} and a nuclear plant {South Texas Nu-

Planning for the Future clear Project- STNP}. 18 Both projects have incurred 

When it became apparent that natural gas would no cost overruns because of inflation, construction de-

longer be a cheap, abundant source of fuel for future lays, and new federal safety and environmental regu-
lations. The cost of the Fayette project jumped from 
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an estimated $400 per kilowatt hour (KWH) to an 
estimated $1,200/KWH. STNP has presented a num· 
her of particularly difficult problems. Originally the 
plant was expected to be completed in 1979, but the 
project is now three to four years behind schedule. 
Table 6.4 shows the revised total cost of the project. 

The cost overruns resulted partly from a continual 
stream of construction problems which first began to 
arise in 1978.19 The major problems are listed below: 

l . Bolts installed in 1977 in all areas of the project 
were found to consist of an alloy that was not 
specified by the plant. The bolts had to be located 
and replaced. 

2. Several beam-to-column connectors were found 
to be below the quality standards set by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

3. The placing of the gantry crane above the es· 
sential cooling pond was deemed to be dangerous 
because high velocity winds could cause the 
crane to fall off its track onto the switch gear 
room of the essential cooling panel. The track 
was extended in order to park the crane safely 
away from the switch gear room. 

4. The concrete slab for the mechanical auxiliary 
building was poured one foot short. The building 
had to be redesigned. 

5. Concrete voids were found in the eighth list of 
Unit 1. 

6. Similar voids were found in Unit 2. 

7. A faulty attempt to fill the voids in Unit 2 re· 
sulted in overpressurization of the cavity and 
has caused the steel plate liner to bulge. A plan 
for correction has been submitted to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission but has not yet been 
approved. 

Table 6.4 

8. Welds of pipes penetrating the nuclear contain 
ment building were found to be deficient. A pla1 
for correction of this problem has not yet beet 
resolved.20 

Most of these problems have been corrected. How
ever, new construction deficiencies are continuing to 
be discovered. In addition, the project has resulted in 
a number of legal problems.21 

Also, fuel costs for coal and nuclear have escalated 
and are predicted to rise further (Table 6.5). The low· 
sulfur coal to be used at the Fayette plant must be 
shipped by rail at high rates and is subject to a 20 to 30 
percent severance tax. 

As a result of the uncertainties of the gas supply, 
the Texas Railroad Commission adopted a plan to 
phase out the use of gas as a boiler fuel. In addition, 
the National Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Act of 
1978 contained similar directives. Recently, however, 
the Railroad Commission has rescinded the order, 
and it appears likely that the City will receive an 
exemption from the federal law and will be able to use 
the gas-fired boilers for peak demand. Even without 
legal guidelines, the City may be forced for economical 
reasons to use the gas-fired boilers as little as possible 
because the price of natural gas is expected to far 
exceed the price of coal or lignite in the year 1990. 

By 1990 the City is expected to have 950 MW of 
base-load capacity from the STNP and Fayette I and II. 
If the City is allowed to use the oil/gas burners, there 
will be an additional 1,250 MW available. At this 
time, it is extremely difficult to predict what the 
energy situ a ti on will be in 1990, because there are 
many shifting economic and demographic variables. 

Presently the system has far more capacity than is 
being utilized. The highest summer peak use occurred 
in 1979 when 771 MW was consumed, which is not 
much more than half the l,450MW available capacity. 
The excess capacity is a result of deliberate City 

Estimated Cost of the South Texas Nuclear Project 

Estimate 

Initial 

Revised 

Revised 

Year 

1974 

1978 

1979 

Total Plant 

$1,006,000,000 

2,007,000,000 

2,441 ,000,000 

Source: John Moor, Engineer, Electric Department, City of Austin, January 1980. 
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Austin's Share 

$161,000,000 

321,000,000 

390,000,000 



policies and of the fact that demand forecasts between 
197 4 and 1979 were slightly high. 

The policy to plan for excess capacity is under
standable given the uncertainties of the energy situa
tion. Moreover, these complications are dynamic in 
nature and will contribute to the difficulties of the 
Electric Department in the future. Any predictions of 
the future concerning fuel pricing, legal restrictions, 
and the availability of fuel will be based on assump
tions that, given slight changes in the situation, could 
easily turn out to be fa lse. The Austin Electric Depart
ment has been experiencing a period of readjustment 
which is not yet complete. 

Methodology for Future Electrical Demand 
Forecasting 

The Planning Division of the City Electric Depart-

Table 6.5 

Fuel Cost pe r M illion BTU in Dollars 

Decker Arco 
Year Nuclear* Coal Coal 

1979 1.970 1.700 

1980 2.128 1.836 

1981 2.298 1.982 

1982 .4 14 2.482 2.141 

1983 .452 2.680 2.312 

1984 .535 2.895 2.497 

1985 .654 3.126 2.697 

1986 .752 3.376 2.913 

1987 .776 3.646 3.146 

1988 .765 3.938 3.398 

1989 .753 4.253 3.670 

1990 .780 4.593 3.963 

1991 .825 4.961 4.280 

1992 .876 5.357 4.623 

1993 .933 5.786 4.993 

6. Utility Involvement 

ment is responsible for forecasting future electric 
energy consumption. Statistical methods are used to 
analyze the trends in energy demand.22 The base load 
and heating and cooling loads are identified by plot
ting daily energy consumption against daily average 
temperature. 

To obtain an overall forecast, the raw data from the 
preceding ten years are statistically corrected for 
temperature. This is performed by adjusting the actual 
heating and cooling energies so that they approximate 
average weather conditions for the preceding ten-year 

. period. The long-term compounded annual rate of 
increase is then estimated by using the least-squares 
technique. 

Trends in the 1970s 

Prior to 1973, commitments for new generating 

#2 #5 
Fuel Fuel 
Oil Oil Gas 

5.989 4.761 2.359 

6.438 5.118 2.645 

7.081 5.629 2.959 

7.789 6.192 3.254 

8.568 6.812 3.582 

9.425 7.493 3.938 

10.368 8.242 4.832 

11.405 9.066 5.315 

12.545 9.973 5.847 

13.800 10.970 6.431 

15.180 12.067 7.075 

16.698 13.274 7.782 

18.368 14.602 8.560 

20.205 16.062 9.416 

22.225 17.668 10.358 

Source: City of Austin Electric Department, Planning Division, E. C. Rummel, Head Engineer. 

•Nuclear fuel cost figures are presently being revised. 
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capacity were based on a historical growth rate of 
approximately 12 percent. Since the oil embargo the 
growth rate has slowed, and the Electric Department 
has revised its demand forecasts downward since 197 5. 
Currently, the City estimates that a 30 percent per 
customer rate of conservation has occurred, mostly in 
the cooling load. 

Conceivably, conservation by customers could lead 
to a situation in which the utility does not recover the 
amount of revenue required to meet fixed costs and 
would therefore be fo rced to raise rates. The Electric 
Department maintains that thus far this has not been 
the case because of the offsetting factor that the base
load demand has continued to grow due to the addi
tion of new customers. 

In addition to variable economic forces, political 
changes in the City with regard to energy have brought 
new pressures to bear on the utility.23 The subject of 
energy has become politicized within the last decade 
because of escalating utili ty bills and the controver
sial decision to participate in a nuclear project. The 
City is sharply divided on the nuclear issue and has 
gone to the polls five times since 1972 to determine 
its participation in the South Texas Nuclear Project.14 

A second kind of political pressure on the City has 
come about through citizen movements to control 
growth.1s The people of Austin have realized the link 
between energy consumption and growth. Through
out the 1970s, Austinites became increasingly con
cerned with issues of growth and the city's future. In 
1973 the City Council initiated the Austin Tomorrow 
Program to help decide what priorities the City should 
have in coming decades. For two years, approximately 
3,500 citizens worked to hammer out the major issues 
facing the community. The goals adopted by the pro
gram showed the concern for growth issues. 

The community should strive for a balanced and 
healthy economy, and these conditions need not be 
accompanied by rapid increases in population. The 
population, economic and industrial growth of Austin 
needs to be slowed. Growth can be controlled through 
careful selection of the industry tax and utility rate 
controls and stronger zoning laws. In addition, growth 
and development should be deflected from certain 
environmentally sensitive areas.u 

The program further recommended that the City 
use utility policies as a means to control growth and 
energy consumption by 

altering existing rate structures to encourage energy 
conservation by adopting several alternative electric 
rates: a uniform or flat electric rate; progressive rates 
where users would be charged higher rates for greater 
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consumption; higher electric rates for commercii 
users.27 

Although the plan was adopted in 1975, it stil 
seems to reflect the feelings of Austin citizens. I 
appears that in the future the Electric Departmen 
will have to cope with pressure from the communit'. 
to hold down the number of new customers and th1 
consumption and price of electricity. Given the un 
certainties of the energy situation today, however, ii 
is difficult to make any kind of prediction. Economica. 
and political uncertainties make electric demand fore 
casts difficult and tentative, yet may serve to makt 
solar more attractive to homeowners who can afford 
the investment, even if the benefits are more psycho· 
logical than economic. 

Role of the Electric Department in the Fiscal 
Structure of Austin 

Of all the items in the City budget, none approaches 
the magnitude of the utility operations. As can be 
seen in the 1979-80 Approved Annual Budget, the 
revenues of the Utilities Fund (including both water 
and electric) are approximately 2.5 times larger than 
the next largest fund, the General Fund. 

The $231,265,679 of utility revenues represents al
most 52 percent of the total revenues and transfers, 
and nearly 58 percent of the total available funds. (See 
Tables 6.6 and 6.7.) 

The amounts transferred to the General Fund for 
budget years 1977-78, 1978-79, and 1979-80were$16.9 
million, $17.5 million, and $22. l million, respectively. 
The $22. l million budgeted for fiscal year 1979-80 
represents nearly 22 percent of the total available 
funds and is a significant portion of the total operation 
funds. The excess revenues generated by the Electric 
Department contribute a significant amount to the 
revenues available to the City. 

As previously stated, the funds are transferred to 
the General Fund. This fund, as its name implies, is 
used for general purposes, fo r items such as capital 
goods, street paving and repair, and general mainte
nance as well as for various programs and services. So 
while large amounts are conveyed, it is impossible to 
determine exactly how this money is spent due to the 
nature of the General Fund. 

If utility revenues were to be decreased, the result 
would probably be dealt with in two ways. Programs, 
services, and certain operations might be cut back or 
eliminated. Or, the more likely result would be that 
funds would be raised in some other manner. It is a 
dist inct possibility that the gap could be made up by 
increasing taxes. The amount of funds provided by 
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Table'·' 

Summary of the City of Austin Budget- Revenues and Beginning Balances 

Revenues and Transfers Actual Estimated Budget 
in Operating Funds 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 

General Fund $ 78,910,717 $ 80,656,376 $ 94,235,322 

Hospital Fund 26,087,773 29,804,330 33,693,790 

Aviation Fund 1,920,516 2,201,187 2,768,209 

Municipal Golf Fund 717,182 775,032 771,298 

Auditorium Fund 1,303,261 1,520,264 1,777,600 

Utilities Fund 187.667.151 196,335.180 231,265.6 79 

General Revenue Sharing 4,718,733 4/69,385 5,327,090 

Transit Fund 1,109,7 10 1,414,073 1,839,236 

Emergency Medical Services Fund 1,910,133 0 0 

Medical Assistance Program Fund 0 5,214,287 0 

Total $304,345,176 $322,690, 114 $371,708,224 

Source: City of Austin, Research and Budget Office, 1979. 

Table ,,7 

General Fund Summary- Revenues and Transfers 

Actual Estimated Budget 
Transfers 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 

Electric Revenues $16,984,890 $17,566,000 $ 22, l 00,000 

Water Revenues 3,203,300 1,765,080 2,379,000 

Federal Grant Reimbursement 527,888 967,000 474,945 

General Debt Revenue 461 ,950 750,000 700,000 

General Government CIP 648,033 675,000 750,000 

Auditorium Fund 223,542 317,185 356,779 

General Revenue Sharing 2,976,430 2,545,124 4,767,86 1 

Trust and Agency-Cemetary 217,500 0 0 

Total Transfers $25,243,533 $24,585,389 $ 31,528,585 

Total Revenues and Transfers 78,910,717 80,656,376 94,235,322 

Total Available Funds $83,303,353 $91,755,001 $101,630,353 

Source: City of Austin, Research and Budget Office, 1979. 
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the electric utility is so large that more than one 
mode of tax increases would have to be used. Property 
taxes, for example, could not be increased to recover 
the entire amount, since the level of tax required to 
offset this amount would be in excess of the rate 
allowed by law.28 

The impact of revenues required by the Electric 
Department could have effects on energy conserva
tion and solar utilization for the City. Since a large 
portion of the City's revenues comes from selling 
electricity, it has a vested interest in a "profitable" 
rate structure. In a sense, the portion of rates over the 
amount needed to meet the utility's capital outlays, 
debt service, and operating costs can be seen as a form 
of taxation. While this "tax" is regressive, it plays an 
important role in the conservation of electrical energy, 
as rising costs result in reduced usage. So the revenue 
requirement of the utility can be seen as enhancing 
the conservation of electrical energy use in Austin. 

With solar utilization, however, the second edge of 
the proverbial double-edged sword may take effect. 
With a small number of privately owned solar systems 
in use in Austin, the revenues collected by the City 
through the Electric Department are probably not 
altered significantly. If this level were to grow to a 
moderate range, the funds generated by the utility 
could be adversely affected. An increase in taxes might 
result. 

With a high degree of solar penetration, the gener
ated funds would be significantly reduced, and in
creased taxes would likely be the outcome. As indi
cated earlier, this amount may not be completely 
offset by increased property taxes, and some other 
method or form of taxation might be needed to raise 
revenues. For example, the use of nonrenewable ener
gy resources could be taxed. This form of taxat.ion 
would be justifiable from an economic perspective. 
Oil and gas are in finite supply and therefore are 
exhaustible. This implies that there is an opportunity 
cost of using a nonrenewable resource. That is, if a 
barrel of oil or quantity of natural gas is used today, it 
cannot be used in the future . Therefore, the use of 
nonrenewable energy resources imposes a cost on 
future generat ions. So in addition to the cost of ex
ploring fo r and obtaining fossil energy sou rces, the 
opportunity cost of using depletable energy sources 
should be included to reflect a resource's true value. 
This opportunity cost or user cost could be at least 
partially recovered by taxing nonrenewable energy 
resources. 

The requirement that the electric utility provide a 
significant portion of the available reven~es for the 
City may prove to be a barrier to the adoption of solar 

energy in Austin. The revenues lost through the adop
tion of solar, however, could easily be captured through 
a tax on electricity produced from oil, gas, coal, and/or 
uranium. 

Rate Stru cture and Tariffs 

On February l, 1980, the City Council adopted a 
resolution instituting new electric rates. Prior to the 
adoption of this resolution, the Electric Depart~ent 
had been operating under interim rates that went mto 
effect on October l, 1979. The resolution added a new 
category, the Capitol Complex, to the list of classific~
tions. The revised list included the following: Res1-
den tial - Multi pie Fuel; Residential-Single Fuel; Gen
eral Service; Primary Service; Large Primary Service; 
and the Capitol Complex. The Capitol Complex class 
was added because the Legislature had threatened to 
seek competitive bidding for its electrical service. 
The Department was asked by the Council if the 
Capitol could justifiably be placed in a new category. 
The Department responded that since the Complex 
was a state entity permanently located in Austin, it 
could be given a new classification. 

The Council also requested the Department to 
phase out the multifuel rate over the next three years. 
This rate applied to special all-electric service pro
vided to residential single-family dwellings, mobile 
homes, townhouses, and individually metered apart· 
ment units. "All-electric" tariffs were applied when 
fuel costs were very low and supplies were secure. 
Promotional rates were common with many utilities 
across the country. They were also justifiable from a 
cost standpoint since the total use of electricity re
sulted in a better utilization of generating capacity. 
As a result, the costs of service were spread out over 
more hours, and therefore, the unit charge was lower. 
So in effect, it was cheaper to serve residential cus
tomers with a high demand for electricity than for 
those with a lower demand. With the increased fuel 
costs, uncertainty in supplies, and a more pronounced 
conservation ethic, it was felt that the lower charge 
granted to all-electric customers of all classifications 
should be dropped. 

The general service classification is for those estab
lishments whose primary use of energy is for space 
comfort conditioning and whose electricity is deliv
ered to one point of service on the premises and is 
measured through one meter. A lower rate is applied 
for demands of 30 KWH or less for any two months 
within the most recent six summer billing months, 
while a higher rate is applied to customers using in 
excess of 30 KWH for any two months within that 
billing period. 



The primary service class includes customers who 
demand 12,500 volts or higher but do not exceed 
3,000 KWH for any two months within the previous 
twelve months. This group receives the power at high 
energy levels and owns, maintains, and operates the 
equipment necessary to break down the electricity to 
its desired levels. As with the other classes, multifuel 
users pay a higher rate than all-electric customers. 

The last classification, the large primary users, is in 
effect for customers who receive at least 12,500 volts 
and meet or exceed 3,000 KWH for any two months. 
This group also must own, install, and maintain the 
facilities and equipment on the customer's end of the 
point of delivery. Customers included in this group 
are IBM, Motorola, Bergstrom Air Force Base, Texas 
Instruments, and formerly the Capitol Complex !which 
now has its own classification). 

In the ratemaking process, the first step is to study 
revenue needs and requirements, and these are pro
jected over a number of years. Then a cost-of-service 
study is done. Each classification is studied to learn 
its consumption characteristics, such as the total 
amount of electric power needed, when the power is 
used, and the demand placed on the system. Costs are 
then allocated for each classification. Next, the City 
Council decides how much each classification will 
contribute to the total revenues, based on the pre
dicted rates of return (ROR). The higher risk a class is, 
the higher the return is needed for that class. The 
revenue requirement is determined by the cost of 
providing service to and the risk of serving a particular 
classification. 

The ROR on the total electric system is 6.9 percent. 
This figure relates the return for each class to the 
ROR of the system and can be used to compare the 
various classifications. The rates of return and rate of 
return differentials under the new electric rates are 
shown in Table 6.8. The percent rate of return is 
found by multiplying the rate of return differential by 
the rate of return of the system, or 6.9 percent. The 
impacts of the new rates, compared to current rates 
without the interim rate increase, are shown in Table 
6.9. The residential multifuel rate will increase 7.1 
percent, or approximately $31 per year, while the 
residential single-fuel rate will increase 5.1 percent or 
about $37 per year. 

Compared to the current rate with the interim rate 
adjustment, the rates for residential customers will 
decrease slightly and will increase for commercial 
customers. It is projected that the average residential 
annual bill will be approximately $5 less formultifuel 
users and $23 less for single-fuel users. 

As implied in the above discussion, different rates 
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are in effect for the winter season and the summer, or 
peak, season. The billing months of November through 
April do not include a capacity charge, as do bills for 
electric power for the months of May through October. 
This charge is based on the demand, the amount of 
capacity, and the transmission required to meet the 
demand. All the system's extra costs are recovered in 
the summer during the peak demand period. The sum
mer/ winter rate differential for the residential single
fuel user is shown in Table 6.10. 

The increased summer rate amplifies the price sig-
. nal to consumers when the cost of meeting their de
mand is highest and presumably causes them to be 
more energy conscious. This would in turn have an 
impact on energy conservation and help to smooth 
out energy utilization, or the load profile. 
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There are no special rates for solar users. Other 
than the summer/ winter differential, there seems to 
be nothing in the rate structure that would specifically 
enhance or Impede the application of solar energy at 
this time. However, when solar-assisted air condition
ing becomes commercially available on an economical 
basis, increased summer electric rates might speed its 
application. 

With average cost based rates, such as the City 
uses, revenues from solar users, who rely on electricity 
as a backup fuel source, may not be fully recovered. 
Most of the costs of serving the residential classifica
tion customer are recovered through the kilowatt hour 
charge, which is composed of capacity as well as oper
ational and maintenance costs. With this average cost 
methodology, if auxiliary power is required during 
peak periods, capacity costs may not be fully recov
ered, since solar customers use fewer kilowatt hours 
than do conventional customers and therefore have a 
higher capacity cost per kilowatt hour. So, as average 
cost methodology for residential rates results in solar 
customers not paying their full costs, these customers 
would be subsidized by nonsolar users. It must be 
pointed out, however, that new customers to the sys
tem do not pay their full costs either !this will be 
discussed in more detail later). Intraclass subsidies 
result under average cost methodology, always to the 
detriment of the current customers. 

The problem with average cost formulae is that the 
costs included are past costs and do not reflect the 
incremental or marginal cost of supplying an addi
tional unit of power. Customers demanding additional 
power today pay costs based on the average costs of all 
plants in the system. In theory, they should receive 
the price signal reflecting the higher cost of serving 
the newly constructed facilities built to meet their 
needs and pay this amount. 
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Table 6.8 

Rates of Return (ROR) and ROR Differentials under New Rates 

Classification 

Residential- multiple fuel 

Residential- single fuel 

General service and primary service 

Large primary service 

Capitol Complex 

Table 6.9 

Impact of New Rates Compared to Current Rates 

Classification 

Residential- multiple fuel 

Residential- single fuel 

General service and primary service 

Large primary service 

Capitol Complex 

Table 6.10 

Percent 
ROR 

4.55 

4.55 

9.70 

8.97 

7.59 

ROR 
Differentials 

0.66 

0.66 

1.40 

1.30 

1.10 

Percent Impact
Adopted Rate 

Compared to Current Rate 
(Without Interim Adi.) 

7.1 

5.1 

8.3 to 10.7 

14.0 

8.0 

Comparison of Summer and Winter Rates for Residential Single-Fuel Users 

Customer Charge 

Energy Charge 

Capacity Charge 

*Plus an adjustment for fuel cost. 

Months of 
November-April 

$3.75 

$0.0085*/ K WH 

NONE 

Months of 
May-October 

$3.75 

$0.0085*/KWH 

2.5cjKWH lst500KWH 

I .Sc/KWH over 500 KWH 

The Impact of Solar Use on Existing Utilities 

Studies have been conducted both nationwide and 
in Texas on the impact of solar on utilities. Actual 
load studies have been conducted by utilities in Texas 

and simulated studies have been undertaken in vari
ous parts of the country. While not conclusive, all the 
investigations indicate that the use of solar water 
heaters could provide savings of fuel and capacity 
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costs for summer peaking.29 If load management were 
combined with the backup system, capacity savings 
could be increased.30 This savings cannot be quanti
fied unless an extensive study is made of load data for 
solar customers. These data could be combined with 
performance data from passive solar residences to 
obtain more complete information. 

Preliminary evidence from the aforementioned 
studies indicates that solar users are less expensive to 
serve. If this is the case, the nontime-differentiated 
rates applied to solar users are unjustified, since the 
marginal cost of serving solar customers is lower than 
that of serving conventional customers. As Halicki 
and Schillaci have noted: 

Once a utility has done a marginal cost study which 
assigns capacity and energy costs to each hour, the 
marginal cost of serving a certain type of customer 
can be determined by taking their load profiles and 
assigning hourly costs. The total marginal cost for the 
solar customer could then be divided by the number 
of kilowatt hours of consumption to arrive at a 
weighted marginal cost per kilowatt hour, to serve as 
a means of comparison.3• 

For example, the cost savings of solar water heating 
could be determined as follows: 

SCS = (MCc - MCs) (KWHs) 

where 

SCS = solar cost savings 

MCc = marginal cost per kilowatt hour of conven
tional electric water heating 

MCs =marginal cost per kilowatt hour of solar water 
heating 

KWHs = kilowatt hours used by the solar customer 
as backup energy. 

As mentioned above, a marginal cost study would be 
required to determine these savings, indentifying costs 
by the hour of the day and load profile characteristics 
of the conventional as well as the solar customer. The 
study should differentiate between solar customers 
with and without load management controls.32 

Once solar cost studies were complete, the utility 
could do any of the following: 

l. assign the solar cost savings as a credit to the 
solar customers and return the cost savings to 
them; 

2. use the cost savings of solar to justify a commer
cialization program; or 

3. establish a separate rate for solar customers, 
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reflecting their lower costs.33 

As stated earlier, average cost pricing, which aver
ages the lower cost based on old generating facilities 
with the higher cost of new facilities, does not adc-
quately measure the marginal or additional cost of 
providing electric service. "If solar energy is to be 
completely fair," says Frederick T. Sparrow, "the con
ventional energy it saves should be valued at the true 
cost of providing it, not the price charged."34 The prices 
paid by customer classes represent an average of the 
costs of all generating facilities-coal, gas, and oil. 

·"Although the advent of solar energy may postpone 
the time when a utility must build a new, more ex
pensive plant, the solar purchaser still sees only the 
energy savings in his or her bill, not the deferred 
higher costs of new generation."3s 

Several studies cited by Sparrow have attempted to 
determine the capacity costs to utilities for providing 
electric power during peak periods. One such study 
estimated that it requires a $10,000 investment in 
generating capacity for each new residence using 
electricity during peak periods.36 The Tennessee Val
ley Authority (TV A), which is the leader in this field 
feels that utilizing solar energy is cheaper than ex~ 
panding its conventional generating capacity, and is 
aggressively pursuing the solar option. The TV A also 
has a large hydroelectric capability and can increase 
peak capacity by adding another turbine to the system 
and increasing the flow of water out of the reservoir. 
So the hydroelectric and solar mix can complement 
one another.37 
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It is estimated in California that over their useful 
lives, solar water heaters can save their summer
peaking utilities and customers $400 to $700. It is 
being proposed that utilities there rebate customers 
using solar water heaters several hundred dollars since 
solar postpones rate increases required to cover the 
expense of new generating capacity.3s 

The constraints of solar energy in Austin from a 
fiscal standpoint are the rate structure and the re
quirement of raising revenue through the utility and 
transferring it to the General Fund. These could be 
overcome by adopting rates based on the marginal 
cost of supplying electricity to the utility's customers, 
and by raising the revenue in another manner, such as 
through increased or new taxes. 

Government Policies on Utilities and Renewable 
Energy Resources 

There are promising renewable technologies for the 
centr~lized ~eneration of electricity (wind energy sys
tems m particular) and there are active federal demon-
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stration programs in this area which should be explored 
by the Austin Electric Department. However, we will 
deal only with public policies affecting the Electric 
Department's possible role in promoting the public 
use of on-site renewable technologies such as solar 
domestic hot water, solar space heating and cooling, 
and conservation measures. 

City Policy 

On October 19, 1978, the Austin City Council 
passed a resolution encouraging the use of solar energy 
in Austin. The resolution states: 

... that an official objective of the City of Austin is to 
establish the City of Austin as a national leader in the 
development and application of solar energy technol
ogy by: (al encouraging the development of a solar 
industry in the City of Austin; and (bl reducing the 
City of Austin's dependence on nonreplenishable 
fuels through the comprehensive and economical ap
plication of solar technology.J9 

The resolution further states that: 

In order to initially implement the City's objective of 
becoming a national leader in the development and 
application of solar energy technology, the following 
policies are hereby adopted and shall be effective 
immediately: 

(al The City Manager is directed to incorporate 
solar energy in the design of new future facilities 
when it can be shown that solar energy is the most 
economical alternative. 

(bl The City Manager is directed to examine the 
feasibility of using solar energy to replace any energy 
system in any existing City facility when the replace· 
ment of a new system is required. 

(c) The City Manager is directed to seek participa· 
tion in solar demonstration projects funded by other 
government agencies when feasible. 

(di The City Council will amend existing ordinances 
when appropriate in order to facilitate the growth of 
solar industry. 

(el There shall be no solar tariff incorporated into 
the City of Austin's current electric rate structure and 
in the event any such solar tariff is proposed or con
sidered, not ice and public hearing shall be required 
prior to the establishment of any such tariff. 

(f) The City Manager is hereby directed to insure 
that ... the City will support any legislative proposal 
that will encourage the development of solar technol· 
ogy and ... oppose any measure being considered that 
might impede the development of solar technology."° 

Thus, a fi rm and positive City policy toward solar 

energy has been laid in Austin, and in the time subse
quent to the passage of the above resolution, the 
initial steps tpward a solar Austin have been taken. 
Most notable of these was the creation of the Renew
able Energy Resources Commission (RERC) by ordi
nance of the City Council on March 8, 1979.41 The 
broad mandate of the RERC effectively expanded the 
City's commitment to include all renewable energy 
resources. 

This citizen commission has since undertaken nu
merous projects, including the design of a Model En
ergy Development and Demonstration District for 
the downtown revitalization project, and extensive 
studies into various renewable energy technologies, 
citizen participation, code revisions, utility activities, 
etc. 

The City has also recently created an Office of 
Energy Conservation and Renewable Resources to 
improve the use of conservation and renewable re
source measures. 

The above resolutions and ordinances, plus the work 
of the RERC and the Office of Energy Conservation 
and Renewable Resources and other agencies, have 
created a firm foundation for official City activities in 
the promotion of solar and renewable energy resources. 
There appears to be no specific policy that might 
present barriers to the aggressive pursuit of renewable 
energy promoting activities by the Austin Electric 
Department or any other City office. In fact, the en
couragement of such activities appears to be the policy 
intention of the City of Austin. 

State Policy 

A foundation of strong public and official support 
for solar and renewable energy has also been laid at 
the state level in Texas. 

In 1978 the voters supported a referendum directing 
the Legislature to provide tax incentives for the use of 
solar energy devices in T exas. The Legislature re
sponded and incorporated the public mandate for solar 
and wind tax exemptions into law. Guidelines for the 
enforcement of this law have been recently prepared 
by the Comptroller of Public Accounts with the assis
tance of the Texas Energy and Natural Resources 
Advisory Council (TENRAC). The general solar ener
gy tax exemption states that "the value of assessed 
property arising from the construction of any solar 
energy device is exempt from property taxation."42 

The solar energy devices exempted include passive 
and active water and space heating systems, swim
ming pool heaters, storage systems, biomass systems, 
and others in a comprehensive list.43 

Other state agencies have been active in the promo-



tion of solar and renewable energy, most notably the 
Texas Energy Advisory Council (TEAC), the Gover
nor's Office of Energy Resources, and the Texas Natu
ral Resources Council, which have recently been con
solidated into TENRAC. The agency is active in 
several areas, including the State Conservation Pro
gram and state administration of federal energy grants. 
TENRAC administers the state's Energy Development 
Fund which funded eight solar projects, six lignite 
projects, six conservation projects, three geothermal 
projects, three wood projects, two biomass projects, 
and five special projects in 1978-79. It also has a spe
cial committee on agriculturally derived fuels. In re
cent years, TEAC/fENRAC legislative recommenda
tions have included tax relief for utilities, tax exemp
tions for public power authorities, tax exemptions for 
solar installations and customers, state licensing of 
solar installers, and energy conservation in state
owned buildings.44 

Thus, in Texas, positive steps toward the use and 
diffusion of solar and renewable energy resources have 
been taken. 

Public Information and Data Collection 

There are currently no state laws that affect cus
tomer information activities conducted by utilities. 
There are also no laws prohibiting the provision of 
performance data through the monitoring of private 
or utility-owned renewable energy systems. In fact, 
some Texas utilities are already sponsoring innova
tive programs in these areas. One of these, The Texas 
Utilities Company (TUC), is active in providing infor
mation to those interested in solar energy-including 
consumers, installers, and solar dealers-as well as in 
monitoring solar homes and demonstrating solar sys
tems.45 

Quality Assurance 

There are no legal barriers in the state to a utility's 
offering quality assurance programs for renewables, 
including systems testing and certification, installer 
training programs, and installation inspection pro
grams. Indeed, TUC has such programs under way. 

Utility Financing of Customer Solar/Renewable 
Energy Purchases 

The issue of solar financing by the City of Austin 
Electric Department was raised by Peck Young of the 
Electric Utility Commission, a citizen's advisory group, 
in the summer of 1978. The City of Austin Law De
partment staff determined at the time that "it may be 
possible under present law to present arguments to 
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justify such a proposal [utility solar financing] al
though there are several caveats imposed by the State 
Constitution .... "46 The Law Department memo goes 
on to state that there is no state law specifically 
allowing utility financing of a customer's renewable 
energy purchases, but it cites several constitutional 
provisions that may have a bearing on the legality of 
such a practice. 

1. Article III, Section 51, of the Texas Constitution, 
which forbids the Legislature to "make any grant 
or authorize the making of any grant of public 
monies to any individual, association of individ
uals, municipal or other corporations whatso
ever .... " 

2. Article III, Section 52, of the Texas Constitution, 
which forbids the Legislature to "authorize any 
county, city, town or other political corporation 
or subdivision of the State to lend its credit or to 
grant public money or thing of value in aid of, or 
to any individual, association or corporation 
whatsoever, or to become a stockholder in such 
corporation, association or company." 

3. Article XI, Section 3 of the Texas Constitution, 
which states: "No county, city orothermunicipal 
corporation shall hereafter become a subscriber 
to the capital of any private corporation or associ
ation; or make any appropriation or donation to 
the same, or in anywise loan its credit; but this 
shall not be construed to in any way affect any 
obligation heretofore undertaken pursuant to 
law." 
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4. Article XVI, Section 6, of the Texas Constitution, 
which states in part: "No appropriation for pri
vate or individual purposes shall be made, unless 
authorized by this Constitution .... "47 

However, case law, as outlined by the following Law 
Department memo, indicates that the constitutional 
provisions above are not as restrictive as they may 
seem. 

An example of the interpretation the courts give these 
constitutional prohibitions is a Texas Supreme Court 
case involving contracts by a city with two railroad 
companies whereby the City would furnish the rail
roads new rights-of-way and provide other payments 
so that the railroad tracks would be moved to a loca
tion where there would be fewer grade crossings.Deal
ing with Article XI, Section 3, the court said of the 
provision: "It does not prohibit all business dealings 
with private corporations and associations, but mun
icipal funds or credit may not be used simply to obtain 
for the community and its citizens the general benefits 
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resulting from the operation of such an enterprise. On 
the other hand an expenditure for the direct accom· 
plishment of a legitimate public and municipal pur· 
pose is not rendered unlawful by the fact that a private· 
ly owned business may be benefited thereby." Barring
ton v. Cokinos, 338 S.W. 2d 133, 140, Tex. Sup. 1960. 

Article XVI, Section 6 has been found to "prevent 
the application of public funds to private purposes; in 
other words, to prevent the gratuitous grant of such 
funds to any individual or corporation whatsoever." 
State v. City of Austin, 331S.W.2d 737, 742 (Tex.Sup. 
1960). That case involved a statutory provision that 
authorized the State to pay for relocation of utility 
facilities caused by interstate highway construction. 
The court found that application of funds not to vio· 
late the State Constitution. Among other things, the 
court adopted the position that "Utilities are neces· 
sary adjuncts of public welfare. Their business opera· 
tions and their property have been subject to special 
legislative treatment for many years." Id. at 745. Fur
ther the court set out criteria for determining whether 
the use of public funds violates the Constitution. 
There is no violation when "the statute creating the 
right of reimbursement operations prospectively, deals 
with the matter in which the public has a real and 
legitimate interest, and is not fraudulent, arbitrary or 
capricious." Id. at 743. The degree of expansion of the 
Constitutional provisions is best shown by a 1976 
case where a county sued a former deputy sheriff to 
recover the cost of the deputy's special training. The 
deputy had signed a note whereby he agreed to reim· 
burse the country for his training if he quit the depart
ment before completing two years of service. He left 
within five months of his training. In allowing the 
county to recover, the court found that while the 
Constitution prevents the gratuitous application of 
funds for private use, "an expenditure which inciden
tally benefits a private purpose" is valid. Brazoria 
County v. Perry, 537 S.W. 2d 89 (Civ. App.- Houston, 
!st Dist., 1976, no writ). There is no question but that 
the proposal would benefit individuals since they 
would be receiving favorable funding. Thus the re
maining question is whether there is a public purpose 
in the proposal. 

There are several factors that may tip the scale 
toward allowing the proposal: First providing electric
ity is a public purpose. Second, the use of solar power 
would aid in the conservation of natural resources 
since generating requirements might be reduced. 
Third, the Texas Legislature has indicated a public 
purpose in energy conservation by passing the Energy 
Conservation in Buildings Act (Art. 578i, V.A.T.S.I 
which requires the State Building Commission to 
adopt energy conservation design standards for any 
new state buildings and by passing an amendment to 
Art. 1176 V.A.T.S. adding Sec. 35 which allows home 
rule cities to require all buildings be constructed in 
accordance with energy conservation standards. Fourth, 
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the Texas Legislature indicated a public purpose in 
solar energy by various amendments in the state's 
taxation policies which exempts #receipts from the 
sale, leas·e, or rental of, and the storage, use, or other 
consumption in this State of solar energy devices" 
(Tax-General Art. 20.04, Sec. CCI; allows for a corpora
tion to deduct "from its taxable capital taxable in this 
State the amortized cost of a solar energy device ac
quired by the corporation for the production of energy 
or for heating or cooling and used in this State by the 
corporation" (Tax-General, Art. 12.01, Sec. 6); and ex
empts from the State's franchise tax "corporations en· 
gaged exclusively in the business of manufacturing, 
selling, or installing solar energy devices .... " (Tax
General, Art. 12.03 (r)). As I indicated earlier, there is 
no specific State statute to allow for such financing. 
However, under Art. 1175, Sec. 13 and Sec. 14, V.A.T.S., 
home rule cities are authorized to construct, to own, 
to operate and to make contracts with any person or 
corporation for the purchase of electricity and to sell 
electricity to the public. An argument can be made 
that solar devices on individual homes and businesses 
are just an extension of the electric system. In effect, 
they are municipal power plants. 

The City is engaged in several types of financing 
already through federal and state programs. For exam· 
pie, through the Weatherization Project, the City fi. 
nances weatherproofing homes for certain low income 
persons. Another program provides funds to families 
who qualify to pay electric bills. And, the City finances 
through Rehabilitation grants, the rehabilitation of 
homes for qualified individuals. Each of these has 
been deemed a public purpose and thus far has not 
been declared contrary to the State Constitution. All, 
however, involve federal funding.48 

Thus, it appears that a viable case can be made based 
on state law which would allow the City of Austin 
Electric Department to finance solar and renewable 
energy purchases on the part of its customers. More
over, other financing options such as a joint utility/ 
lender financing arrangement or financing through a 
utility subsidiary may be possible. 

Federal Policy 

The foundation of federal support for solar/renew
able energy activities by utilities is strong; and prom· 
ises to be further strengthened by the removal of 
certain reservations about extensive utility participa
tion in renewable commercialization. 

The underpinnings of federal support have been laid 
over the last several years in the passage of various 
acts under the National Energy Plan. The Energy Con
servation Act of 1976, the creation of the Department 
of Energy, the Energy Tax Act of 1978, the National 
Energy Conservation Policy Act of 1978 (NECPA} and 



the Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act of 197 8 all 
have encouraged energy conservation and the use of 
renewables. 

Public Information and Data Collection 

One of the major roles utilities can play in further
ing the use of solar and renewable energy is to make 
the public aware of the federal incentives available. 
The premier federal incentives are the tax credits 
offered through the Energy Tax Act of 1978 which are 
available to homeowners and businesses. 

In recognition of the potential for utilities to pro
vide energy information to their customers, the De
partment of Energy has asked utilities to participate 
in the Residential Conservation Service !RCS) Pro
gram of NECPA. Through the RCS Program, utilities 
conduct energy audits of residences upon request in 
order to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of energy con
servation measures and renewable energy systems for 
the audited houses. 

In evaluating the effectiveness of a solar applica
tion, the auditor must provide an estimate of the total 
costs of installation of the system by a contractor or 
the homeowner and an estimate of the savings on en
ergy costs resulting from the installation. The auditor 
must also provide a description of the solar system 
assumed in the energy savings estimate, including 
explanation of collector characteristics, collector siz
ing, storage characteristics, necessary freeze protec
tion, physical connections to existing household sys
tems, required site preparation, and estimated percen
tage of load to be met by solar energy.49 

Quality Assurance 

If the RCS audit determines that solar energy is a 
preferred application, the utility may only suggest 
solar suppliers that carry systems meeting the HUD 
Intermediate Minimum Property Standards Supple
ment, and may only suggest installation contractors 
who comply with HUD installation standards and 
who use HUD-approved materials.50 The HUD regu
lations insure some degree of product quality. 

Another part of the RCS Program requires utilities 
to perform random inspections of installations. Each 
installing contractor must have four of his first ten 
installations of both active solar hot water and active 
space heating inspected by the utility to insure that 
they meet required standards. 

Further pursuit of quality assurance activities by 
the utility in such areas as testing, certification, and 
installer training is not mandated by federal regula
tions; however, such programs may prove useful addi-
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6. Utility Involvement 

tion to RCS implementation.s• 

Utility Finan~ing 

If solar energy is determined to be a preferred appli
cation through the RCS audit, the utility must be 
willing to aid the homeowner in arranging for the 
financ ing of the system. The definition of "arrange" 
has been left up to the states in their implementation 
of the program. However, DOE has said that arranging 
for financing must extend beyond the distribution of 
lists of lenders and information on shopping for loans.s1 

Other sections of NECPA reflect initial reservations 
on the federal government's part about allowing utili-· 
ties to extend their market advantage into the solar 
area through the financing and installation of resi
dential solar systems. Through concern about adverse 
effects on competition in the fledgling solar/ renew
able industry, NECPA provisions prohibit utilities 
from supplying, installing, or financing loans to resi
dential customers for energy conservation and solar 
systems.53 

The prohibition does not apply to utilities engaging 
in such activities at the time of enactment. It also 
does not apply to home furnace efficiency modifica
tions, clock thermostats, or devices associated with 
load management techniques for the type of energy 
sold by the utility. The Act imposes a $300 limit on 
all other utility-financed conservation loans. 

These prohibitions may be waived by the Secretary 
of Energy upon petition by the utility, if the utility 
demonstrates that fair and reasonable prices and rates 
of interest would be charged, and if the Secretary 
finds, after consultation with the Federal Trade Com
mission, that such activities would not be inconsis
tent with the prevention of unfair methods of compe
tition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices. 

However, there have been second thoughts in 
Washington on the wisdom of excluding utilities from 
providing solar-related services. Electrical Week 
quoted one Economic Regulatory Administration 
source as saying, "The bottom line is that if we are to 
get something done quickly, we need the utilities to 
do it."54 As S. David Freeman, Chairman of the Tennes
see Valley Authority, recently testified at a congres
sional hearing, the present restrictions on utility con
servation efforts discount the great potential of utility 
delivery systems and could have a retarding effect on 
solar market penetration.ss 

One more federal caveat to utility financing of 
solar/ renewable installations revolves around Federal 
Trade Commission consumer claims regulations. As 
pointed out by the City of Austin Law Department: 
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In effect, those regulations modify the holder in due 
course doctrine for commercial paper where a con
sumer loan is involved. Simply put, the old rule was 
that a person who held a note was protected from 
claims by the consumer except in certain limited 
circumstances. Under the current rule, a person who 
holds the note is answerable to the consumer for all 
claims. Thus, if a solar system were installed by a 
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Appendix , ,1 

Tex •• Utilitiea Com pany-Solar/Renewable Activit ies• 

Texas Utilities Company ITU! has initiated a solar 
program for its three subsidiaries-Dallas Power and 
Light, Texas Power and Light, and Texas Electric Ser
vice Company. The objective of the solar program is, 
"To investigate, develop, and visibly demonstrate our 
interest in solar energy and to encourage solar energy 
technologies. that will impact the Companies' summer 
peak and annual load factor in a posit ive manner and 
benefit the customers of the Companies." The program 
calls for the TU Companies to become active in pro
viding information to those interested in solar energy
incl uding consumers, installers, and solar dealers-as 
well as providing quality assurance for "approved" 
solar installations. The program also calls for a con
tinuation of load gathering efforts on solar homes and 
the demonstration of solar systems that are practical 
and cost-effective in their service areas. Plans call for 
"every available avenue" to be used to inform the 
public, both local and national, of the program. Fol
lowing are some of the specific program features. 

The Companies will develop handout materials on 
either contractor-installed or do-it-yourself active and 
passive solar systems. As another means of customer 
education, seminars and workshops will be held to get 
interested persons involved in solar energy. A Solar 
Hot Line will be established to allow the consumer 
easy access to general information about solar energy 

•Taken from Tom Halicki and Jeanne Schillaci, "Solar/ 
Utility Interface," draft report, Public Utility Com
mission of Texas, pp. 84-85. 

and the Companies' solar programs as well as access 
to technical assistance. 

A comprehensive solar water heating program will 
be established, targeted at consumers, dealers, and 
contractors. Appropriate solar water heating systems 
will be encouraged through consumer and dealer sem-

. inars. Workshops on solar system marketing and in
stallation will also be held for interested dealers and 
contractors who, if willing to meet certain material 
and installation standards, may be certified in TU's 
National Energy Watch Dealer/Contractor Program. 
Company personnel and outside professionals will 
provide the training in these workshops. Participating 
contractors will also receive technical assistance from 
the TU Companies as well as material and installation 
guidelines. A list of participating contractors will be 
made available to interested customers. Installations 
done by approved dealers and contractors in conjunc
tion wiht TU's solar program will be inspected by a 
utility representative. 
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Texas Utilities plans to continue its solar system 
monitoring program and expand it to include moni
toring both gas and electric backup systems and BTU 
metering. Data gathered will be expanded to include 
commercial, agricultural, and industrial applications, 
in addition ·to residential applications. 
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Appendix ,,2 

City of Seattle, Washington- Solar/Renewable Activities•. 

Local Energy Situation 

Seattle has become a Northwest center for manu
facturing, services, shipping and government. After a 
recession in the early 1970s, caused by a decline in 
the aerospace industry which was then the area's 
largest employer, the city's economy has diversified. 
Over the last decade, new industries have moved into 
the area, attracted by the city's educated population, 
cheap electricity, and good port facilities. Increasing 
trade with the Far East has caused the Port of Seattle 
to grow rapidly, surpassing Oakland in gross tonnage 
handled in 1978. 

Heating degree days in Seattle average 5185 annual
ly, with an annual cooling degree day average of 199. 
The primary fuels used in the residential, commercial 
and industrial sectors are oil and natural gas. The city 
owns Seattle City Light (SCL), an electric utility which 
produces 70-80% of its power at hydroelectric dams 
on the Skagit and Pende Orille Rivers. Additional 

· electricity is bought from the Federal Bonneville 
Power Authority and other utilities. SCL's rates are 
the lowest in the nation for a major city. 

En ergy Goals, Policies and Plans 

The Seattle City Council has adopted as a City goal 
the conservation of 230MW of energy by 1990, to 
avoid the need to construct additional generating 
capacity. New capacity would probably consist of 
thermal plants, which would substantially increase 
SCL's current hydro-based rates. 

This goal was identified as a result of Energy 1990, 
an examination of options for the city's energy future. 
Faced with a decision on whether to participate in the 
financing of two new nuclear plants, the City under
took this fourteen-month study directed by a panel of 
citizens and performed by outside consultants. The 
process was well publicized and included a number of 
public hearings. This effort built on the result of an 
earlier study by the Seattle WOO Commission, which 

•Taken from U.S. Department of Energy, Local Gov
ernment Energy A ctivities: Case Studies of Twelve 
Cities. vol. 3, Report No. PE-0015/ 3 [Washington: 
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979), pp. 
IX.1-14. 
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had already indentified the need for a comprehensiv~ 
City energy policy and the desirability of reaching a 
steady level of per capita energy consumption by the 
year 2000. 

The City Council has also adopted a number of 
policies in support of the 230MW goal, covering the 
energy program's organization and implementation 
guidelines (i.e., electrical demand forecasting, use of 
ASHRAE 90-75, rate-making). 

Energy Organization and Intra
Governmental Relationships 

There are two energy-related units in the Seattle 
government, one in the executive office and the other 
in the municipal utility. The City Energy Office ICEO) 
has two full-time staff and reports directly to the 
Mayor. They are primarily responsible for developing 
and evaluating policies and programs, such as the 
building code revision and municipal conservation 
activities. They have just received a Comprehensive 
Community Energy Management Planning ICCEMP) 
grant from DOE, and will be expanding their work in 
energy management and data analysis. 

The job of the Office of Conservation at Seattle City 
Light (SCL) is to convince and assist citizens, business 
and industry to conserve sufficient energy so that it is 
not necessary to build additional thermal generating 
capacity to meet demand prior to 1990. However, 
several hydro-electric projects are being planned. The 
Conservation Office is responsible for the planning, 
coordination, implementation, and evaluation of SCL's 
community conservation programs. They also fund 
activities in other city departments. SCL has about 80 
people working on conservation. 

Eighty percent of CEO's funding is provided by SCL, 
and 20 percent from the City's General Fund. SCL's 
conservation activities are primarily funded by the 
utility, with about $3 million for the program and $3 
million for capital improvements. In addition, the 
Conservation Office received $523,000 from the Eco
nomic Regulatory Administration in DOE during FY 
1978-79, part of a 5 year, $2.2 million cooperative 
agreement. 

Other City departments with energy responsibili
ties are: 



- General Services Department- building and 
vehicle maintenance. 

- Engineering Department-streetlight conversion. 
- Building Department-providing technical in-

put on development of energy conserving build
ing code, inspects buildings to ensure compliance 
with building codes. 

- Office of Policy Planning-prepares land use and 
capital improvement plans, analyzes load fore
casting and regional power planning needs. 

- Department of Human Resources-handles Fed
erally-funded Weatherization program. 

Energy Programs-Within the Government 

Administrative and Employee Programs 

SCL has established an Employee Awareness program 
to keep their staff informed about conservation devel
opment. One vehicle used is Network, the employee 
publication. In addition, there are displays through
out the building and energy saving devices are avail
able at the employees' store. In order to assist other 
City offices, SCL maintains a Conservation Informa
tion Service, which makes available books, reports, 
abstracts and bibliographies. They also conduct energy 
management seminars for City employees. 

Vehicle Fleet Maintenance 

The Department of General Services is converting 
to smaller cars, and to diesel ,for heavy equipment. 
They began monitoring gas consumption in 1972, and 
by 1978 had reduced their annual use by 25 percent. 
General Services is considering the use of portable 
electronic pagers as a way to reduce gas consumption 
an additional 1~15 percent. 

New Facilities 

New facilties constructed by the City would meet 
the standards in the energy conserving building code 
now being developed. 

Existing Facilities 

SCL monitors the energy used in their own opera
tions. An inter-divisional Energy Management Com
mittee was formed in April 1978, and meets monthly 
to work on improving the efficiency of utility's facili
ties. Pilot energy audits were begun in August 1978. 

In 1976-77, Seattle City Light converted its building 
to a heat pump/heat recovery system, and through 
other retrofit measures has reduced its consumption 
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of electricity by over SO percent. All city buildings 
observe a maximum of 68° for heating and 78° for 
cooling. 

Street Lighting 

In May 1977, 8,394 streetlights were shut off, based 
on a plan drawn by the Police, Engineering, and Light
ing Departments. Remaining lights are being con
verted to more efficient high pressure sodium lamps 
in several stages. The first stage will cost about 
$600,000, with 80 percent coming from the Federal 

· Highway Administration. Later stages are expected to 
be locally funded. 

Energy Programs in the Community 

Citizen Participation 

Active citizen participation was an important fac
tor in the development of Seattle's energy policy. In 
testimony before the House Interstate and Foreign 
Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Power, SCL's 
project manager for Seattle 1990 said about the citi
zens committee which oversaw the project: 

"We offered what I believe was a key ingredient to the 
success of any public involvement program and any
one wishing to model their own studies after the 
Energy 1990 example should keep this in mind. The 
key ingredient was a true commitment by the utility 
to listen to the committee, to give the committee 
complete freedom to all information and facts desired, 
to allow all activities to be conducted openly, and to 
allow all conclusions, recommendations and opinions 
to be published as a part of the final report. While the 
utility reserved the right to make its own final deci· 
sions, this commitment guaranteed that nothing would 
be swept under the rug and won the dedication and 
hard work of the committee members.# 

Participants in the energy 1990 process feel that the 
widespread public involvement has had a variety of 
benefits, including: 

- Development of an educated, sophisticated body 
of citizens and consumers; 

- Making energy a legitimate issue for voters and 
public officials; 

- Laying of the foundation necessary for success
ful implementation of a conservation program 
requiring active public support and participation. 

Seattle now has five citizen committees, dealing 
with electric rates, service requirements, their coop
erative agreement with DOE, planning for the City's 
CCEMP grant, and outdoor/decorative lighting. 
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Education/Public Information 

SCL has an extensive public information and ser
vices program, including: 

- Provision of on-site audits for industries and 
businesses, and energy management training by 
type of industry/business; 

- Provision of home energy audits, available on 
weekends and evenings; 

- Development of audit handbook for hotels, mo
tels, multistory office buildings, and community 
centers; 

- Thermographic photographs, showing heat losses 
from all structures in the city, with new ones 
expected to be available every two or three years; 

- Energy conservation programs in schools, and 
curriculum training for teachers; 

- Program of grants to neighborhood organizations 
for innovative projects; 

- Community Outreach meetings, to involve citi
zens; 

- Ad campaigns on conservation in general and 
particular SCL programs; 

- Provision of exhibits for events like fairs; 
- An Energy Information Center in the lobby of 

SCL's building; 
- An information hot line. 

Conservation Incentives 

Seattle does not offer conservation incentives such 
as property exemptions, however, the utility offers a 
number of services which would encourage conserva
tion. SCL provides free home insulation to low income 
and handicapped persons. They install water heater 
jackets for the cost of materials (about $9). Electric 
heat customers are offered insulation financing for 
three years at six percent interest, and are only re
quired to repay 90 percent of the loan. SCL plans to 
expand this financing program to commercial and 
industrial customers in 1979. Any home insulated 
under an SCL program is so certified, which can be 
useful at time of sale. 

Regulatory 

Seattle has the power to establish a more stringent 
building code than the state. In conjunction with 
King County, they are developing an energy-conserving 
code based on ASHRAE 90-75. In addition, the City 
has prohibited the installation of a single master meter 
in a multi-family residential structure, and set mini
mum efficiency standards that buildings must meet 
before they will be provided with a new SCL hook-up. 

The City Energy Office is examining the feasibility 
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of requiring that attics be insulated by the time the 
residence is sold or a new/ transferred hookup is re
quested from SCL. 

Planning 

Rather than a comprehensive plan, Seattle has a 
policy catalog which includes a chapter on energy. 
Their Capital Improvement Program and their Com
munity Development Block Grant plan both specify 
energy conservation as a high priority. Other than 
beginning research to develop a solar access code, 
there has been no action to modify existing land use 
regulations. 

Transportation 

Freeways around Seattle have special carpool/bus 
lanes and exits. The City is implementing a Compre
hensive Bikeway Plan which, when complete, will 
provide a north-south bikeway through the central 
business district to facilitate commuting. An extended 
walkway system is planned for downtown, and the 
limitation of downtown parking is a goal of the Seattle 
2000 plan. 

Resource Recovery and Fuel Production 

Seattle and King County are jointly investigating 
the feasibility of a regional resource recovery system. 

Municipal Utility 

As noted, Seattle City Light has primary responsi
bility for implementation of the City's conservation 
program. The utility is regulated by the City Council 
and Mayor. 

Residential customers are charged on an inverted 
rate schedule. Some industries still get declining block 
rates, but these rates are being flattened. Seasonal 
time-of-day rates have been adopted for all customers. 
SCL is conducting a study of the effect of different rate 
structures on consumption. They are also, with DOE 
funding, developing an Hourly Load Prediction Sys
tem, to improve the quality of short term load fore
casting 11-24 hours). 

SCL is maximizing the efficiency of their existing 
system through Operation Sweep Up, which is up
grading hydro facilities, transmission lines, and dis
tribution systems. They are also investigating the use 
of renewable energy resources for power production. 

Solar and Other Alternative Technologies 

Despite the cloudiness for which Seattle is famous, 
SCL has stated that the city receives about 80 percent 



as much solar insolation as the Southwest. To encour
age its use, the city has begun research leading to 
development of a solar access ordinance. SCL offers 
public information on solar energy and has requested 
a new consumer-oriented solar technical advisor posi
tion for 1979. In addition, SCL has the following re
search and demonstration projects: 

- Project Weathervane- a solar and wind retro
fitted house 

- Solar Heat Pump System on Fire Station #13 
- Odessa Brown Children's Clinic with Active Solar 

System 
SCL is working with the University of Washington 

on the feasibility of using local trees as a source of 
fuel for electric generation. They are also prospecting 
for good wind sites, and planning a district heating 
demonstration system using waste heat from substa
tion transformers. 

Data Collection and Use 

The Municipal Energy Consumption and Cost Re
porting System is being implemented by the City 
Energy Office. This system requires eleven City de
partments to keep records on electric usage but will 
be expanded under the CCEMP program. 

SCL has been collecting community electrical con
sumption data by end tise. The City will develop a 
similar set of data for oil and gas, as part of the CCEMP 
activities. 

Energy Emergency Preparedness 

The State of Washington has lead responsibility in 
development of an energy emergency plan. Work on 
the plan has been undertaken, but has not yet been 
completed. 

Monitoring and Evaluation 

SCL has developed a computerized system to moni
tor the progress of its community programs. It has 
also developed an evaluation plan covering these pro
grams, and early results have been used to modify 
their implementation. 

Relationships With Other Levels of 
Government and Outside Institutions 

County 

The City and County are working together on the 
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building code and resource recovery studies, but have 
not had extensive contact beyond these specific tasks. 
However, it is anticipated that this will change as the 
CCEMP programs get under way. 

Regional Organization 

The Puget Sound Council of Governments has not 
been active in energy. 

State 

Contact between Seattle and the State of Washing
ton is limited. People in the city feel that the state is 
generally oriented toward production, particularly 
nuclear, rather than toward conservation. 

Federal 

Seattle City Energy Office received a CCEMP grant, 
and SCL has received several Federal grants over the 
past two years. 

Ideal Roles 

Federal Government 

- Provide financial assistance to local govern
ments; 

- Provide a network for exchange of information 
among state and local governments; 

- Require states to pass funding on to locals; 
- Develop guidelines for local energy plans; 
- Deal directly with local governments. 

State Government 

- Develop land use, transportation and tax poli
cies which encourage the use of alternative 
resources; 

- Develop energy conserving building code; 
- Assist local governments. 

Local Government 

- Do municipal energy planning; 
- Develop energy codes and standards; 
- Provide information and technical advisory ser-

vices to citizens; 
- Implement energy policies of state and federal 

governments. 
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Tennessee Valley Authority- Solar/Renewable Activitie~• 

The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) has imple
mented two solar hot water demonstration programs, 
one in Memphis and the second in Nashville. These 
demonstration programs were designed to demonstrate 
the practicality and availability of solar hot water 
heaters and to spur regional economic growth by de
veloping small businesses. 

In the Memphis Demonstration Project, TVA per
sonnel inspect the homes of interested customers to 
determine whether a solar system can be feasibly 
installed on the home. If a customer wishes to have a 
solar system installed in his home, TV A offers a 20-
year low interest loan (3.5%) to cover the cost of the 
solar system and its installation. Only one specific 
solar system approved by the TV A is installed in the 
Memphis program. No down payment on the system 
is required of the homeowner. When a contract is 
signed, TVA credits Memphis Light with the amount 
of the loan, and the loan payments by the solar cus
tomer are made in their monthly electric bill pay
ments to Memphis Light. To exercise quality control, 
the installations are performed by crews which have 
completed an accredited training course given by 
both the system manufacturer and TV A. A compre
hensive post-installation inspection is conducted by 
TV A solar personnel. 

As of October 1979, TV A had received 2603 requests 
for information on the Memphis program, had signed 
333 contracts, and had installed and inspected 193 
solar systems. It has been estimated that the Memphis 
project will supply nearly 4200 megawatt-hours per 
year per 1,000 systems installed, resulting in a life
cycle savings of approximately 84,000 megawatt-hours 
per 1,000 systems installed. 

The Nashville Demonstration Project has a goal 
the installation of 10,000 solar hot water heaters by 
the end of 1983. Interested customers whose homes 

•Taken from Tom Halicki and Jeanne Schillaci, "Solar/ 
Utility Interface," draft report, Public Utility Com
mission of Texas, pp. 85-87. 
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are acceptable for solar applications will be offered a 
choice among various approved solar systems and a 
selection of qualifited companies to install the systems. 
In selecting approved systems, TV A wrote solar manu
facturers announcing the program. Those manufac
turers who wished to have their solar systems con
sidered agreed to have their systems tested. Those 
tested systems which met TV A standards are included 
in the selection offered to the homeowner. Customers 
are also given a choice of two different financing 
plans: a level payment plan and a graduated payment 
plan. Twenty year loans at a 6.5% interest rate are 
offered for the solar systems, which range in price 
from $1,500.to $2,700. Again, the local utility, Nash
ville Electric Service, collects the monthly loan pay
ments through the electric bills. In addition, Nashville 
Electric Service will publish a bulletin concerning as
pects of the demonstration project. 

No systems have been installed as yet, with the first 
systems scheduled to be installed early this year. The 
total project cost is estimated to be nearly $35 million. 
It is expected that $23 million will be repaid by cus
tomer solar system purchases, and $12 million will be 
accrued in benefits to the TV A system. An estimated 
41,925 megawatt-hours will be saved for each 10,000 
systems installed. 

A third TV A program is the "Solar Homes for the 
Valley" program, which involves the design, construc
tion, and monitoring of passive solar homes. Archi
tects at TV A designed 11 types of passive houses 
which will be used in building approximately 35 
homes. A minimum of two and a maximum of six 
houses will be built from each design. An incentive 
payment of $2,500 will be offered to customers who 
buy the homes in return for allowing TV A to monitor 
the performace of the houses. 
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Pacific Gae and Electric Com pany-Solar/Renewable Activities• 

Pacific Gas and Electricity IPGEI of California found 
that due to rising marginal costs and, subsequently, 
rising customer bills, it was time to reduce rather 
than seek energy loads in order to slow cost increases. 
The utility felt one means of accomplishing this was 
to develop their involvement in solar energy. The 
Company's involvement was accompanied by cau
tious optimism, as a statement by a Company spokes
man before the California Public Utility Commission 
indicated: 

We feel each step to develop utilities' involvement 
should be taken only as sufficient background infor· 
mation is developed. Such steps will be successful and 
beneficial only through cooperation between solar 
industry and utilities. 

The first few programs undertaken by the Company 
were designed to inform customers about solar systems 
and to obtain performance data on them. The Com
pany's most visible and publicized program was called 
the Residential Solar Technology Demonstration Pro
gram. Nine homes constructed in PGE's service area 
by local builders were fitted with solar systems bought 
by the Company. Each home was then open to the 
public for periods ranging from three months to one 
year. As of July 1979, over 170,000 people had visited 
the demonstration homes, which employed both ac
tive and passive solar systems. One home was used as 
a setting for a movie on solar energy by the Electric 
Power Research Institute (EPRI). In addition, two PGE 
customer service offices were constructed with solar 
heating systems. 

The Company has agreements with the demonstra
tion homes to allow PGE to monitor them for up to 
four years when occupied. A number of other residen
tial, commercial, agricultural, and industrial solar 
systems are also being monitored for data. Once the 
data has been gathered and interpreted, the results are 
compiled into a semiannual report called the Solar 
Heating and Cooling Monitoring Report and made 
available to the public. 

Two other public information programs have been 
developed by Pacific Gas and Electric Company. The 
Company participated in various education programs 

*Taken from Tom Halicki and Jeanne Schillaci, "Solar/ 
Utility Interface," draft report, Public Utility Com· 
mission of Texas, pp. 89-91. 

designed to inform their customers about the nature 
of solar energy. For example, in 1978 Pacific Gas and 
Electricity was active in twenty-five solar seminars, 
expositions, fairs, and the like. As another public 
information function, the Company has made avail
able upon request a list of solar contractors that was 

· drawn up in conjunction with the solar division of the 
Electric and Gas Industries Association. This program 
has been in effect since 1977. 

IOI 

The most recent Pacific Gas and Electric programs 
are designed to link their customers that are interested 
in purchasing solar systems with reputable members 
of the solar industry. One such program is the Sun
therm Home Program, which operates in conjunction 
with Pacific Gas and Electricity's Premium Energy 
Conservation Home !PECH) Program, which encour
ages builders to utilize conservation techniques to 
reduce home energy use by 20 percent. Builders con
structing homes in the PECH Program are encouraged 
to include passive space heating and active domestic 
hot water heating systems in one-sixth of the cost of 
the solar systems. The Suntherm Home Program is 
designed to help stimulate the use of solar energy in 
new homes. 

The benefits of this program to the utility were 
presented in· testimony to the California Public Utility 
Commission: 

The Suntherm Home Program passes the test of cost· 
effectivenes to an investor-owned utility. By conser· 
vatively extrapolating the energy saved by the solar 
system, we find that the present value of fuel savings 
to the utility exceeds the value of the incentives 
payment in about six years; and the solar system will 
continue to function for 15-30 years. In other words, 
since both fuel supply and conservation programs are 
paid for in identical fashion by the utility, we can 
"buy" the Suntherm Home Program at a cost far less 
than the cost of the fuel it displaces. 

The Company has plans to test a new program in 1980 
that is designed to provide solar systems to the retro· 
fit market. Some means of aid will be offered to persons 
who wish to retrofit their home with cost-effective 
solar systems, if the program is approved by the Cali-
fornia PUC. · 

Auditors are also being trained by Pacific Gas and 
Electricity to visit commercial, industrial, and agri
cultural utility customers. The auditors will be trained 
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to assess the potential of solar applications for these 
customers. The Utility also has specialized auditors 
who have more extensive solar training to discuss 
what solar applications may be the most cost-effective 
with those customers who show an interest. The Com· 
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pany has also helped residential customers assess the 
practicality of solar systems in their homes and has 
aided them in locating reliable solar businesses. This 
latter program has been in existence for two years. 
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City of Loa Angeles, California-Solar/Renewable Activities• 

Local Energy Situation 

The City of Los Angeles is Southern California's 
major center for manufacturing, finance and com
merce. Because of its sprawling urban fonn, with over 
200 miles of freeways and the absence of a comprehen
sive public transit system, Los Angelenos are particu
larly dependent on automobiles for transportation. 

The climate in Los Angeles is moderate throughout 
the year. There are 1,819 annual average heating de
gree days and 1,185 annual average cooling degree 
days. The residential, industrial and commercial sec
tors depend primarily on oil and gas. Oil is also the 
major fuel for electrical generation. 

Energy Goals, Policies and Plans 

In 1977, the Los Angeles City Council adopted an 
Energy Policy. It states: 

It is the policy of the City of Los Angeles to actively 
promote energy conservation in both new and exist· 
ing buildings; to support State and Federal legislation 
which provides reasonable tax incentives and finan · 
cial assistance for individuals and businesses for vol
untary initiation of energy conservation measures; to 
develop and support mandatory conservation mea· 
sures which can be shown to be cost-effective over the 
life of the measures required, as long as no unreason
~ble burden is placed upon affected individuals or 
businesses; to monitor the activites of other jurisdic
tions and organiztions to determine the potential for 
application of their energy conservation programs 
within the City of Los Angeles; to work in close coop
eration with State and Federal energy agencies in the 
development, review and implementation of effective 
and reasonable energy conservation programs; and to 
encourage the interdepartmental exchange of infor
mation regarding energy conservation by all City de
partments. All City departments are hereby instructed 
to abide by this policy statement in performing their 
activities with regard to energy conservation for other 

•Taken from U.S. Department of Energy, Local Gov
ernment Energy Activities: Case Studies of Twelve 
Cities, vol. 3, Report No. PE-0015/ 3 (Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979), pp. 
V.l -14. 

applicable Council actions, policies and budget con
straints. 

In May 1978, the Mayor proposed a Solar Energy 
Policy for the City, which recommended the use of 
solar energy in new and existing City facilities; better 

. organization to obtain Federal funding for solar dem
onstrations; City support for solar incentives at the 
State and Federal levels; and the provision by the City 
of assistance to consumers and businesses investing 
in solar energy. The proposal has been assigned to the 
Council's energy committee. 
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Energy Organization and lntragovern
mental Relationships 

Organization 

Following the 1973 OPEC oil embargo, the City 
Council created an Interdepartmental Committee on 
Energy Conservation to establish a conservation pro
gram for City operations. The Committee became 
active in late 1975, with the appointment of a full
time Energy Coordinator. In addition to overseeing in
house efforts, the coordinator also does policy devel
opment and analysis for the Mayor and Council. He 
has two staff working for him, one of whom is CET A
funded. 

Los Angeles's program is actually implemented 
through line departments, under the general review of 
the Interdepartmental Committee on Energy Conser
vation. The Departments with major energy responsi
bilites are: Water and Power (the municipal utility); 
Public Works (including the Bureaus of Public Build
ings, Sanitation, Engineering, Streetlighting); Supplies; 
Recreation and Parks; and Planning. 

In addition to City staff, Los Angeles has used sev
eral citizens committees. The first, in 197 4, addressed 
how to cope with the blackouts predicted in six months 
by the municipal utility because of the oil embargo. 
In six days, the citizens recommended a stringent 
conservation contingency plan, which was adopted 
by the City Council. In 1977, the Mayor's Blue Ribbon 
Committee on the Department of Water and Power 
developed a new rate structure for the municipal util
ity. And the Solar City Committee, which advises the 
Mayor on encouraging the use of solar energy and 
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growth of a local solar industry, developed the solar 
policy recently submitted to the City Council. 

Priorities 

If additional energy funding were available, L.A. 
would add staff to fully implement the City's in-house 
program, with emphasis on cogeneration and very 
energy efficient design. Attention would also be given 
to innovative ways to promote and deliver solar energy 
in the community. If energy funds were cut, personnel 
would be reassigned, and program implementation 
efforts reduced or eliminated. 

Energy Programs-Within the Government 

Administrative and Employee 

The Mayor has issued several executive orders re
lating to energy conservation programs in the City 
government, including setting a 5% reduction goal for 
FY 76-77, which was not met. Reasons include late 
start-up, lack of cooperation from departments, and 
program expansion. Implementation problems have 
continued to keep the savings level well below what 
could be achieved with minimal investment. 

The Mayor has also issued a policy memo, requiring 
each department to develop an energy conservation 
plan for all their facilities. The departmental plans 
will be melded into a master plan for energy conserva
tion for the City. Other administrative measures taken 
include directing City staff to develop a way to make 
energy explicit and accountable in departmental b~d
gets; to set up a New Conservation Product Evaluau?n 
Group to review improved technologies and keep City 
agencies informed; to appoint an energy coordinator 
in each department; to reschedule some janitorial ser
vices during the day; and to put conservation stickers 
on light switches. 

Los Angeles has also tried to involve City employees 
by distributing leaflets, devoting an issue of the per
sonnel newsletter to energy, soliciting staff sugges
tions, and by organizing car and van pools which 
receive preferential parking. 

Vehicle Fleet Policy 

Since 197 6, the City has been purchasing subcom
pacts for all non-emergency uses. In response to a 
recommendation from the Interdepartmental Com
mittee on Energy Conservation, the Department of 
Supplies began to consider EPA mileage ratings in 
purchase decisions, beginning in 197 6. They buy heavy 

equipment using diesel fuel. . 
Maintenance procedures have been improved. Two 

trucks have been outfitted with testing devices to 
study vehicle costs and efficiencies using various fuels 
and technologies. . . 

Fuel purchasing and dispensing for most City vehi
cles have been centralized in the Department of Sup
plies. Records are kept of fuel consumption, and a 
computerized system is being considered. 

New Facilities 

The Bureau of Public Buildings contracts for out· 
side architectural and engineering services for most 
new construction. Contracting firms are instructed to 
comply with California's energy conserv~t~on stan
dards for non-residential building. In addition, they 
must submit as part of their preliminary design, an 
analysis of energy consumption alternatives, from 
which the City will choose. This process is required 
by a 1976 policy memo from the ~ay?r, _decla~ng 
energy efficiency to be the highest pnonty m design
ing buildings. 

Existing Facilities 

In response to the 1973 oil embargo, Los Angeles 
cut back the City's energy consumption in buildings 
by 25 percent. This figure has fallen to zero in Council
controlled Departments because of the addition of 
new equipment and offices, the rescinding of some of 
the emergency measures, and the general decline in 
the level of concern about energy. 

Buildings are heated to 64-66°, and cooled to 76-78°. 
Inefficient incandescent lights are being replaced by 
fluorescent fixtures. City building personnel are being 
trained in energy management seminars. 

Two major facility audits were done to demonstrate 
the potential savings available. The review of City 
Hall South found that 37 percent of the building's 
energy could be saved through an investment of 
$10,000, which would be paid back in four months. 
The Bureau of Public Buildings has started to imple
ment the recommended measure. 
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An audit at Stoner Park identified seven measures 
costing $7,400, with a two-year pay back. The Recrea
tion and Parks Department, which has three CET A
funded conservation workers, then audited 10 addi
tional facilities. They developed a $253,000 program, 
with a 17-year pay back period. One reason for the 
long payback is that the Department recommended 
upgrading of lighting levels during the installation of 
new equipment, which substantially cut annual sav
ings. 



Streetlighting 

During the 1973 oil embargo, the City adopted an 
emergency plan which included de-activation of some 
streetlights. However, public complaints caused most 
of them to be re-activated. 

The Bureau of Streetlighting has a long term energy 
conservation plan, which projects complete replace
ment of all incandescent lights within ten years. The 
City has begun a program to test prototypes of energy 
efficient streetlights compatible with their existing 
system. These were developed in cooperation with 
lighting manufacturers, when it was discovered that 
no compatible products were commercially available. 
The program is being paid for by the City, with munic
ipal utility financing. 

Energy Programs- In the Community 

Citizen Participation 

As noted earlier, citizen panels have been used to 
develop an emergency plan, outline a rate structure 
for the municipal utility, and lay out a solar policy. 

Education/Public Information 

The Department of Water and Power (DWP), the 
municipal utility, has put out a conservation plan 
dated November 1978, which describes their programs 
for public awareness, energy conservation, and water 
conservation. Apartment house owners will be per
sonally contacted with an offer from DWP to convert 
master meters into meters for individual units. A 
Department supported Explorer Scout Post will be 
used to disseminate information in economically dis
advantaged neighborhoods. 

Small businesses will be invited to training semi
nars designed for particular Standard Industrial Class
ification categories (e.g., office buildings, restaurants), 
at which individual audits will be offered. Large busi
nesses will be offered surveys, and if the results are 
implemented, will also receive in-depth audits. This 
program, which is also organized by SIC code, is de
signed to develop expertise in particular fields, which 
can be used to develop seminars. Audits will also be 
offered to residences with high levels of consumption. 

Public information services to be offered include a 
newsletter for commercial and industrial customers, 
a hotline computer center, a speakers bureau, new 
literature, a mobile display unit, and a new billing 
format showing a 12-month consumption history. 
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Conservation Incentives 

The City of Los Angeles does not offer conservation 
incentives, such as trade-offs for developers. 

Regulatory 

In 1976, the Mayor's Blue Ribbon Committee on 
the Department of Water and Power proposed, and 
the City Council adopted, a rate structure based on 
marginal pricing which strongly favored conserving 
customers and penalized large consumers. Although 

· this proposal was later invalidated in a court decision, 
the City Council adopted a revised schedule with the 
same effect. 
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The City's Building and Safety Department enforces 
the state energy conserving building code. They also 
require testing of equipment to be used in buildings. 
within the jurisdiction, including solar systems. 

Planning 

The City does not have a separate energy section in 
their Comprehensive Plan, but covers the subject in 
the general systems element. They are in the process 
of developing a solar rights ordinance to protect the 
access of solar system owners to sunlight. 

Transportation 

The City of Los Angeles helps support the Com
muter Computer, a regional carpool matching pro
gram. According to the Comprehensive Plan's Freeway 
Transit Element, about 280 miles of freeway bus and 
carpool lanes are being considered. The City's Parking 
Management Plan includes incentives to induce bus
inesses and industry to reduce parking and sponsor 
alternative means of transportation. 

Resource Recovery and Fuel Production 

For the past 30 years, methane has been produced 
from sewage sludge at the Hyperion Treatment Plant. 
The gas provides the energy to run the methane
production process, and the excess is sold to DWP for 
use in thermal power generation. 

DWP and the Department of Public Works are 
working together on the extraction of methane from 
the Sheldon-Arleta landfill. The system is expected to 
go into production during 1979, and the product will 
be used by DWP for thermal power generation. It is 
planned that the Toyon Canyon landfill will also be 
evaluated for gas recovery after it is completed. 

Experimental work leading to a solid waste resource 
recovery system is under way. Satisfactory refuse 
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grinder and ferrous metals recovery systems have 
been developed, and funds for an air classifier were 
provided in FY 77-78. 

Municipal Utility 

The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power 
(DWP), which is the City's energy coordinator, has 
shown that it spends less on conservation per cus
tomer than any other major utility in the state. In 
part, this reflects their appointed mission. The City 
Charter does not specifically address water or power 
conservation, although the City Attorney has inter
preted the language in a way that allows substantial 
activity. 

Solar and Other Alternative Technologies 

In 1976, the Mayor announced his intention to 
make Los Angeles "Solar City." L.A. would demon
strate the technology's potential and become a solar 
research, manufacturing and marketing center. The 
Solar City Committee was formed to help achieve 
these goals. 

Demonstration projects now under construction 
are these: 

- Hyperion Sewage Treatment Plant-a solar hot 
water system for the administration building; 

- Optimum Energy House- a DWP-sponsored ex
hibit across from the LA Convention Center, 
displaying low-cost conservation techniques and 
a solar-assisted heat pump; 

- Fire Station-prototype solar hot water heater to 
be used in additional fire stations, if this is suc
cessful. 

Now being designed are a small low-income housing 
project, a new city swimming pool, and a solar space 
and water heat retrofit for a police station. 

DWP is undertaking an experimental program to 
finance solar water heats in 80 customers' homes. 
They are also designing a photovoltaic substation, 
and working with DOE and Southern California Edi
son on a 10 MW solar thermal electric pilot plant. The 
latter two projects are primarily DOE-funded. 

Energy Emergency Preparedness 

As noted earlier, Los Angeles has an electrical cur
tailment plan, developed by a citizen panel and im
plemented by the Department of Water and Power. 
During the first stage, commercial customers must 
reduce consumption by 20 percent, and residential 
and industrial users by 10 percent. Failure to comply 
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would draw penalties ranging from a fifty percent 
surcharge to cut-off of service for repeat offenders. 
When invoked during the Arab oil embargo, the plan 
cut electrical ·consumption 17 percent in two months, 
and avoided any brownouts at DWP. 

Data Collection and Program Evaluation 

The City is developing a computer program for 
monthly reporting on energy consumption in their 
buildings. Electrical data are now collected, but not 
natural gas. 

Program evaluation consists of comparing consump
tion figures to earlier figures to determine savings. 

Relations with Other Levels of Government 

County 

There is generally little contact with Los Angeles 
County, except on specific projects of mutual interest, 
such as resource recovery. 

Regional Organization 

The Southern California Association of Govern
ments (SCAG) has established an Energy Technical 
Committee, in which local officials from member gov
ernments meet monthly to exchange information. 

State 

California is quite active in energy. L.A.'s energy 
coordinator sits on a committee advising the state 
energy commission. The state regulates plant siting 
and load forecasting, which affect DWP. 

Federal Government 

The Federal Government, primarily DOE and HUD, 
have given L.A. grants and technical assistance. 

Ideal Roles 

Local Governments should: 

- Use City's authority and influence to actively 
plan and promote energy choice found to be in 
the best public interest; 

- Implement in-house energy conservation pro
grams; 

- Demonstrate solar and other alternative tech
nologies in their programs; 

- Actively market solar energy as a new phase in 
public power. 



State government should: 

- Encourage and assist city or county solar and 
alternative technologies application in the pub
lic and private sectors through: 

- Enacting energy-efficient building codes; 
- Providing State grants, tax credits, loans, and 

loan guarantees; ' 
- Coordinating State and local government en

ergy policies and programs; 
- Providing energy technical assistance to local 
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governments; and 
- Establishing an energy finance authority to 

help fund public and private sector solar and 
alternative energy developments. 

Federal government should: 

- Develop a national energy policy; 
- Develop a comprehensive energy R&D strategy 

in which local government has a role imple
menting solar and alternative technologies. 





7. Renewable Energies Information-Skills 
Transfer Program 

Introduction 

In his address to the Second National Passive Solar 
Conference, Bruce Anderson cites a lack of available 
information as a major barrier to solar implementa
tion.I Indeed, without proper information and skills 
t~e ave.ra.ge homeowner lor renter, businessperson'. 
city off1c1al, etc.) cannot and will not use solar and 
other renewable energy resources: "Only fools rush in 
blindly .... " To improve public awareness, receptivity, 
and trust in renewable energy alternatives, Austin 
must adopt an active information and skills transfer 
pro~r~~ · Such a program should coordinate existing 
act1v1t1es as well as originate and promote new ones. 
The program should educate, inform and assist in 
skills development, and do so in all se~tors related to 
renewable energies. 
~e analysis that follows deals with Austin's po

tential as a target for a renewable energies information 
and skills transfer program, and the various approaches 
it may take in developing such a program. The research 
is based on numerous interviews with local groups 
and group leaders working in solar education as well 
as the literature that addresses the success and failure 
of various methods of achieving a solar awareness. 

Initial Activities 

Prior to developing a comprehensive information/ 
~kills transfer program for renewable energies, exist
mg efforts, groups, and organizations must be identi
fied. This will allow us to evaluate the success of 
previous programs in the community, gather informa
tion concerning specific needs and target groups (such 
as homeowners, builders, financiers, etc.), and tap into 
the already active network of information transfer in 
the city. 

Evaluation should include existing information ser
vices (Travis County Agricultural Extension Service, 
the University of Texas Center for Energy Studies, the 
Center for Maximum Potential Building Systems, the 
City Electric Department, etc.); renewable energy re
lated organizations (Texas Solar Energy Society, Aus
tin Solar Energy Association, Texas Solar Action 
Coalition, University Solar Energy Society, etc.); or
ganized neighborhood groups (primarily, the Austin 
Neighborhoods Council and its affiliated members, 
the Austin Heritage Neighborhood Association, 
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Friends of Eastwoods, etc., and the various neighbor
hood centers throughout the city); civic groups (Lions, 
Rotary, Optimists, etc.); religious groups (especially 
in the East Austin community); and individuals and 
businesses active in renewable energy resources in 
Austin (professors, homeowners, politicians, writers, 

· builders, architects, contractors, financiers, etc.). 
The Texas Solar Energy Society is presently working 

?n a directory of solar-related businesses and groups 
m the Central Texas area.2 The City of Austin Infor
mation and Service Action Center is also very useful 
in locating names of organizations and their respective 
contacts. Ms. Bess Curry, Public Information Assis
tant, has compiled a fairly complete list of city organi
zations and associations-primarily from local "Yel
low Pages" listings. The Austin Women's Center has 
assembled a small source book of environment
related organizations in the city and state.J In addition, 
the City Planning Department maintains a list of 
local neighborhood organizations and centers, their 
contacts, and their addresses.• The Austin Chamber 
of Commerce has a current file of local businesses and 
industries.5 And each semester, the University of 
Texas Student Activities Center in the Texas Union 
offers an updated list of registered student organiza
tions.6 

Professor Bob Mather of the University of Texas 
School of Architecture is presently working with what 
he calls a "performance bank." Mather considers infor
mation "a form of social wealth that can be created 
deposited and withdrawn in a way that is analogous t~ 
conventional banking."7 

Performances are social goals hammered out till they 
fit the perceptions-of-need of the three sectors (public 
private and citizen) as they interact in a given decisio~ 
making arena ... Performances are generated by de
signing i.n-advance·of-need the allocation of time, space 
and capital necessary to satisfy an anticipated need 
for urbanization .... Then using rational procedures 
the performance yield of the design is extracted. This 
yield is then banked to be retrieved according to (I ) 
the space to which it applies, (2) the time to which it 
applies, (3) ~he capital which it demands, or (4) any 
transformation of I, 2, or 3 which applies to a given 
case. Thus performances in-the-bank representachieve· 
ments,, potentially available to society, "proved re
serves , to borrow a phrase from OPEC .. .. The banked 
design gives a profile against which to evaluate (and 
improvel real development schemes.' 
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Though still in its formative stages, the performance 
bank offers an interesting concept for advancing re· 
newable energies in Austin. 

Program Development 

A program for information and skills transfer in 
renewable energy resources should have as its goals: 

1. Coordination of existing efforts. This will reduce 
time and duplication of effort, as well as encour
age the sharing of information between existing 
groups. 

2. Information distribution. This should include 
general information, specific information, and 
an "answer-man" function. 

3. Skills development. Supplying information is not 
enough. If renewable energy is to be actively 
applied in the Austin community, people must 
be trained in the construction and maintenance 
of solar/renewable energy systems. To assume 
that some other mechanism will effectively 
handle this task may jeopardize the eventual 
community-wide adoption of renewable energy 
alternatives. 

4. The publicizing of renewable energy-related 
events. This refers to the active use of local and 
regional media to publicize seminars, workshops, 
lectures, fairs and festivals, conventions, elec
tions and bond issues, etc., related to renewable 
energy. 

5. The cultivation of a positive attitude toward the 
use of renewable energy resources. This includes 
all of the above, and more. 

The events necessary to promote the implementa· 
ti on of renewable energy resources then require ( 1) 
general information; (2) specific information; (3) an 
agent who objectively promotes renewable energy 
uses (a "change agent"); (4) skills and other necessary 
resources, such as sources for solar equipment and 
services; (S) a favorable atmosphere, cultivated and 
supported by local "opinion makers"; and (6) money.9 

General Information 

Existing information distribution efforts should be 
identified and coordinated. This includes libraries 
(the University of Texas System Library, Center for 
Energy Studies Library, Austin Public Libraries, pri· 
vate collections, etc.); information services (Austin 
Agricultural Extension Service, National Solar Heat· 
ing and Cooling Information Center, National Center 
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for Appropriate Technologies, etc.); and related organ· 
izations (Texas Solar Energy Society, Austin Solar 
Energy Association, the Center for Maximum Poten
tial Building Systems, etc.)1° The Engineering Library 
at the University has expressed an interest in devel· 
oping a bibliography of renewable energy literature 
from which to order.11 

The available mechanisms include all areas of the 
media. Publicity is crucial. The Austin American
Statesman should be approached about a weekly series 
on renewable energy uses. The format for such an 
article could be "straight-talk" (like the weekly article 
from the Men's Garden Club), question-answer (simi· 
lar to the "Ask Ellie Rucker" series), or a combination 
of both. The Daily Texan has already expressed an 
interest in printing weekly articles dealing with self· 
reliant living and renewable energy uses.12 It is also 
notable that the Daily Texan editor is elected yearly. 
As with the 1980 campaign, energy information can 
become an issue on which prospective editors may 
choose to run. 

Radio stations are an excellent source of public 
service announcements of upcoming events and ac
tivities. For example, KLBJ-FM actively promoted the 
Urban Survival Fair, sponsored by the Red Ryder Pres· 
ervation Society in the summer of 1979. Nearly all 
stations ran public service announcements on the 
Natural Science Center's "Safari into the '80s" festival. 

Austin television stations have toyed with energy 
topics. During the summer and fall of 1979, KVUE, 
Channel 24, ran a daily energy-awareness/ energy. 
conservation segment as part of its evening news pro· 
gram. KTVV, Channel 36, boasts an innovative mete· 
orologist (Jim Giles) who has expressed interest in 
developing new ideas concerning weather; a "solar 
index" report appeals to Mr. Giles as a part of his daily 
program. (For instance: "Today's solar index was 70 
percent. This means that a conventional solar water 
heater could have heated 70 percent of your water 
today.") Presently, Giles is considering the amount of 
work required to produce the index on a daily basis in 
Austin.13 

The distribution of information constitutes a pas
sive approach to public orientation to renewable en· 
ergy resources. While information is an important 
first step in the public awareness process, it should be 
done with a more active follow-up and/ or concurrent 
program which stresses specific information and skills 
development: actual implementation of renewable 
energies requires "know how" as well as "know about." 

Specific Information 

In order to determine the avenues of specific infor-



mation distribution, target groups must be identified 
and their needs assessed. 

Homeowners 

In 1979 Southern Union Gas distributed 17,982, l 65 
MCF (thousand cubic feet) of natural gas to its four 
classes of customers in Austin.14 Of that amount, 
6,835,761 MCF (about 38 percent) went to the residen
tial sector.15 The bulk of this energy was used for 
space heating and water heating, which are low-energy 
requirements. The logical substitute for gas heating is 
solar. Hence, the homeowner would require consumer
oriented information on where and how to purchase a 
solar system; the feasibility of solar energy; the eco
nomics of purchasing a solar water heater as opposed 
to a conventional water heater; where to locate an 
architect capable of designing passive/hybrid solar 
homes or additions to homes; and where to buy mater
ials. 

Because air conditioning uses a considerable amount 
of electricity in the summer months, conservation 
techniques should be promoted as well: the particulars 
about insulation, caulking, weatherstripping, etc.; 
passive approaches to keeping a home cool, such as 
landscaping, shading devices, etc.; and the differences 
between air conditioners and heat pumps, etc. 

Other potential topics might involve the use of 
wood as an energy resource (the ins and outs of wood
buming stoves); recycling; residential utility rates 
and the utility company; wind energy; gardening; and 
so on. In all cases, answers must include information 
about possible sources of more detailed information 
and/or skills necessary to realize the use of renewable 
energies. Each answer should give some idea of what 
physical resources are available, and the cost of those 
resources. 

Renters and Leasers 

The bulk of the student community, young families, 
and low-income groups comprise a large portion of 
the Austin community who choose to rent or lease 
their homes. Consequently, they cannot afford to 
make the same kind of commitment and investment 
in their homes as a homeowner can. However, the 
renter/leaser has the same basic needs as a home
owner, and must use conventional or renewable ener
gies to satisfy his/her living requirements. Short-term 
and low-cost approaches to renewable energy uses 
must be addressed. The implications of renewable 
energies on both renter and landlord must also be 
examined. 

The Austin Tenants' Council, the River City Ten-
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ants' Council, and/ or the University Ombudsman 
might develop criteria by which to judge the energy 
efficiency of rented spaces. Perhaps a notion of "energy 
rights" of renters can be developed. In any case, the 
need for activity in the area of rental property requires 
attention. Students and low-income people might be 
most receptive to renewable energy uses: students 
because of the influence of the University of Texas; 
low-income people be ca use of the rising percentage of 
income they pay for home energy costs. 

Commercial Businesses 

Austin's commercial sector consumes about 23 per
cent of the natural gas distributed by Southern Union 
to its four classes of customers.16 As with residents, 
commercial customers use the bulk of its natural gas 
for space and water heating needs. And, as with resi
dents, many of these needs can be met with solar 
energy. The information that businesses require, how
ever, differs from that needed by residents: Is solar hot 
water feasible for commercial use (such as in restau
rants, laundries, hospitals and clinics, etc.)? Can solar 
space heating work in a building with heavy pedes
trian traffic? 

Commercial businesses will undoubtedly be con
cerned with energy conservation techniques. Again, 
the questions will be along the same lines as those of 
homeowners and renters; but the scale of the problem 
will most likely be larger and more complex, and will 
differ from building to building. (Consider the Pecan 
Street Cafe as compared with the Capital National 
Bank Building.) 

Industry 

Bergstrom Air Force Base, Motorola, IBM, and Texas 
Instruments buy electricity in bulk from the City. 
Bergstrom purchases its natural gas directly from the 
Valero Gathering Corporation. All four institutions 
use considerable amounts of energy for heating, cool
ing, water heating, and in the case of the industries, 
for processing. The questions that industries have 
concerning renewable energies include some of the 
same questions posed by homeowners, renters, and 
business owners: What is its potential for space heat
ing? For water heating? For energy conservation? From 
previous studies, however, it is clear that industries 
typically require proof of the efficiency of renewable 
energy systems, their cost effectiveness (especially 
compared to tax advantages and other incentives to 
use nonrenewable resources), and so on.17 

In some cases solar systems can generate tempera
tures necessary for process heat. However, in the cases 
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of these particular industries, the temperatures re
quired ( 1000°+ Fl would prohibit the use of solar energy 
systems. For smaller industries and businesses, how
ever, solar might offer some solutions. For these in
dustries, objective means of evaluating systems and 
recommending the proper renewable energy substi
tute must be developed. 

Institutions 

Schools, colleges, universities, hospitals, libraries, 
public office buildings, galleries, etc., will each require 
special attention. The questions and answers will 
have to be tailored to the specific nature of the insti
tutions' needs and resources. 

The University of Texas and the Capitol Complex 
fall into this category. The University buys natural 
gas in bulk from Southern Union Gas Company to 
generate its own electricity. The cogeneration system 
of the University generation station allows waste 
heat to be pumped into buildings for space heating. 
Waste heat is also used to generate electricity for 
cooling. Specific buildings on campus, however, are 
not so energy efficient. Most of the newer structures 
have inoperable windows, forcing the use of processed 
air. The Texas Union Building in particular has had a 
history of energy problems since its reopening last 
year. Suggestions on energy conservation techniques 
and costs would certainly be applicable. 

The Capitol Complex purchases its electricity from 
the City at a reduced rate. The bulk of this energy goes 
to air conditioning and lighting. The Capitol Complex 
has already metered and audited its energy uses and 
has begun making modifications to improve the effi
ciency of the system. 

Banks and Lending Institutions 

Since they represent an essential part of the acqui
sition of renewable energy systems, banks and lending 
institutions must overcome biases and skepticism of 
new technologies. Banks must be actively approached 
concerning lending practices and solar/ renewable en
ergy construction. Banks, savings and loan associa
tions, credit unions, and others should be canvassed, 
evaluated, and then educated concerning the poten
tials and drawbacks to lending practices for renewables. 

Such a survey was conducted by the State Energy 
Office and the Texas Solar Energy Society. "Out of 382 
lending institutions responding to the questionnaire, 
about 18 percent had made loans for solar installa
tions. This accounted for 68 institutions financing 
more than 150 solar installations in the state, mostly 
for domestic hot water systems."1s Questions included 
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number of applications made (and granted) for solar
related investments, the purpose of the loans, the 
nature of the loans, reasons for disapproving loans, 
the institutions' general attitudes and policies towards 
installations, and what they perceived as deterrents 
to solar installations. If the bank proved favorable 
towards solar, a second questionnaire was submitted 
dealing with loan policy, general policy problems, and 
general opinions about solar.19 Deterrents to solar 
applications listed included: high cost of equipment 
(38.4 percent indicated this as the primary deterrent); 
information on what is available (29.4 percent); state 
of the art ( 14.6 percent); public apathy (13.l percent); 
novelty of solar concepts ( 12.3 percent); and other 
barriers to renewable energies.20 

Banks will certainly concentrate questions on sys
tem evaluation, perhaps even hiring an energy con
sultant to do the evaluating. Payback periods, life of 
the system, warranty information, creditworthiness 
of the project, and availability of technical informa
tion are all important questions that must be answered. 

City Officials 

City officials are in an advantageous position to 
promote the use of renewable energy resources. They 
make regular policy decisions that directly affect the 
outcome of renewable energy use. The general public 
is aware of what they promote and ignore. 

Elected public servants typically are hesitant to 
commit themselves to issues that lack public support. 
Hence, City officials have moved cautiously, only 
now forming a coherent policy toward renewable en
ergy resources. The Council established a Renewable 
Energy Resources Commission to address the poten
tial for renewable energy uses in Austin, and recently, 
the City Manager created an Office of Energy Conser
vation and Renewable Resources. Although the City 
has given relatively low priority to funding these ac
tivities, additional services and projects will follow as 
the new office gains momentum and support. 

City officials' sentiments must be cultivated; they 
must be educated about the real potentials for renew
able energy resources. Renewable energy issues should 
be made issues in mayoral, council, and bond elections. 
The City should actively seek grant monies for re
newable energy projects and give funding priority to 
renewable energy activities. 

City Planners 

The Austin Tomorrow Program lends beautifully 
to the use of renewable energy resources. From a plan
ner's point of view, the changes in the present system 



need not be cataclysmic. Subtle changes in the build
ing, zoning, and subdivision regulations can insure 
solar access rights and set minimum building energy 
performance standards. However, these changes will 
require some rethinking of traditional planning tech
niques and considerations. 

Planners frequently make recommendations that 
affect large number of buildings simultaneously. 
Hence, it is important that they be aware of the poten
tials of renewable energy resources. 

Construction-Related Businesses 

Architects, contractors, developers, apartment 
builders, general labor, unions, and specific labor 
groups [air conditioning, space heating, plumbing, 
wiring, etc.) will require a great deal of information 
and very special attention. Each poses a potential 
barrier to renewable energy resources: it is difficult to 
change long-established standard trade practices. How
ever, as energy efficiency and renewable energies be
come more popular, the building industry will require 
information to adequately meet the needs of thehome
buyer. 

Questions will arise about special training require
ments, necessary skills for particular tasks, proper 
certification and guarantees of workmanship, cost· 
effectiveness of renewable energy systems, and so on. 

Exchange of Skills and Information 

Specific questions require objective and adequate 
answers. More than that, the questions may often 
require the exchange of techniques and skills neces
sary to realize renewable energy potentials. The mech
anisms for the exchange of both information and skills 
include workshops, assistance programs, training pro
grams, festivals and fairs, lectures and tours, and cur
riculum changes in local educational institutions. 

Workshops 

The most popular and successful approach to infor
mation and skills transfer are workshops, the "hands
on" approach to renewable energy instruction. Good 
workshops offer basic information concerning princi
ples of system/program design and operation. More
over, workshops teach skills that participants can 
take with them when they leave. 

Workshops can be as general or specific as neces
sary. They can address homeowner, designer, contrac
tor, builder, banker, educator, librarian, etc., and 
address specific questions as they arise. Workshops 
have an added advantage: many can be conducted at 
no expense to the instructor. As is the case with solar 
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greenhouse workshops, a person or group puts up the 
front-end money for materials, while labor lin the 
form of workshop participants ) is essentially free. The 
homeowner benefits by saving labor costs for con
struction, as well as picking up a few new building 
skills. The renewable energy instructor benefits by 
having a relatively cost-free event in which the bulk 
of the expenses are absorbed by the homeowner.21 

The success of workshops is dramatic. Amy Matthei, 
workshop program coordinator for the New Mexico 
Solar Energy Association (NMSEA), estimates that 

. three to four additional greenhouses were constructed 
within a one-month period after workshops were held. 
While an average of fifteen to twenty people took an 
active part in constructing. the greenhouses, fifty to 
sixty additional observers visited the sites during 
construction.22 Compare these figures with those giv
en by Mary Beth Bliss [former NMSEA information 
coordinator). From May 1977 to December 1978, the 
NMSEA conducted twenty-seven workshops. These 
construction workshops generated a spin-off of ap
proximately ten construction starts per workshop 
within the ' first year.23 

The NMSEA workshops are geared to low-income 
groups-CETA, Youth Conservation Corps, etc.-all 
of whom welcome the opportunity to develop valuable 
skills that help reduce the percentage of their incomes 
going to energy. Another group, the League of Women 
Voters (headed by such notables as Sarah Balcolm and 
Susan Nichols) address the problems of middle- and 
upper-incon:ie groups, builders, contractors, lenders, 
anyone connected with the business of building or 
buying homes-again, in workshop. The two groups 
are coordinated by the NMSEA. 

An effective workshop requires the organizers' sen
sitivity to specific needs, high-quality speakers and 
trainers, an interested audience, well-coordinated ad
vance work, a central planning staff, at least two 
months of planning (for the initial project), money, 
and reasonable (if not free ) admission. In cases of 
specialized workshops, attendance fees should be re
quired to defray operating and travel expenses. Litera
ture, especially instructional information, should ac
company the workshops. Publicity of the event is of 
paramount importance. 

Two groups in Austin have conducted workshops. 
The Center for Maximum Potential Building Systems 
has conducted workshops on woodbuming stove con
struction and solar water heaters in Crystal City, 
Texas. It has also conducted a solar water preheater 
workshop in the Clarksville area. The success of the 
Crystal City workshops was phenomenal: woodburn
ers made from fifty-five gallon drums and solar water 
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heaters manufactured from recycled water heater in
teriors are now a regular part of living in Crystal City. 

The Texas Solar Energy Society's Texas Solar Reali
ties '79 workshop series, conducted in nine Texas 
cities in 1979, provided nearly two thousand Texans 
with a working knowledge of the basics of both pas
sive and active solar applications.24 A fee of twenty
five dollars was charged for admission each day. The 
sessions lasted a full day and included lunch, coffee, 
and a three hundred page workbook on passive and 
active solar systems. The results of the workshops 
exceeded expectations. Houston, San Antonio, Dallas, 
and Fort Worth registered 250 to 300 people per ses
sion.25 

About half the participants evaluated the work
shops: 

Statewide, more than 85% rated the presentations 
Neffective" or "quite effective." About 14% said they 
were "moderately effective" . .. By a ratio of 41 to l, 
people said that their attitudes toward solar, as a 
result of the workshops, are more positive as opposed 
to less positive. Nearly 95% indicated that they 
planned to apply what they had learned at the work
shops, with over 7096 saying that they would put it to 
work within the next 12 months.u 

The Texas Solar Energy Society is presently plan
ning a series of workshops to train teams from around 
the state to provide instruction on how to build solar 
greenhouses- in other words, teacher training work
shops. The trained teams can then begin to conduct 
regular solar greenhouse workshops with neighbor
hood groups, civic groups, and other interested persons. 

For further information concerning workshops and 
renewable energy events, one might consult Reaching 
Up, Reaching Out: A Guide to Organizing Local Solar 
Events.27 The book gives an excellent sampling of 
successful events, a detailed "organizing primer," and 
a guide to selected resources. 

Assistance Programs 

Assistance programs, like workshops, are designed 
to meet the special needs of a diverse group of people. 
For instance, the NMSEA regularly provides counsel 
for architects and designers. It also assists the low 
income and "backyard" builders. The NMSEA offers 
help in locating recyclable building materials, and 
offers critiques of building designs and rough manu
scripts. It assists institutions with energy-related pol
icy changes. Finally, the NMSEA functions as an inde
pendent research group.28 

An effective assistance program requires many of 
the same qualities as workshops: counselors sensitive 
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to specific needs, high-quality personnel, an interested 
audience, well-coordinated activity between counsel
ling groups, a dedicated staff, regular accessibility, 
unbiased info.rmation, money, and a reasonable fee. 
As with the workshops, publicity is crucial. 

In Austin, a number of groups assist with solar/ 
renewable-related activities. The Center for Maximum 
Potential Building Systems and the Texas Solar Energy 
Society both offer advice concerning solar design and 
appropriate technologies, although this is not the 
primary purpose of either organization. Planergy, Inc., 
offers professional assistance to builders, planners, 
etc., concerning energy-related matters. Students and 
professors at the University of Texas are frequently 
called upon for advice. However, Austin is conspic
uously lacking in well-publicized, objective, well
coordinated, regularly accessible assistance for renew
able energy activity. 

Teacher Training Programs 

Teacher training programs are designed to work 
with science, social science, and vocational training 
teachers in developing teacher awareness of renewable 
energy resources. The New Mexico Solar Energy Asso
ciation trains teachers in two-and-one-half-Oay inten
sive workshops covering heat gain, heat loss, solar 
energy applications, and curriculum development.29 

Of the eighty-five teachers who participated in the 
NMSEA workshop, 87 percent are using or plan to use 
the information gathered in the program.30 

The workshop training programs have several draw
backs. According to Dr. George Bowden, head of Ele
mentary Education for the Austin Independent School 
District, teachers are reluctant to give up their week
ends !their only free time) to participate in teaching 
assistance projects.31 If such projects are to succeed, 
they would have to be conducted during one of the 
"work days" set aside by AISD for teaching improve
ment. 

The Texas Education Agency is presently working 
to modify the state curriculum to include a broader 
range of energy-related topics, especially energy con
servation. As the curriculum slowly changes to in
clude new energy topics, teacher training will cer
tainly increase. 

Festivals and Fairs 

A well-organized festival or fair can make a remark
able impact on the average citizen. Sun Day '78, orga
nized by the National Center for Renewable Resources, 
is considered the single most outstanding event in 
the history of solar promotion. Indeed, Sun Day in 



Austin, though not as grandiose as fairs in other parts 
of the country, attracted considerable attention. Like
wise, the Urban Survival Fair, which hosted local 
community and action groups, was a reasonable suc
cess. 

Successful fairs and festivals usually include a well
known speaker, a proper mix of entertainment and 
serious discussion, a considerable amount of plan
ning, enthusiastic exhibitors (who are willing to pay 
for display space), professional quality exhibits, effec
tive networking, political support, heavy media cov
erage, money, and free admission.a2 

Rebecca Vories, in Reaching Up, Reaching Out, 
makes several suggestions concerning festival orga
nizing. 

Before the event: 

Contact all the organizations you can think of and 
invite them to participate. If they are experienced, ask 
for advice. 

Contact the police department for traffic control and 
security. 

Invite business and educational groups to put up ex
hibits. 

Estimate your electrical needs and be sure enough 
juice will be available. 

Set up a litter patrol. 

Contact the local press early. They can run feature 
anicles as well as cover the event. 

Ask local businesses to provide free/ inexpensive re
freshments, platforms, display cases. 

Set up a first aid and lost child station. 

Set up an information booth near the entrance to 
direct people to specific activities. 

During the event: 

Be prepared to switch things around if it looks like 
people aren't taking advantage of all the activities 
because of flow obstructions you hadn't considered 
before. 

Be assured that you will run out of things, and have 
someone available to make last minute runs to the 
store or headquarters. 

After the event: 

Be prepared to spend quite a bit of time cleaning up 
and returning borrowed items. 

Check with your exhibitors to see if they feel the 
event was worth their time.33 
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Ms. Vories recommends So You Want to Have a 
Fair! by Gwendolyn B. Moore and Francis P. Koster, 
for further information. The book is available through 
the Center for Renewable Resources, Washington, 
D.C. 

Lectures and Tours 

Lectures offer a passive approach to renewable en
ergy education. Lectures can be as general or specific 
as necessary. In Austin, the University Solar Energy 
Society recently hosted a series of spring lectures on 

· passive and active solar energy systems, energy con
servation, and practical applications of solar. 

Ms. Vories urges that these questions be considered 
in selecting speakers or lecturers: 

Can they really deliver the kind of speech/instruction 
you are after? 

Are they effective speakers/ teachers who know how 
to use visual aids and the English language? 

Do they have a political or technical ax to grind, and if 
so, will it add spark or detract from your purpose? 

Are they nearby or will you have to cover travel costs? 

Will their presence ensure a larger turnout and per
haps generate some income for your organization, or 
will their fees exceed the income? 

1 Are they people who are likely to be at home with 
your praticular audience, and vice versa?34 

Sources of speakers will vary: solar energy associa
tions; appropriate technology groups; alternative en
ergy groups/firms; city, state, regional, federal energy 
agencies; professional organizations (homebuilding, 
engineering/architectural, heating, ventilating, and 
air conditioning); cooperative/energy extension ser
vices; elected officials; bankers; educational institu
tions; research firms or labs; local utilities; nationally 
prominent spokespeople.as 

Renewable energy tours are remarkably successful: 
seeing is believing. Experiencing a warm, solar-heated 
house during winter can have a remarkable effect on 
the visitor. Tours can be conducted alone or in con
junction with other workshops or conferences. How
ever, like workshops, fairs, and festivals, tours require 
considerable planning. 

Schedule tours so not to conflict with regular traffic 
flows . 

Jn all cases, conduct a dry-run before the actual event. 

Possible sites include homes, commercial or public 
buildings, research and manufacturing facilities. 
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U touring private homes, give the owner notice that 
someone will direct the tour. There should also be 
other tourguides to protect private property. 

Have guides in each car to answer questions and brief 
tourists between stops. 

Consider the need for rest stops and meals. 

If buses are required, make all arrangements well in 
advance of the tour. 

Sell as many spaces on the tour during preregistration 
(as possible). 

Include literature on the homes, buildings, etc., as 
well as timetables and maps of routes, points of depar
ture and arrival, etc. 

Always include a rain date.36 

Curriculum Changes 

On November l 5-16, 1979, the Center for Renew
able Resources conducted a Renewable Energy Plan
ning Workshop. The workshop was to "consider an 
effective overall approach to developing renewable 
energy curriculum."37 Participants included solar en
ergy enthusiasts with an interest in education and 
educators with interest in renewable energies. 

Among other conclusions, the group ranked public 
education as the most important target for renewable 
energy information. "Although the school bureaucra
cy is complex and difficult to penetrate, it is worth
while to have renewable energy education incorpo
rated into academic programs and accepted into school 
curriculum."38 

The group then listed what the members considered 
to be barriers to renewable energy education: lack of 
materials (especially interdisciplinary materials); ba
sic distrust of renewable energy as a viable option; 
lack of adequate funds, space, commitment, or audio
visual materials.39 

The workshop produced several recommendations 
for changes in curriculum in order to include renew
ables: 

Solar and renewables are best treated from an inter
disciplinary perspective. 

Expand existing courses which touch on renewables: 
technical, scientific, environmental/ecological, ethnic/ 
spiritual, educational/learning, cultural/social, political/ 
legal, economic. 

Make technical information less threatening by sim
plifying solar energy technologies and concepts. 

Use physical and visual aids whenever possible. 

Involve school facilities in classroom work (for exam-
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pie, school building audits l. 

Avoid using the energy simulator, or "black box." The 
tool give~ a false impression that to solve the present 
energy problem, "you just press a button and the an
swer pops out." 

Overlap school and community activities. 

Include innovative, active approaches to renewable 
energy education.•o 

The group finally recommended various strategies 
for action: 

Identify people in the school already working with 
renewable energy education. 

Identify people in the community already working 
with renewable energy education. 

Begin preservice and inservice teacher training pro
grams. 

Modify. existing school curriculum plans. 

Solicit support from teachers associations, educational 
institutions, federal agencies, state offices, and local 
and national groups. 

Solicit support from superintendents, school boards, 
and PTAs. 

Solicit funds from public and private sources to devel
op renewable energy curriculum.4 1 

The participants of the Renewable Energy Educa
tion Planning Workshop expressed what would be 
ideal curriculum changes. However, in the Austin 
Independent School District (AISDJ, enthusiasm for 
renewable energy programs is not widespread. 

Energy is specifically addressed at Level (grade) 5. 
The basis for the approach is outlined in Intermediate 
Social Studies: A Conceptual Approach, compiled by 
the AISD under the direction of Dr. George Bowden.41 

Out of more than 110 pages of text, two pages are 
devoted to solar, six to energy conservation, two to 
hydroelectricity, and one to wind. The bulk of the 
text deals with conventional fuels, with a heavy em
phasis on oil, gas, and nuclear. This is not surprising. 
When questioned about potential programs in renew
ables, Dr. Bowden expressed skepticism that renew
ables would make an appreciable difference in today's 
energy arena.43 

Activities at the state level are more promising. 
The Texas Education Agency (TEA) has developed 
the Texas Energy Education Framework. The Frame
work is "designed to assist teachers, administrators 
and other school personnel in the process of infusing 
energy education concepts into the public school cur
riculum."44 The basis of the Framework is an "Energy 



Education Matrix" !see Table 7.1). On the horizontal 
axis of the matrix are listed five basic energy concerns: 
Consumer Behavior; Personal Health and Well-Being; 
Career Choice and Development; Leisure Time and 
Recreational Activity; and Social/Legal Interaction of 
People. The vertical axis contains three aspects of 
education: Knowledge !Concepts ); Application of 
Knowledge (Activities); and Values and Attitudes. The 
matrix produces fifteen #instructional development 
cells" which act as springboards in the area of curricu
lum planning.4s 

TEA has developed matrices for grade levels K-3, 4-
6, 6-8, and 9-12. Each matrix is accompanied by an 
example of potential energy education activities for 
one of the cells of the matrix. The activities are broken 
down according to subject: Language Arts and Lan
guage Leaming, Social Studies, Science, Health, Math
ematics, An, and Music.46 

The Texas Energy Education Framework is an ex
cellent fi rst step in developing a renewable energy 
curriculum. The Framework is a teaching aid, how
ever, and is as effective as the teacher using it. TEA 
has two other popular teaching aids related to energy 
resources: Suggested Activities for Environmental Ed-

Table 7.1 

Energy Education Matrix 

Con1umer lndlvlduel Well-Being 

(1) (2) 
Knowledge K now l edge ol • nergy Individual health and well-

con$eNation aft1te1s eon- being 1.re directly 1lfected 
sumer beh1vlor. by energy use. 

(6) (7) 
Appllc1tlon Applications of consumer App lication of energy 

knowledge rel1te 10 energy conservation techniques 
conservation. 1mprove-s 1nd1vidual health 

1nd well-being. 

(11) (12) 

Vllu" Consumer values affecl Personal values related 
the 10111 use ol energy. to energy use allect lhe 

t>eallh and well-being of 
each individual. 
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ucation in the Elementary Schools and Suggested Ac
tivities for Environmental Education in the Secondary 
Schools.47 Each publication has sections dealing with 
energy resources as valuable natural resources. 

If the Austin Independent School District is to in
corporate renewable energy studies into its curricu
lum, the impetus will have to come from outside the 
AISD administration. Like other professions affected 
by renewables, the school system may be slow to 

change. 
Workshops, assistance programs, training programs, 

festivals and fairs, lectures and tours, and curriculum 
changes represent active educational programs. They 
offer visible, tangible information and skills to the 
would-be renewable energy consumer. 

The Change Agent 

Fifty to sixty percent of all local activities in renew
ables involve an effective change agent. The change 
agent is an objective, honest, accessible source of 
information and skills. The agent can be an indepen
dent person or organization !such as a solar energy 
societyl, a government-related person or organization 

Cereer Recrutlon1I Soclo-L•g•I 

(3) (4) (5) 
C~ang1ng patterns ol Energy shorllges 1nd Changing patterns of 
energy use and e~ergy changing patterns ol use energy consumption end 
resources 1ftect career aflecl the recreat ional energy regulations aflect 
OPPonuni ties now and in activities ol all people. ind ividual lifestyle and 
lhe future. the world society. 

(&) (9) (10) 
Educational requiremenlS Applications ol inlorma- Apphca!ion ol social·legal 
for new 1obs resulling t1on regarding wise use knowledge relaled to 
lrom energy conservation of energy 1llect lhe use energy conservation and 
1nd 1Uern1trve resources of leisure time. energy produc1ion alfec1s 
ere chlng1ng rapidly. the ability of each 1ndl· 

v•dual to live in harmony 
with other people ol the 
world. 

(13) (1 4) (15) 
Career values and work Personal values regarding Social and poli1ical values 
ethics relate 10 the chang- the use of energy lor rec· arc direclly re1a1ed to 
Ing energy piclure and rea1ion alfec1 l he 10111 ava1labihly of energy and 
job satislaction. consump11on ol energy. influence its rese arch, 

transportation, and con .. 
sumption. 

Source: Texas Education Agency, Division of Curriculum Development, Texas Energy Education Framework 
!Austin, Texas, 1979). 
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!such as the Agricultural Extension Service), a sales 
representative of a local solar manufacturer lif the 
representative is willing to go beyond marketing the 
product and enhance the general climate for renew
able energy use ), the local utility company, or some 
other person or group.48 

The change agent answers questions, spurs new 
ideas and activities, and is a visible and active sup
porter of renewable energy resources in the commu
nity. The information he or she dispenses and the 
activitil:s he or she promotes must be accurate, un
biased, and attuned to the needs of the local people. 

The selection of the proper agent is crucial to the 
success of a renewable energy education program. In 
Austin, the newly formed Office of Energy Conserva
tion and Renewable Resources (OECRRl would be the 
logical choice. As an office of the local government, it 
would have access to the City's computer system, an 
indispensable tool for collecting, storing, and updat
ing data. OECRR would have access to other facilities 
such as the City Printing Office, which could aid its 
function as a clearinghouse of information-for ex
ample, by publishing a regular energy newsletter sim
ilar to New York City's The Energy Manager. 49 

OECRR is in constant contact with the Renewable 
Energy Resource Commission and the Energy Conser
vation Commission, and consequently, a wide spec
trum of the local energy community. As part of the 
local government, OECRR would be in closer touch 
with other municipal offices and departments than 
would an independent agency, thus reducing the 
chances of communication breakdown. OECRR could 
represent Austin in applying for energy-related grants, 
especially those requiring municipal application only. 
Finally, OECRR is presently mandated to publicize 
and promote the use of renewable energy activities
the tasks of a change agent. 

Another possible change agent might be the City 
Electric Department. It is presently an organized 
source of energy information. Like other energy com
panies, it is frequently contacted to answer questions 
concerning renewable energy resources and energy 
conservation. In its files, the utility has access to 
information about every energy user in the city. The 
Department is also subject to the Residential Conser
vation Service Provisions of the National Energy Con
servation Policy Act of 1978, which requires that 
utility companies, upon the request of a customer, 
perform a complete energy audit on the customer's 
home, and offer suggestions concerning possible en
ergy conservation or renewable energy techniques to 
correct any problems identified by the audit.so 

The problems associated with either the Office of 
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Energy Conservation and Renewable Resources or 
the City Electric Department as a change agent in
volve the politics of an appointed municipal post. An 
effective change agent must beobjectiveand unbiased, 
well-informed, and dedicated to promoting renewable 
energy resources. If the position resides within the 
municipal structure and is an appointed position, 
OECRR could be subject to the opinions and desires 
of the appointing political body. The City Electric 
Department must also overcome a certain degree of 
mistrust due to its stand on nuclear energy and non
renewable alternatives, and the Summer 1979 rate 
hike which resulted from residential energy conser
vation. 

Publicizing Renewing Energy Related Events 

The task of publicity resides with the office of the 
change agent and/ or the individual or group hosting 
the event. Publicity should include posters and flyers, 
as well as press releases to the Austin American
Statesman, the Daily Texan, the Austin Citizen, and 
all local radio and television stations. The media 
should also be approached to do feature articles or 
news stories prior to each event. Other possible ave
nues of publicity include the use of church bulletins, 
newsletters, bulletin boards, banners over major 
streets, verbal networking (especially good in Austin), 
announcements at local meetings, and promotions 
within local stores.s1 

Money 

A renewable energy education program of this scope 
requires proper financial support. The avenues of sup
port will vary according to the objectives, goals, and 
specific requirements of the program. Generally speak
ing, an energy-education program breaks down into 
three interest areas: energy, education, and commu
nity development. The U.S. Office of Education (now 
the Department of Education ), in A Selected Guide to 
Federal Energy and Education Assistance, makes fur
ther distinctions. For purposes of easy classification, 
the office separates activities into seven categories: 
11 l Curriculum Materials/Development; (2) Direct 
Student Assistance; (3) Employee/Teacher Training; 
(4) Facilities Improvement; (S) Outreach to Public/ 
Business Sector; (6) Research Development, Demon
stration, Data Collection, and Dissemination; and (7) 
Assistance to Local, Regional, and State Governments 
fo r Innovative Projects.s2 

The categories are certainly not binding; they are 
merely focal points for available federal support. The 
same categories are useful for identifying avenues of 



support at the state and local levels. Some examples of 
agencies/ organizations which fund energy, education, 
and community development projects are listed below. 

Federal Funding 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop-

ment 
U.S. Department of Energy 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
U.S. Department of Defense 
U.S. Department of Education 
U.S. Department of Labor 
Minority Business Development Agency 
National Science Foundation 
Small Business Administration 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Community Services Administration 
Action 

State Funding 
Texas Energy and Natural Resources Advisory 

Council ITENRAC) 
Texas Education Agency 
Texas State Teachers Association 

Local Funding 
The City of Austin 

Private Organizations 

The networks and organizations previously identi
fied to assist with development of a renewable energies 
education program can assist with fundraising as well. 
It is also noteworthy that the New Mexico Solar 
Energy Association began a program of briefings for 
philanthropic foundations, redirecting their policies 
towards drastically underfunded grass-roots solar en
ergy activities. These foundations have already con
tributed more than $100,000 to NMSEA and its asso
ciate organizations.SJ 

Identifying a Target Area 

There are two target areas-one primary, the other 
secondary- in Austin. The primary area, the Central 
Austin area, is that part of Austin bordered on the 
north by 5 I st Street, on the south by Oltorf Street, on 
the east by Airport Boulevard, and on the west by 
Loop I IMopac Boulevard}. This is the area of Austin 
which traditionally has been influenced by the Uni
versity community. The attitude of its inhabitants is 
reflected in such issues as the South Texas Nuclear 
referendum ( 1979), in which the Central Austin area 
voted overwhelmingly to abandon the South Texas 
Nuclear Project. 
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The Central Austin area has the largest percentage 
of neighborhood organizations in the city. It has the 
largest number of information resources. It includes 
middle- and lower-income sectors (minority popula
tion in East Austin; University population in North 
Central Austin). It includes many public institutions 
lthe University of Texas, the Capitol Complex, muni
cipal buildings, schools, churches, hospitals, etc.}. It is 
made up mostly of existing buildings, as opposed to 
structures under development, and would lend itself 
well to the benefits and advantages of retrofit. The 

. Central Austin area includes the Model Energy Dis
trict in the downtown area, a potential focus for solar 
and renewable energy activity, and an example for the 
rest of the Austin community. Finally, the Central 
Austin area, more than any other area in the city, has 
a strong sense of community which arises from long
standing residents and which can be strengthened 
further with community-oriented programs. 

The secondary target area includes those parts of 
the city with new development, including those areas 
lying north of 5 I st Street, west of Loop I, or south of 
Oltorf Street, and incorporated communities such as 
Rollingwood and Westlake Hills. These areas embrace 
the upper-middle and upper income groups who can 
readily afford commercial renewable energy systems. 
Homeowners in the new devleopment areas can be 
made aware of the benefits and applications of renew
able energy systems, and thus avoid remodeling and 
retrofits at a later date. 

Recommendations and Conclusions 

1. Develop the program holistically. Some parts of a 
comprehensive energy education program are 
more important than others. The use of existing 
human resources, the establishment of a change 
agent, and the identification of specific target 
groups are of major concern. But general and 
supportive activities such as publicity and pro
ject planning should not be subordinated or ne
glected. A successful education program requires 
both types of activities. 

2. Establish the Office of Renewable Energy Re
sources and Energy Conservation as the change 
agent for Austin. A change agent is absolutely 
necessary to begin a coordinated effort to pro
mote renewable energy activities. OREREC pos
sesses all the necessary qualities and prerequi
sites of a good change agent. Its activities should 
be encouraged and assisted publicly and privately. 

3. Publicize all activities. People cannot use a pro-
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gram if they do not know it exists. 

4. General goals. Develop a program that coordi
nates existing efforts, distributes information, 
develops skills, publicizes renewable energy 
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